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ABSTRACT

Inservice training has gained popularity in the field of child welfare. Program
planning Iiterature suggests that evaluation should be included in any program plan.
Unfortunately, evaluation is ofien a missing component in in-service training programsWhen conducted, evaluations fiequently focus on the training event itself and stop short
of assessing whether training participants have applied the training on the job. The work
environment is increasingly recognized as impacting successful transfer of training.
Grounded theory methodology was used in this largely qualitative evaluation of transfer
of Competency-Based Inservice Training (CBIT)at Winnipeg Child and Family Services
(WCFS). Post training evaluations were analysed to determine work environment factors
that may inhibit transfer. One hundred and twenty social workers who had completed the

CBIT at WCFS were sent the "Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard" (Curry
& Chandler, 1999, p-43). Fifty-four percent (65) of the sample completed and returned

the survey. Theoretical sampling was used to select twelve respondents to participate in
focus group interviews. The preliminary evaluation results were shared with each focus

group participant and their feedback was integrated into the final report. Participants
evaluate the CBIT event positively overall. They are applying parts of the training in their
work but application is inhibited by factors in their work environment. High workload is
the most significant bamer to their application of the training. The findings of this
evaluation are discussed in light of the literature regarding the competency-based
approach, social work education and training in child welfare, and management of
i n s e ~ c etraining programs. Finatly, some recommendations to improve the transfer of
CBIT at WCFS are provided.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Overview

Many child welfare agencies across Canada and the United States provide
inservice training to their s t a - A significant amount of research has gone into cumculum
development with particular attention k i n g paid to adult leaming strategies, sequencing
and job relevance of the training. Most research emphasizes the importance of training

evaluation, however in practice this part of the training cycle is fiequently omitted. Even
when evaluation takes place it usually focuses on the training event rather than whether
trainees have applied the information and skills learned in training at their workplace.

This is concerning given the crucial decisions that are required of child welfare workers
and the time and money that is dedicated to training.
A fùrther area of inquiry concerns the factors that contribute to transfer of

training. The literature talks about 'transfer of learning' and 'transfer of training'. Both
refer to the use of knowledge, skills or attitudes gained in training in the day to day tasks
on the job (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Curry, 1997; Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992). The term
'transfer' is used to signie this process. It is understood that a combination of factors
associated with the individual trainee characteristics, training design and work
environment contribute to effective transfer of training. While a significant amount of
research has examined the impact of individual trainee characteristics and training design
on transfer, the impact of the work environment has been largely ignored.

This practicum report descnbes an evaluation of an inservice training program at

a particular child welfare agency. This research was conducted as part of the completion
of my Master of Social Work degree. Winnipeg Child and Farnily Services (WCFS)was
chosen as the evaluation site. This Agency is using the Competency Based Inservice
Training (CBIT) developed by the Inaitute for Human SeMces (IHS) in Ohio, a training
program that was adopted by the Department of Family Services of the Govenunent of
Manitoba in 1991. The qualitative research design included: 1) analysis of data that was
gathered in a post training evaluation at t h e training event (referred to as the "Post
Training Evaluation"); 2) data collection and analysis through use of a survey instrument
called "The Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard" (Cuny & Chandler, 1999,
p.43); 3) focus group interviewing and 4) participant feedback. Grounded theory
methodology was used to direct data collection and analysis.

Pracf icum Setting

Winnipeg Child and Family Services is the largest provider of child welfare
services in the Province of Manitoba. Its expenditures for the year ending March 3 1, 2000
were in excess of $73,000,000. Its aaNng complement includes approximately 510
effective full time positions and over 300 hourly paid support workers. The six program
areas that fall under the Program Services umbrella are:
Community Based Early Intervention
Services to Children and Families
Resources in Support of Services
Alternative CarelPermanency Planning

5) Quality Assurance, Research & Planning

6) Aboriginal Liaison Program

The organizational chart provides an overall picture of the structure of the organization
and the programs included within each program area (Appendix A).

In the year ending on March 31, 2000, the total number of Voluntary Services
Families served by Winnipeg Child and Family Services was 349. The total number of
families who received Protective Family SeMces was 2,263, with 1,150 children in those
families being in ternporary care of the Agency on March 3 1, 2000. The total number of
children who received Agency services while remaining in the care of their parents was
4,663. Dunng the year ending March 31, 2000, there were 5,625 Protective SeMces

Intakes opened.
Still in the year pnor to March 31, 2000, Children in Permanent Care of the
Agency totalled 1,486. Post legal adoption services were delivered to 1,893 people. There
were 83 Agency adoptions completed.
As of March 31, 2000 the Agency was managing 1,066 licensed foster homes.

During the year ending March 3 1,2000 the total number of days care (for children in the

care of the Agency) was 766,860.(Source: Winnipeg Child and Family Services Annual

Report l999/2OOO).

My interest in this topic grew out of my personal expenence as a social worker. 1
entered the child welfare system aeer several years of social w o h experience in nonmandated social service agencies. In the midst of the intensive introduction to the

politics, policies, and procedures of Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS), 1
would often reflect on how someone with little expenence as a social worker learned to
balance the intensity of workioad, client-worker interaction, and system issues. At the
time WCFS was several years into the implementation of an in-service training program
aimed to "provide training in the core cornpetencies of child welfare practise" (WCFS
Personnel Policy Re: Competency-Based

Training,

February

18,

1997).

The

Competency-Based Insenice Training Program, 'Tore Cumculum for Child Welfare
Caseworkers" was being delivered to caseworkers throughout WCFS.
1was particularly interested in the experience of social worken as seen within the

organizational context. During my initial exploration in this area, 1 wondered if social
workers at Winnipeg Child and Family Services viewed the training as contributing to

their ability to carry out the day to day work of a Family Service Social Worker. 1wanted
to know what they identified as barriers to implementing theû training. L an attempt to
answer some of these questions 1 engaged in research on training in child welfare (Lichti,

1996).

In addition to an extensive literature review of i n s e ~ c etraining in the social
services, in the spring of 1996 1conducted interviews with several key stakeholders in the
Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT) program at Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS). This included social workers fiom WCFS who had participated in

CBIT. 1 found that each of these social workers had a positive evaluation of the trainer
and curriculum. Their overall perspective was that when training was completed, they
had every intention of implementing it, but encountered bamers that prevented them.

They identified a number of factors as interfenng with implementing the training. These

included: lack of relevance to their role, caseload size, lack of supervisory and CO-worker
support, conflict between the philosophical perspective of the Agency and the
cumculum, confiict between the mission and goals o f the Agency and the cumculum,
and lack of concrete procedures to support transfer within the Agency. Each of them

experienced their lack of ability to implement the training as demoralizing and noted that
the momentum they had gained at training disappeared very quickly upon their retum to

the work place,
Despite t hese somewhat discouraging findings, 1 entered this research wit h the
assumption that both employees and organizations want training to be useful. Training
should result in increased knowledge, new skills or changed attitudes. Ultimately these
changes should lead to an improved product or make a positive impact on the people one
is serving (positive results)(Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Curry, 1997; Tannenbaum & Yukl,
1992; Tziner, Haccoun, & Kadish, 199 1).

The purpose of this research was to evaluate Competency Based Inservice
Training with particular attention to effective transfer. It provides an overall evaluation of
the training, but focuses particularly on transfer and factors that influence transfer within
the post training transfer environment.

Potential sienificance
The implementation of inservice training in Manitoba was in response to a need
expressed by people at al1 levels of the child welfare delivery system in the province
(Child and Family Suppon Branch, 1987; Sigurdson & Reid, 1987). Unfortunately, since
the adoption of the Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT)program in 1991 there

has been no evaluation of the effectiveness of the program. This is a concem for several
reasons. First, it is not clear that the training program met the need that was expressed in
the late 1980s when the need for training was clearly articulateci (Child and Farnily
Support Branch, 1987; Sigurdson & Reid, 1987). Second, there is no information about
whether the training program meets the current needs of people in the child welfare
system. Third, even if the training meets an expressed need, there is no information to
indicate that training has changed the way training participants do their jobs. Evaluation
of CBIT training at Winnipeg Child and Family Services could provide information about
the impact of training as it is currently being delivered and result in suggestions for
improvement.
Another issue raised in the literature is conceming the cost effectiveness of
training. In a field where tirne is at a prernium one needs to consider the monetary cost as
well as the cost related to direct service time lost when at training. Both the employee and
organization want time away fiom the work site to be well spent. In the absence of
evaluation, significant amounts of money are spent on training staffwithout evidence that
it is effective. Some studies estimate that trainees transfer only 1043% of their training

into their day to day work (Curry, Caplan, & Knuppel, 1994). Evaluation of training
could result in more efficient use of training dollars.
It is hoped that the information gained fiom this evaluation will point to

interventions Winnipeg Child and Famity Services (WCFS) can implement to improve
the supportiveness of the transfer environment and can be used to develop methods of
evaluating the Competency Based Inservice Training at WCFS with particular attention

to transfer. In a more general sense this research will contribute to the larger body of
literature regarding training and transfer.

Framework and neneral research auestions

1 used Daniel Katz and Robert Kahn's (1978) work about organizations as a

theoretical fiamework for this research. Mary ANI Scheirer (1981) used this 6amework
in her research about the implementation of innovative programs in organizations. Katz
and Kahn (1978) and Scheirer (1981) view organüations as dynamic and interactive

social systems. These systems have macro, intermediate and micro levels that are
interrelated and dynamic.
McDonald (1991) was interested in the extent to which training was transfened to
the workplace and suggested the use of Katz and Kahn's fkamework for analysis of this
issue. McDonald (1991) asserts that,

mf behavioral change within the organizational context, as opposed to that
present at the training site, is the more meaningfùl benchmark against which
training effectiveness should be evaiuated, then knowledge and understanding of
factors and conditions that operate at the organizational (macro), work group
(intermediate) and individual (micro) levels should assume central positions in
both training evaluation and training management efforts. (p.273)
The foliowing research questions guided the collection of data for this evaluation:
1.

How do social workers* at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS)
evaluate the Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT)overall?

2.

1s the training relevant to the work of social workers at WCFS?

3.

To what extent do social workers at WCFS believe they transferred knowledge
and skills corn CBIT to the workplace?

4.

How do social workers describe the transfer environment at WCFS?

What factors do they identiw as helping them transfer knowledge and skills from
training to the workplace?
What factors do they identify as hindering theu transfer knowledge and skills
fiom training to the workplace?
How do they weigh the impact of the various supportive and inhibiting transfer
forces?
Wlat interventions do they suggest WCFS could implement in order to decrease
the impact of inhibiting factors and increase the impact of supporting factors for
tram fer of training?
*The terrn 'social workers' is used to refer to the study subjects. For the purposes of this

evaluation 'social workers' refer to individuals who are responsible for case management
in working with children and families, Job titles assigned by WCFS include Family
Service Social Workers, Intake Social Workers, Permanent Ward Social Workers, and

Pen-natal Social Workers. While not al1 individuals in these positions at WCFS are
university educated social workers, a Bachelors degree in social work is a requirement of
the job and the majority of people in these positions have social work degrees.

Limitations

This research will be an in-depth examination of the issue of transfer for social
workers at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). While this research asks
questions about the social worker's overall evaluation of the Cornpetency Based
Inservice Training program, it does not specifically answer the question of whether this
training program addresses the needs of the social workers at WCFS. The focus of this

evaluation is the implementation of the training on the job and the factors that influence
this process in the post training transfer environment.
This research relies on seKevaluation as a way of measuring the extent of

learning and transfer. The transfer environment is described by the evaluation
participants. It does not provide a perspective on the transfer process or the transfer
environment as seen by others within the setting- There is some cnticism of the reliability

of using self-assessment reports as a way of measunng transfer of training. However,
Guthrie and Schwoerer (1994) argue that self-assessment is increasingly used for needs
assessment, selection of trainees and in the development of training programs. They
suggest that gaining information about individual and contextual factors that influence
these choices may also provide valuable information regarding transfer of training.
"Thus, attention to paiticipants' attitudes and perceptions, and other relevant individual
and contextual factors, may enhance the effectiveness of organizations' training efforts"

(Guthrie & Schwoerer, 1994, p. 419).

The grounded theory methodology chosen for this research will not generate
results that can be generalized to other populations. The intent of this evaluation was to
gain an in-depth understanding of the participant's experience with applying Competency

Based InseMce Training in the transfer environment at Winnipeg Child and Farnily
Services. The evaluation results could however, provide ideas for research and practices
that could be applied in other settings. This is consistent with qualitative research which
"acknowledges the limitations of generalizability while assisting the readen in seeing the
potential transferability of the findings" (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 197).

Learnine Goals

As a student and FamiIy Service Social Worker at Winnipeg Child and Family
SeMces (WCFS) 1saw this practicum as an opportunity to integrate my formal education
with my experience in the field of child welfare. As a researcher with particular interest
in the administration of social services, my pnmary goal w u to conduct an evaluation of
Competency Based Inservice Training at WCFS with particular attention to transfer and
the transfer envireilment-During the course of this evaluation 1wanted to:
a) expand my knowledge of the administration of social seMce programs in generai and
inservice training programs in particular, paying special attention to transfer of
training and the transfer environment.
b) conduct a program evaluation within a large social service organization. It was

important for me to have practical knowledge of issues related to entry, politics,
timing and ethics in program evaluation.
c) design an evaluation that can be useful to WCFS-Given this, it is important to

acknowledge that this evaluation was initiated by my own interest in the topic.
Therefore, 1took several steps to gain Agency support and approval to conduct this
research.
d) expand my knowledge of qualitative research methods and carry out its practical

application. I was interested in using individual and group interpersonal skills in the
s focus groups.
administration of individual i n t e ~ e w and

e) use grounded theory in conducting a program evaluation- 1 was intrigueci with this
approach's treatment of the participant as the expert and interested in the ability to see

process and interaction in the data. 1was also interested in exploring questions about
the utility of using grounded theory in program evaluation.
f ) incorporate my dual role of evaluator and Family Services Social Worker at WCFS in

the process, It is not unusual to use in house evaluators in social service
organizations. 1 wanted an oppominity to learn about the challenges inherent in
having this dual role and develop ways ofusing it to e ~ c the
h research process.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The mandate of a chiId welfare agency, to protect children and strengthen
families, is both complex and critical to sociew Children are the most wlnerable in our
society and the family continues to be recognized by most people as the best environment
for them to be raised. Despite this, many children are at risk of abuse and neglect within
the very unit that is to provide sustenance and nurturing- Front Iine staff of child welfare
agencies is entmsted with the responsibility of making assessments and interventions that
have a significant impact on families, children and the community. Workers are prepared
for this responsibility in various ways throughout Canada and the United States- In the
last twenty years there has been an increase in in-service training prograrns for child
welfare workers,
The following examination of in-service training in child welfare wit h special

attention to transfer and the transfer environment will be organized in six sections, The
first section will include a discussion of the current issues in policy and practice in chiId
welfare, which form the context of training for social workers. A discussion of in-service

training programs will dominate the second section. The literature regarding transfer of
training will be presented in the third section, highlighting such aspects as the theoretical
basis for this discussion and factors that impact on effective transfer. The impact of the
work environment as a unique and often overlooked factor in the transfer process is
examined in the fourth section. The fiah section focuses on management of training and

transfer and provides several models suggested in the Iitemture. Finally, a discussion of
areas of fùrther research will form the sixth and final section o f this literature review,

Current Issues in Policv and Practice in Child Welfare

Child welfâre practice in the 1990s has become increasingly demanding and
complex (Miller & Dore, 1991; Myers, 1994; Pecora, Whittaker et- al., 1992)-Front line
workers are facing increasing caseloads with fewer resources to refer people to in the
community. The needs of children and families are growing in complexity (Miller &
Dore, 1991), with many children coming into care later in life, but with problems that are
more entrenched. The public is more aware of the realities of physical and sexual abuse,
but in many cases lack a clear understanding of the role of the child welfare agencies in
intervening in families. Public scrutiny is growing, placing increasing pressures on
workers to conduct accurate assessments and appropriate interventions.
At the same time new approaches to practice, which emphasize home-based
family-centred services, are growing in popularity. Permanency planning is accepted as
being in the best interests of the child. Cultural sensitivity and culturally appropriate
services are increasingly recognized as legitimate and practised with varying degrees of
consistency. The protection,prevention debate continues with increasing demand for
service and pressure to limit expenditures prompting more discussion about narrowing
the mandate. Organizational change, much of which is forced by fiscal restraint, is a
constant reality.
A discussion of policy impacting child welfare nom a macro level always

includes the issue of poverty. It is an accepted f a a that a high incidence of poverty is

related to child abuse and neglect as evidenced statistics gathered by child welfare
agencies (Pecora, Wiittaker etal., 1992; Wharf, 1995). Analysts insist that mmething
must be done to address poverty if we are to solve concems of neglect and abuse of
children. Policies directed at development and delivery of cultunlly sensitive senices are
in existence and of interest to researchers (Love11 & Thompson, 1995). The establishment
of First Nations agencies are one example of culturally sensitive policies being
implemented in the community- Organizational issues in child welfae continue to
dominate policy discussions. Fragmentation of services, lack of innovative prognunming,
distance of services fiom the community and the lack of attention to comprehensive
personnel policies are a few of the themes that are brought forward by academics and
practitioners alikeTwo areas of policy and practice that have a significant impact on training are
social work education and the trend of declassification in the social service sector- While
thorough exploration of the role of profeuional education and inservice training in the
area of child welfare is beyond the scope of this literature review this area is highlighted

because of its relevance to the topic. Some of the relevant issues are raised however
further research is this area is required in order to gain an understanding of the entire
scope of the issue.
Child welfare has been one of the most ftequent employers of social workers both

in Canada and the United States. The literature (Seaberg, 1982) speaks to the struggle that
schools of social work have had in meeting the needs of employen in the field. In the
process of writing my practicum proposal 1 i n t e ~ e w e dfive fiont line child welf'are staff.
They were selected in a non-random fashion in order to get some perspectives fiom

individuals who had completed the Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT) (3),
individuals who had extensive experience in child welfare (2) and an individual who had
experience in another province. 1 asked these people a series of questions about barriers
to implementing best practice, needs of child welfare workers regarding training, the role
of professional education and training, the amount of training they have received, their
evaluation of CBIT and finally their evaluation of whether the Agency they work for
places enough emphasis on trainingEach social worker interviewed noted a significant gap between the kinds of skills
and knowledge they received in their Bachelor of Social Work program and those that

were required when they began their careers in child welfare (Lichti, 1996). Social
workers cited areas such as counselling child development, file recording, time
management, identifying and investigating abuse as areas they believed required more
specialized training than they received in their undergraduate social work programThe five administrators and collaterals interviewed echoed the concerns of fiont
line staff, stating that the univenity is not producing a "good product" (Lichti, 1996) and
expressed disappointment in the Faculty of Social Work's inability to make the changes
being asked for in the comrnunity Fichti, 1996).
Universities have attempted to respond to the concerns of employers (Lichti,
1996), however change in academia is slow (Seaberg, 1982) and many in the community
see the changes that are taking place as insignificant. A faculty member in the Faculty of

Social Work at University of Manitoba suggested that the responsibility of preparing

students for practice should be shared between the university and community. The need

for more specialized training at the university level in areas such as child development,

nsk assessment, stress in the workplace and family continuity and presewation was
acknowledged. While there is critique of the content of social work prograrns, some
noted that it is not fair of the child welfare system to expect the university to produce
fully equipped child weffme specialists (Lichti, 1996).
Despite what may be short comings of university curriculum, there is recognition
in Canada (Giesbrecht, 1992; Schmidt, 1996; Williams, 1997) and in some pockets of the
United States (Pecora, Whittaker et. al., 1992; Young, 1994) that university level
education is essential for the delivery of quality child welfare services. Williams (1997)
points to the Gove report (1995) tiom British Columbia and Giesbrecht Report (1992)
fiom Manitoba as "recognition of the need for academic education for practice" (p. 79) in
Canada. Williams quotes the Giesbrecht report as stating "a university education is a
necessary step in becoming a professional" adding that "there are no shortcuts in this
process" @, 79).
Discussion of the role of inservice training and university social work education
would not be complete without mention of the unique experience in social work
education in Canada when compared to the United States. According to McKenzie
(1996), in the United States, historically, emphasis went into Master of Social Work

prograrns rather than Bachelor of Social Work programs as in Canada. Child welfare
workers in the United States tended to have community college degrees or other
bachelors level degrees.
Inservice training prograrns first became popular in the United States. It is thought
that the initial impetus for inservice training in the United States was the lack of
professional training for child welfme workers. in most parts of Canada, Bachelor of

Social Work degrees are a requîrement for employment in a child welfare agency
(McKenzie, 1996). However, there are regions where this was not the practice (Schmidt,
1996) and agencies such as native agencies where there is a shonage of educated people

to fil1 the positions (Giesbrecht, 1992).
The discussion about professional education and inservice training usually also
includes

mention

of

the

trend

toward

deciassification,

reclassification

or

deprofessionalization (Abbott, 1992; Pecora & Austin, 1983; Seaberg, 1982). Pecora &
Austin (1983) suggest that declassification is a national trend in the United States- They
maintain that declassification is seriously threatening the social work profession and
social service programsAbbott's (1992) discussion of professionalism notes that professions that lack
clearly identified boundanes and address complex problems that have no clear solutions
are vulnerable to 'interprofessional poaching'. The move toward social workers' roles
being largely case management has resulted in a minimitation of the skill and knowledge
required to pediorm social service jobs. Pecora & Austin (1983) observe that individuals
without social work degrees who have Iittle or no appreciation for professional social
work staff ofien occupy supervisory and management positions in social service
organizations. This is ofien accompanied by an attitude that views experience as of equal
or greater value than education (Giesbrecht, 1992; Pecora & Austin, 1983) and influences
hiring practices in agencies, particularly during times of fiscal restraint. Finally, Pecora
and Austin note t hat personnel departments are ovewhelmed with other responsibilities
and do not study and establish clear guidelines of knowledge, ski11 and abilities requued

for social s e ~ c positions.
e
Therefore they are without empirical data to justie hiring
social work educated staff,
The relationship between declassification and training for skills specific to child
welfare is cornplex, On the one hand declassification is much easier to do when one has a
comprehensive skill based training cumculum available for new employees. On the other
hand, Seaberg (1982) notes that declassification has worked against the development of
effective training approaches. The literature does not suggest that there is a linear
relationship between declassification and training, however it is significant to note that
both issues have become important in the literature during a time when fùnding to social
services is being cut.

In-service Traininn in Child WeiTare
Training as one As~ectof Personnel Policies
Training if it is to be effective should form one component of an integrated,
comprehensive human resource management system within an agency. The first step in
the process of developing a training program is an assessrnent of the training needs. Peter
Pecora and several of his colleagues (Pecora & Schinke et.aI.1983; Pecora & Dodson
et-al., 1983; Pecora, 1989) have done a considerable amount of research on the topic of
training needs assessments. They (Pecora & Schinke, 1983) have listed three methods of
conducting staff training needs assessments: task based, knowledge based and
worker/ability characteristic. The task-based approach assesses worker's ability to filfil
particular fbnctions of the job, while the knowledge based approach explores areas of
information in which workers may feei they need more expertise. The worker/ability

characteristic mode1 combines aspects of the task and knowledge based approach and
adds items that examine the aspects specific to workers' individual characteristics- Pecora
& Schinke (1983) endorse the worker ability characteristic approach as the most

comprehensive method of assessing worker' s training needs.
Some assessment tuols separate organizational or non-training barriers fiom those
that can be dealt with in training (Institute for Human Services, 1994). This is significant
in that it separates out the issues for social workers, theù supervisors and the organhtion

as a whole. The organization can then develop appropriate strategies to address the
various bamers. Most assessment tools also have a method of rating the significance of

the ski11 or knowledge for the worker's job and fiequency of use. Al1 this information is
then compiled and training priorities are developed as a resultThe purpose of training can differ depending on the needs of the agency. First and
foremost, the goal of training is the development of a competent workforce that delivers
quality service for consumers. Secondly, training can be a part of organizational change

as described by Cohen and Austin (1994). These authors describe a process of
organizational change that incorporated training as one component of moving toward
growth and development within the organization. Thirdly, training is sometimes
implemented as a way of developing standard approaches to service across a region
(Lichti, 1996; Miller & Dore, 1991). In the example of Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS) where the dissolution of six agencies prompted the begiming of WCFS
in 1991, there were significant variations in philosophy and practice depending on the
area. It was hoped that training workers using materials fiom the Institute of Human
Services would at least give people within the Agency a 'common language' in which to

discuss their work (Lichti, 1996). Fourthly, implementation of a new policy, program or
philosophy of service is ofken aided by training directed at explanation of the new
approach and discussion of its application. Finally, a trained workforce can provide a
basis for arguing for Nrther fiinding or program and policy changes.
It is important to note that training is only one method that agencies and
govemments use to ensure quality, consistent services to clients. Other methods include
assessment tmls such as risk assessment (Jones & McNeely, 1981) or the
multidimensional developmental assessment developed as part of the Looking M e r
Children program in Britain (Jackson, 1995). Protocols are of'ten developed in order to
ensure that workers follow agency policies and procedures when condwting
investigations. Horejsi (1981) suggests they are helpful in that they provide a step by step
approach to complex tasks.
Ap~roachesto Traininq

The vast majority of training programs found in the literature were developed in
the United States and in some cases have been adapted for use in Canada and other
countries. Most child welfare training programs are administered and delivered by
govemment departments or child welfare agencies (Cheung et. al., 1991; Miller & Dore,
1991; Pecora et. al. 1985; Titterington, 1990). There are some exceptions to this as with

the training program described by Jones & McNeely (1981) which is an integral part of
an Master of Social Work program specializing in family development and farnily
services.
The majority of child welfare training programs provide training which emphasize
the skills and icnowledge necessary to pertiorrn casework functions required of the child

welfare worker, however some programs note the importance of training concentrating on
values and attitudes as equally important. Pecora et, al. (1985) draw particular attention
to the impact that training can have on workers' attitudes to diEerent kinds of
intervention. Pecora's article describes the evaluation of a program designed to training
workers in the delivery of home-based family-centred services. This approach to working
with fzmilies is supported by a set of values and principles that are new to the child
welfare system in the past fifteen years. Therefore training must go beyond sloll and
knowledge development and indude discussion of values and principles that support the
approach.
Delivery of culturally sensitive services has become increasingly important in
Canada (Love11 & Thompson, 1995; Wharf, 1995) and the United States (Stevenson et.
al., 1992). Training regarding cultural, ethnic and religious knowledge, skills and
sensitivity is growing and these training programs tend to emphasize attitudes or values
held by workers.
Stevenson et- al (1992) describe a training program that includes examination of
workers' values, knowledge and skills and emphasizes the interaction between the client
system and worker as significant to the service delivery. FinaIly, Tittenngton's
networking mode1 for training is unique among those training approaches exarnined by
this author. It emphasizes social suppon networks as a significant resource for foster

parents both in terms of social support and in the retention and developrnent of new skills
and knowledge. This program provides a comprehensive approach to training including
community development, team building between social workers and foster parents,
program development for fürther para-professional development.

A combination of classroom teaching and field education is typical of most child

welfare training programs- The extent to which field education is structured and tied in
with the classroom component varies depending o n the program's design. In many
training programs in-services are delivered in blocks of several days t o a week, over a
period of a number of months- Some training progranis incorporate the development of

an implementation plan as part of the training. In between classroom training participants
are in the field applying the training in their work with children and families.
In the example of the Participant Action Plan Approach described by Delewski et.
al. (1986) the method of implementing training in the workplace doubles as a program
evaluation tool. Participants choose several concepts learned in training that they want to
apply to their jobs. They are taught to write clear and specific action plans that include
time fiames for implementation. Finally, each item is shared with other participants, who
assist with revisions, develop concrete ideas for implementation and possible impacts of
such actions.
Supervisors often play an important role in practical application of learning fkom
training to the workplace. The supervisors are a key component of training delivered by
the Tennessee Department of Human Services (Miller & Dore, 1991). In this Social
Counsellor Certification program supervisors take responsibility for orientation o f new
staff and assist them in their professional developrnent. The Washington State

Department of Social and Health Services' (Miller & Dore, 1991) program requires
supewisors to work with staff to develop an individualized training plan based on their
training protocol. This plan is reviewed at regular intervals-

It is important to note that despite the emphasis on developing and following

specific plans for application of training, many programs and organizations rely stnctly
on the ~e~motivation
of training participants in the transfer process.

The content of in-service training programs for chiid welfare workers centres
around several key topics with variations in emphasis and depth. The most fiequently
Iisted areas include: case management, perrnanency planning, risk assessment, legal
issues and process, child development, impact of neglect and abuse on children,
ethnically sensitive practice, and home-based, family centred practice.
Self care cornponents that address issues like bun out and stress are built into
some training programs, however for the most part appear to be excluded fiom the core
cumculum and included as a separate in-service or specialized training. Shannon &
Saleebey (1980) noted the need for such training while delivering training focussed on
improving knowledge and skills for child welfare workers. Their observations led to the
development of a six session program including strategies for relaxation, rnindbody
connections, physical fitness, and recognition of bumout and stress.
While the literature has made a strong case for evaluation of training, in practice,
evaluation is hquently a lost component. In the case of several programs described, lack
of funding was cited as the reason the evaluation component had not been developed

(Miller & Dore, 1991). Some organizations do not have personnel to cary out the
evaluation or implernent the recommendations- Even when evaluations are conducted
they tend to be process rather than outcome oriented. "There seems to be an implicit
assumption that training is valuable, yet evaluations of training rarely go beyond the

typical 'reaction/satisfaction7 questions that participants complete at the end of training
sessions" (Curry et al., 1994, p. 8).
Research into training programs conducted by this author (Lichti, 1996) found
that the majority of programs used participant evaluations as the prirnary evaluation tool.
There are several examples of other evaluation twls in the literature. A project initiated
in Tennessee (Miller & Dore, 1991) used a certification exam, which was implemented
four to six weeks following the completion of the course. The Institute for Human
Services uses evaluations of worker satisfaction, workers' assimilation of knowledge and
trainer observation as twls to evaluate the effectiveness of their training program (Miller
& Dore, 1991). A method that could be used more fiequently is surveying CO-workersor

supervisors for their observations of changes (Shannon & Saleebey, 1980). Rooney's
(1988) study used audio tapes to test if people transferred task-centred training. He found

that trainees used the skills more than the control group but also did some parts

incorrectly. The use of audio tapes was a helpful way to leam what trainees were doing in
practice and provided insight into areas that needed more training.
Curry has developed "The Human SeMces Training Effectiveness Postcard"
(HSTEP) (Curry & Chandler, 1999). It is a tool for research and evaluation of training in

the field of human services. The advantages of this measure are that it requues very little
time to complete and provides the organization with insight into the trainee's evaluation
of training. The HSTEP was developed using Kirkpatrick's (1975) four level approach to
evaluation of training. Kirkpatnck suggests that evaluation of training can occur on four
levels; first, the participant's reaction, second, the amount of leaming that occurs, third,

the extent to which behavioural changes are transferred to the work situation and fourth
the amount of impact on clients or results of training and transfer.
Some authors note that more instruments for evaluation need to be developed,
while others insist tools for evaluation were available but not used. Curry et al., (1994)
suggests that needs assessment and evaluation of training are closely linked. They go on
to say that organizations routinely collect information in the fonn of cntical incident
documentation, monitoring by govemment departments, staff turnover rates and exit
interviews that could be used for these purposes but '%th idormation seldom is
systematically reviewed for its needs assessment value" (p.9). There is strong support for
training evaluation by both researchers and training managers. The most rigorous test of
training success is whether training has been applied in the work context.

The focus of this practicum is the evaluation of a particular competency-based
inservice training program delivered at Winnipeg Child and Family Services. The
remainder of this section on in-service training in child welfare will focus on the
development of the Competency-Based Inservice Training program, its implementation
in Manitoba and a critique of the competency-based approach.
Development of the Com~etencv-BasedInservice Training Svstem
According to Hughes & Rycus (1989) Tarcret: Comoetent Staff - Comoetency-Based
Inservice Training for Child Welfare the following steps are essential to the development
and operation of a training system that is both comprehensive and competency-based:
IdentiQing cornpetencies
Developing an individual training needs assessment
Developing standardized training cumcula

Developing a system for the delivery of training
Developing a computerized administration, monitoring and tracking system.
These steps were followed in developing the Competency Based I n s e ~ c e

Training program A list of competencies was developed for caseworkers, s u p e ~ s o n
and managers, child welfare executives, foster caregivers and juvenile services workers.

In each of these job categories core competencies, specialized practice competencies and
related ski11 competencies were listed.
Competencies are the cornerstone of a competency-based inservice training
system- They are the foundation of training needs assessment and they guide
curriculum development- - - ,There are two essentiai elements in the proper
development of competencies- First, they must be written in terrns that reflect
cornpetence. To be competent is to have the ability, that is, the knowledge and
ski11 to perform a task ...Secund, competency statements are groupings of
elements of knowledge and skill that are logically related to specific job tasks.
The scope of each grouping should reflect the cornplexity of the job tasks and
their relative importance- (Hughes & Rycus, 1989, p- 17)

These competencies were developed using

information gathered fkom

caseworkers and supervisors in the field. They were asked to respond to the questions:
"What knowledge and skill do 1 need to do the job? In which areas do I need fiirther
education and training?" mycus & Hughes, 1995) Responses were then organized into
categories. The list of competencies can be revised on an ongoing basis using feedback
fiom the needs assessment toolThe Individual Training Needs Assessrnent is a tool intended to provide

information to a child welfare caseworker, their supervisor and agency regarding the
areas of training need (Institute for Human Services, 1994). Hughes & Rycus (1989) note
the importance of distinguishing between capability and performance when assessing

training needs. They emphasize that a needs assessment tool should measure capability

not performance. "Using knowledge and skill language also assures that we maintain the
critical distinction between the ability to perform and actual performance" (Hughes &
Rycus, 1989, p. 18). Measurement of performance should be left to annual performance

The Individual Training Needs Assessment (ITNA) is unique in that it is

completed by the individual caseworker along with their supervisor, therefore providing a
good follow up to the worker's performance evaluation. Second, it provides an avenue

for reflecting areas that have not been achieved because of "non-training barriers to
performance". Third, mastery of the skill or knowledge area is viewed along with the
information regarding how important it is for the individual worker's job. The Institute
for Human Senices recommends the completion of the ITNA on a yearly basis. It is
intended that the individual(s) in charge of training within an organization will use the
results of the XTNA to plan training activities.
A distinction between "knowledge and sicil1 deficits" and 'Non-Training Barriers

To Performance" is made in the Individual Training Needs Assessment @INA). The

instructions for completion of the ITNA detine these non-training barriers and identify
the level at which they should be addressed within the child welfare agency.
Not al1 performance problems are the result of knowledge and ski11 deficits. A
training need exists when a caseworker does not have essential information or
does not understand concepts necessary for his job, or has not mastered the skills
required to perform job tasks. At times, caseworkers may have the necessary
knowledge and skill, yet still fail to perfonn job tasks for other reasons. These
'Non-Training Barriers to Performance' should be identified and addressed
through other management activities. (Institute for Human Services,1994, p-i)

Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT)cumculum has been developed for
caseworken, supervisors and managers, child welfare executives, foster caregiven and

juvenile seMces workers using the competencies referred to above. The CBIT core
curriculum for caseworkers is the focus of this research project and the CBIT program at
.
part of the cumculum is divided into four
Winnipeg Child and Family S e ~ c e s This
modules each focusing on a different area of child welfare work The four areas include
1) family-centred child protective services. 2) case planning and family-centred

casework 3) the effects of abuse and neglect on child development, and 4) separation,
placement, and reunification.
These modules are taught in separate segments over a three to four month time
frame. The entue core cumculum takes 14 fil1 days of in-service training to cornpiete. Its
content is developed around the 52 competency areas determined to represent the core of
child welfare practice. Each module teaches values, concepts and skills that are
reinforced in the other areas. The values that are incorporated into the cumculum are
centred on decisions that are both in the best interests of the child and family-centred.
The concepts of permanency planning for children and reunification with family are key
to this approach. The result is an integrated training package.
This training package was developed over a 15-year period and is adapted based
on the feedback received in the various locations it has been implemented. It is to be used

as "part of an integrated system of orientation, formal training, on-the-job coaching and
feedback, and assessment of ongoing training needs" (Institute for Human Services. no
date provided. About the Core Cumculum for Child Welfare Caseworkers). Many States
and child welfare agencies in several provinces in Canada have adopted this curriculum.

The Ohio Department of Human Services has also developed a "Training
Orientation and Optimal Leaming Manual (TOOL)". This manual is to be used in

conjunction with training for supervisors. Teaching ~ u p e ~ s how
o n to support transfer of
learning is the primary goal of this workshop and manual. It is designed to complement
the Competency Based Inservice Training-Core curriculum for Child Welfare
Caseworkers.
The TOOL Manual was deveioped to help supervisors provide important on-thejob training adivities in an effective, yet time-efficient way. The Manual serves
two important purposes; orienting new workers to their jobs, and promoting
transfer of learning fkom Core training to the job" (Ohio Department of Human
Services. No date provided. Training. Orientation and O~timalLeamino (TOOL)
Manual for Caseworkers: Instructions for Su~ervisors.,p-v).
Development of an inservice training program in Manitoba
Knowledge of the context in which Competency-Based Inservice Training was
implemented in Manitoba is important in order to understand its implementation at
Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). There have been significant changes in
delivery of child welfare service in Manitoba over the last fiîleen years. Native agencies
have been established and given the mandate to provide child welfare services on
reserves. The Children's Aid Society of Winnipeg was decentralized in 1987 and six
community agencies govemed by community boards were developed. These agencies
underwent yet another change in 1991 when the government decided to dissolve them
and form WCFS.

Additionally, numerous studies and reports (Geisbrecht, 1992; Sigurdson & Reid,
1987; Suche, 1992) have been conducted and made recommendations for training of

child welfare workers. A training needs assessrnent was conducted by the Child and
Family Support Branch in 1987 (Child and Family Support, 1987). It concluded that
training regarding child abuse should be incorporated into a comprehensive

developmental training package, which should be preceded by a training needs
assessment.
Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) was the first to begin looking at the
materials developed by the Institute for Human Services (IHS) as a possible program for
implementation in Manitoba. The implementation of a comprehensive inservice training
program for child welfare worken within the province of Manitoba onicially began in
1991. At that time, the Child and Family Support Branch (now k n ~ w nas the Child

Protection and Support SeMces Program) of Department of Family Services in Manitoba
proposed that the province of Manitoba adopt the Competency-Based Inservice Training
material developed by the Institute for Human Services in Ohio- The Terms of Reference
of the Provincial Coordinating Cornmittee, Manitoba Child Welfare and Family Support
(December 1996) state that the Manitoba Competency-Based Inservice Training Program
is a provincial initiative whose goal is "[Tlo develop a comprehensive, province-wide,
competency-based inservice training system for al1 child and family services staff' (p. 1).

In order to develop such a system, the Child and Family Support Branch (CFSB)
entered into a partnership with the child welfart agencies in the province. This included
consultation with aboriginal agencies in order to ensure that the curriculum was culturally
appropriate. Various options for cumculum, including Competency Based Inservice
Training were shared with Dakota Ojibway Child and Family Services (DOCFS).
Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS)was explonng options for training ducing
this time and they, along with DOCFS were enthusiastic about the cumculum. WCFS is
the largest child welfare agency in the province and its suppofi of the project was a

powefil contribution to its success (Personal correspondence, CFSB staflt: April 9,
1999).

The structure designed to oversee this initiative originally included a Provincial
Coordinator for Training, Central Management Organization (CMO), Provincial
Coordinating Cornmittee (PCC) and Regional Training Managers- The Provincial
Coordinator for Training and Regional Training Managers continue to have an active role
in the delivery of Competency Based InseMce Training (CBIT) in Manitoba. The
Provincial Coordinator for Training is a staff person at the Child Protection and Support
Services Program. In the past this individual was the chairperson of the CMO. Originally,
the PCC served as an advisory committee to the Executive Director of Child and Family
Support (now called the Child Protection and Support Services program). This committee
has not been operational for several years. The C M 0 was compnsed of representatives of
child welfare agencies throughout the province. Its role was to provide overall
administration and coordination of the CBlT program throughout the province. At this
time the CM0 is not operational. The C M 0 stopped meeting at the point when the
previous Provincial Coordinator for Training retired. The Provincial Coordinator for
Training staff position was vacant for one year and when it was filled the CM0 was not
reconvened in light of the fact that there could be significant changes to training
throughout the province with the initiation of the Abonginal Justice Lnquiry Child
Welfare Initiative. The Regional Training Managers are appointed by the various child
welfare agencies in the province. These individuals were responsible to the CM0 for
effective implementation of the CBXT program in their particular region of the province
and now answer to the Provincial Coordinator for Training. Each agency is responsible

for assessing training needs and scheduling training for its own staff. The Director of
Human Resources at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) acts as the Regionai
Training Manager for WCFS. (Provincial Coordinating Cornmittee, Manitoba Child
Welfare and Family Support, CBiT Program, Terms of Reference, December 1996;
Personal Correspondence with the Provincial Coordinator for Training March 1996, April
1999, February 200 1, and June 200 1-)

Evaluation of Com~etencvBased Insewice Training in Manitoba
The Child Protection and Support SeMces Program (CPSS), formerly the Child
and Family Support Branch, has implemented a training evaluation (for the purposes o f
this evaluation this will be referred to as the "Post Training Evaluation") to be completed
by participants at the end of each training module (see Appendix B). To date this is the

only form of data collection that is being conducted for purposes of evaluating
Competency Based Inservice Training in Manitoba. The trainer who conducts the training
and the Provincial Training Coordinator reviews these evaluations. Unfortunately, the
Province of Manitoba has not purchased the cornputer program that was developed by the
Institute for Human Services to analyze the data, so the province does not have detailed
evaluation information- Al1 of the evaluations are in storage at the CPSS. The Provincial
Coordinator for Training is intending to manually compile the quantitative statistics fiom
the Post Training Evaluations for use as feed back for trainers (Persona1 Conespondence,

Provincial Coordinator for Training, Febniary 200 1).
Elaine Hawkins (no date provided) conducted an evaluation of the Competency
Based Inservice Training at Dakota Ojibway Child and Family Services. This evaluation
used the data fiom an Individual Training Needs Assessrnent (ITNA) conducted pnor to

training, ITNA conducted 1 '/z to 2 years after the training, and a written examination.
The evaluation found that there was a significant reduction in the deficiency scores
(ITNA), and there were "increases in the degree in which case workers mastered al1

knowledge and skiIl described in each competency groupingn- Al1 workers benefited
fiom the training to some degree, however "workers with the least experience benefited
more". The majority of learning appeared to have occurred in the modules called "Case
Planning and Family Centred Casework" and "The Effects of Abuse and Neglect on
Child Development."
Critique of the comDetency based a~proachto in-service traininq
While the competency-based approach has gained popularity, there are critics of
this approach (Csiernik et al, 2000; Dominielli, 1996; Williams, 1997). Lena Dominelli
(1996) offers a critique of the rise in popularity of competency-based training in social

work. She examines the issue from her experience working as an academic in the social
work profession in Britain where the competency based approach has become "standard
practice and is institutionalized by legislation that regulates its application in specific
field and occupations" (Csiernik, et al., 2000, p.55). Dominelli suggests that competencybased training approaches have become popular within the context of c'globalization of
the economy, intemationalization of the nation state and fragmentation of society into
isolated individuals and groups at the mercy of market forces" (p. 153). This view is
supported by Csiernik et al. who suggest that it is both "a market driven and a
governrnent supported philosophy" (p.55).

The competency-based approach is said to have developed out of behavioral and
fùnctional analysis (Csiernik, et al., 2000). It has been criticized for its ninctional analytic
approach (Csiernik et al., 2000; Dominelli, 1996; Williams, 1997).
Educational objections to functional analysis include its failure to grasp properly
issues relating to professional values and its tendency to concentrate upon typical
cases rather than the kind of unpredictable, messy situations professionals need
experience, skill, and confidence to handle appropriately (Williams, 1997, p. 72).
Dominelli's (1996) critique goes ftrther, suggesting that the competency based
approach is ideologically in cortfiict with social work values because "it presupposes that:
what needs to be one in each situation is known and infallible;
resources are adequate for the tasks at hand; and
social work relationships operate in a social vacuum" (p. 168).
Dominelli (1996) makes the argument that a competency based approach is the
'politically correct' way to approach the delivery of social work services. She suggests
that,
"The discrete and fiagmented vision of the social work task embodied in the
competency based approach is usefùl in controlling the workers, consumers and
providen who respond to contract specification set out by the state. Contrary to
the claims made of it, the competency based approach reflects a highly politicized
view of social work and provides the rationale for my daim that it is the only
polirically correct fom of social work that currently exists in Britain. Those
espousing social justice and humanity are 'politically incorrect' (p. 170).

In conclusion, Dominelli (1996) suggests that the competency-based approach
will deprofessionalize social work and separate service providers 6om their clients. 'Tn
abstracting individuals, whether users or workers, from their social context and the
political realities of life, cornpetency based approaches perpetuate a postmodernist trap the inability to recognize and deal with structural inequalities - a prime concem of social

Despite this critique the competency based approach to training has been adopted
largely because it provides an approach that is measurable (Csiernik et al- 2000; New
York Office of Children and Family Services, no date provided) The New York Office of
Children and Family Services has however suggested,
The shortcoming of most competency-based trahing methods, however, is the
definition of the cornpetencies themsetves- The skiils that are defined tend to be
lower-level and task-oriented, with the training designed to ensure that workers
can demonstrate a reasonable capacity for perfonning the identified tasks.
Williams (1997) adds that social work values promote striving for excellence, not just
cornpetence. Csniernik et al- (2000) suggest that "while the premise is that CBET could
improve the overall quality and consistency of child protection service delivery and thus
prevent fùrther loss of life, there is a dearth of literature or evaluative studies to validate
CBET" (p.56).

Transfer of Training
Regardless of the type or purpose of training, the ultimate goal is that the training
will be used in the day to day work of the participants. The literature reflects the theory

behind effective transfer and an examination of how the transfer process works.

Theoretical traditions
References to effective transfer of training appear within several theoretical
traditions. Histoncally, the literature was embedded in theory regarding cognitive ability

or fùnctioning. This area explores theories about teaching as it interacts with people's
cognitive ability to learn and retain information. Concepts such as identical elements,
general pnnciples, stimulus vanability, response availability and conditions of practice
were explored and tested for their impact on effective transfer (Curry, 1997).

The second body of research addresses the problem of transfer fiom the
perspective of individual psychology. It looks at the interaction between the individual
trainee's charactenstics and their ability to transfer training. This body of research
explores the impact of previous training experiences, motivation to engage in training,
and relevance of training content or subject matter. It also looks at the individual trainee's
confidence level, need for achievement, sense of eficacy, ability to manage anxiety, and
metacognitive ability (Curry, 1997). The emphasis here is on the attitudes, beliefs and
motivation the individual trainee brings to the training event and transfer process.
The third area of research has its foundation in social psychology. Instead o f

looking at the behavior of individuals in isolation, it deals with individuals in
organizations. The behavior of people is viewed within the context of a social
organization or social structure. This is associated with theory about organizations and
examines issues of management of organizations or programs. Personnel management is
also included in this field. Curry (1997) suggests that this area could be referred to as
research that is "environmentally/ecologically-oriented" (p. 16).
Dividing the discussion of transfer theory into these theoretical traditions is
helpful in gaining an understanding of the foundation of the various fields of inquiry.
However, given the complexity of the transfer process and the interaction of cognition,
individual psychology and the sociology of organizations in the transfer process, it is
understood that each body of research has contributed toward an understanding of what
makes effective transfer.

Transfer Process
If transfer is the goal of training then an important process question is: 'Xow
should a training program be designed and delivered in order to produce optimum
transfer?" Baldwin and Ford (1988) emphasize that the transfer process goes beyond
learning and retaining information and includes 'generalization' and 'maintenance' of
that information. They refer to these as the 'conditions of tramfer'- Information is applied
on the job and this is continued over time. Changes in the individual trainee's method of
doing hisher job are the indicators that transfer has occurredBaldwin and Ford (1988) have developed a model to illustrate the transfer process

(Appendix C). They used this model as a framework to guide their review of the literature
on transfer. The transfer process consists of "training in-put factors, training outcomes,
and conditions of transfer" (Baldwin & Ford, 1988, p H ) . The three input factors are

'trainee

char acte ris tic^'^ 'training design' and 'work environment'. 'Learning' and

'retention' are identified as training outputs. The conditions of transfer include
'generalization' and 'maintenance'. Baldwin and Ford (1988) suggest that training input
factors and training outcomes have both direct and indirect influence on the conditions of
transfer.
Most authors midying transfer agree that trainee characteristics, training design

and work environment are the three main factors influencing transfer (Baldwin & Ford,
1988; Gregoire, Propp & Poertner, 1998; Tannenbaum & Yulk, 1992). Individual trainee

characteristics "consist of ability or skill, motivation, and personality factors" (Baldwin
& Ford, 1988, p.64). Tannenbaum & Yulk (1992) also include trainee attitude and

expectations and aptitude-treatment interactions. Curry et al. (1994) provide the most

comprehensive, accessible definition: 'ïndividual trainee characteristics indude skill and
motivation level, ability to leam and apply knowledge, leaming styles, personality factors
(attitudes and values), level o f education, age, life experiences, degree of bum-out, and
training expectations" (p.8).
Training design has been the focus of most research regarding factors that
influence transfer. It includes the incorporation of learning pnnciples, the sequencing of
training material and the job relevance of the training (Baldwin & Ford, 1988). Variables
that are specific to the training event itself are also said to be important training inputs.

These inchde the skill of the trainer and the setting in which the training is conducted
(Curry et al., 1994 & Curry, 1997).
Parker's training cycle (Ulschak, 1983) is often referred to as a helpful mode1 for
training design. The sequence suggested is: conduct needs assessment, develop training
objectives, design curriculum, desigdselect training methods, design evaluation

approach, conduct training, and measure results. Curry et al. (1 994) suggest that each part

of the training cycle should be developed with effective transfer in mind.
Work-environment characteristics "include climatic factors such as supervisory or
peer support as well as constraints and opportunities t o perform learned behaviours on the
job" (Baldwin & Ford, 1988, p.64). This goes beyond action or inaction by supervisors or
peers and includes policy and practice regarding training that is promoted by
organizational leaders, and forma1 or informal d e s or practices regarding transfer that

are in place within the organization.
Historically work-environment characteristics have not received a lot of attention
in the Iiterature (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Cuny et al., 1994; Curry, 1997; McDonald,

1991;Rouiller & Goldstein, 1993; Uischak, 1983). There are few empirical studies that

examine the impact of the work environment on transfer (Baldwin & Ford, 1988;
Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992). Practitioners and researchers point to the importance of
fùrther study in this area. The studies that do exist, however limited in number, do
provide evidence that the work environment is a key component in the transfer process
(Guthrie & Schwoerer, 1994; Rouiller & Goldstein, 1993; Tracey, Tannenbaum, &
Kavanagh, 1995).

The Work Environment as a Factor in Trrnsfer

Training programs happen in a context- They are not independent of their
surroundings, but rather are initimately (sic) caught up and dependent on what is
happening around them- To not realize the constraints and opportunities of that
environment çould be fatal; to the training venture (and to the person in the
training seat). (Ulschak, 1983, p. xxi.)
An extensive review of the literature regarding the work environment follows.

In their research on transfer, Tracey et al. (1995) operationalized the t e m 'work
environment', to refer to transfer of training climate and continuous-learning culture.
Their research provides a distinction between climate and culture within an organization.
"Organizational climate refers to the shared pattern of meanings among organizational

members about specific and salient organizational elements. Organizational culture refers
the shared pattern of meaning about a comprehensive set of organizational elements"
(p.242). Perceptions about climate are developed when "organizational members pay

attention to salient organizational characteristics, such as policies, reward systems, and
managerial behaviors, they attach meaning to those characteristics on the basis of their

persona1 values, beliefs, needs and other individual characteristics" (Tracey et al., f 995 p,
240).

Tracey et al. (1995) have adopted an 'integration perspective of organizational
culture'. They suggest that this perspective "proposes that (a) culture is clear and
understandable, (b) organizational members share sirniIar perceptions about the meaning
of various organizational events and activities, and (c) the relationships around various
cultural manifestations (Le., event and activities) are interpreted sirnilarly among
organizational members-" (p.242) This sort of consensus only happens over time and
once it is established can be easily identified. Examples of organizational culture include
continuous learning culture or safety cultureTracey et al. (1995) go on to describe the transfer climate. They suggest that the
transfer climate refers to people's perceptions of "characteristics" of the work
environment that support o r inhibit the application of training to the job. "These
organizational characteristics include overt managerial and peer support for training and
development programs, performance appraisal systems that account for behavior and
skills acquired in formal training programs, and so on" (Tracey et al., 1995, p. 242).
Rouiller & Goldstein (1993) also examined organizational transfer climate. They
identified situational cues and consequences in the work environment as key to attaining
positive transfer. Situational cues include: (a) "goal cues" o r the setting of goals to use
the learned material, @) "social cues" which arise from behaviors and influence fiom
coworkers, (c) "task cues" which refer to the design and nature of the job itself and (d)
"self-control cues" referring to permission trainees have to practice what was taughtPositive and negative feedback, punishment and no feedback are considered

consequences in the work environment- Rouiller and Goldstein conclude that their
theories requue firther study, however if the same results are found, then "organizational
analysis assessing transfer climate should be a requirement in detennining if the
organization is ready to support its training program @.389)." Taking this even firther
they suggest that training members of the organization to provide a supportive
organizational transfer climate may be just as important as skills training.
Some authors point out the importance of attention to work environment factors
and intervention both before and after training maldwin & Ford, 1988; Curry et al., 1994;

Gregoire et al., 1998; Ta~enbaum& Yukl, 1992; Wschak, 1983). "One mistake
commonly made by training personnel is to provide t w much information in a training
session, compared to the number of interventions undertaken before and after a training
session" (Curry et al., 1994, p.10). Tannenbaurn & Yuld's review of the scientific
literature regarding training and development in an organizational context addresses the
pretraining and post training environment. In the pretraining environment they include
environmental cues and signals, trainee input and choice and pretraining preparation- The

poa training environment areas include the transfer environment and post training
activities,
Related research
There are a significant number of studies that attempt to measure the impact of
work environment factors on transfer. Curry (1997) studied transfer by social workers in
the child welfare system in Ohio. Al1 of the measures depended on self-report of transfer
by the workers thernselves. He attempted to identify important transfer factors (driving

and restraining forces) as well as measure if transfer could be predicted by an wessment

of a participant's perceived transfer field at the end of training. Qualitative and
quantitative methodology was used in the gathering and analysis of data- There were
three steps to Curry's research. First he asked participants in the Ohio training prognun to

complete a Transfer Potential Qucstionnaire at the completion of the training event. The
data collected provided descriptive information about workers' perceptions of the training
event, their persona1 attitudes and the work environment before, during, and after
training. In order to organize the results into a manageable number of factors Curry
conducted Principal Components Analysis with Varimax rotation. Eleven factors
emerged including:
Trainer Adult Learning and Transfer Strategies
Training Relevance and Applicability to the Job
Supervisory Support for Training Application
Top Management/Organization Support
Application Plan
Participant Perceived Leaniing
Participant Motivation to Attend P60r to training
Participant Pnor Experience with Training and Application
Coworker Support for Training and Application
Training /Organizational Congnience
Pretraining Preparation (p. 47)
Curry's (1997) second step was to distribute the "Evaluation Postcard (more
recent literature refers to this as the Human Services Training Efffccveness Postcard)
three months after the training was completed. This measure was designed to collect

participants' perceptions of tnuisfer using Kirkpatrick's four levels of trahing evahation:
reaction/satisfaction, leaming, behavior change and client benefit- It also gave
participants an opportunity to list factors that helped or hindered their application of
training to the job. Curry conducted quantitative analysis of the results of the Evaluation
Postcard and the Transfer Potential Questionnaire in order to determine whether one
could predict transfer based on participant's perceptions at the end of training and the

importance of the transfer factors. The qualitative portion of the Evaluation Postcard was
analyzed in order to add depth to the understanding of the transfer process- Participants'
comments were summarized and organized according to the 11 factors noted above.
Finally, Curry (1997) conducted a foltow-up telephone interview on a sample of
19 participants. He wanted to study the factors that had contributed to transfer in greater

depth and understand why the participants sometimes reported their transfer outcomes
differently than what would have been predicted using the results of the Transfer
Potential Questionnaire alone. For example, some participants transferred training despite
the fact that at the end of training they assessed their transfer tield as not being supportive
to training.
Both the quantitative and qualitative measures found that training participants
were satisfied with the training, felt they had learned a lot and had applied their leaming.

In general the results indicated that participants felt there was support for training and
transfer. Most participants had not experienced pretraining preparation either for the
training or transfer. The three key transfer factors that were identitied were training
relevance, trainer adult learning and transfer strategies and perceived leaming.

One interesting finding was that there were differences between new and
experienced workers. Curry (1997) found that there were significant differences in the
transfer potential variable and perceived application variable for core and non-core
participants. Core participants in the Ohio program have less than six months experience
in child welfare, whereas non-core participants are more experienced workers. Core
participants reflected a higher transfer potential and perceived transfer- The same held
true in al1 factor scores with the exception of the factor, Participant Motivation to Attend
prior to Training. This is understandable given that participation in the core curriculum is
mandatory. Cuny suggests that the lower scores for the experienced workers may be
because they have a larger body of knowledge and experience to draw upon. He found
that when hs compared participants with high transfer scores with those with low transfer
scores, the experienced workers had significantly higher scores than those in the low
transfer group for al1 11 factors. On the other hand, core participants in the high transfer
group scored significantly higher than the low transfer groups on only 2 factors,
"training relevance and applicability to the job" and "perceived leaming". Of the 68 items

on the Transfer Potential Questionnaire the high transfer group core participants scored
significantly higher on only 3 items. Curry (1997) suggests this may be because
"different factors were more or less important in promoting transfer for newly hired core
participants than for non-core participants" (p.55).
Secondly for participants attending core, the "Transfer Potential Questionnaire did
not appear to be a valid predictor of perceived transfef'(Curry, 1997, p. 55). Curry
suggests that this rnay be because core participants had an unrealistically high expectation

of transfer support o r because they were a h i d o f making an honest assessment due to
still being in their probationary periodGregoire et ai. (1998) conducted research regarding the supervisor's role in
transfer of training. This study attempted to measure the fiequency with which
supervison engaged in behaviors supportive of transfer and the extent to which these
behaviors contributed to worker's perceptions that training was beneficial. Two factors
were identified: the 'identiQ factor', which included variables that described the
supervisor's role in helping the worker identiw training opportunities and the 'support
factor' which listed variables related to the supervisor's role in providing tangible help
for workers to attend training and attempt new behaviors upon their return. The study
found that an increase of supervisor support was associated with a perceived increase in
the impact of training. The factor associated with identification did not make a significant
contribution to training impact.
Tracey et al. (1995), in their examination of work environment that was
mentioned above, found that transfer of training climate and continuous-learning culture
directly related to pst-training behaviours. A social support system appeared to play a
central role in training transfer. Rouiller and Goldstein (1993) studied learning and
climate. "It was concluded that, in addition to how much trainees leam in training, the
organizational transfer climate of the work situation affects the degree to which learned
behavior will be transferred ont0 the actual job" (p.377).
Tziner, Haccoun, & Kadish's (1991) research found that people who perceived
their environment as supportive to using new skills, who were assessed to have an
interna1 locus of control, and participated in a relapse prevention exercise were seen by

their supervisors as using the skills taught in training. This research shows the interaction
of individual characteristics, training design and work environment.
Other studies look at the interaction between environmental factors and individual
trainee characteristics. Ford, Quinones, Sego and Soma's (1992) study of technical skills
training for airmen showed that upon returning to the workplace the aimen received
differential opportunities to perform trained tasks. In addition, the differences were
related to supervisory attitudes and workgroup support as weil as the trainee's selfeEcacy and cognitive ability. Auczynslci and Lew-s (1980) compared two groups of
people involved in management technique training. They identified charactenstics to
distinguish leaming 'experimenters' and 'non-experimenters' . It was discovered that
transfer was more successfùl when the boss 'sponsored' the training. In this study,
individual charactenstics alone could not predict transfer. Organizational factors found to
inhibit training transfer included 'overload of work', 'cnsis work', and 'failure to
convince older workers'. "The main facilitating factors were related to the preparedness
of the superior to listen to new ideas and allow experimentation with them. The
management style and attitudes of the trainee's boss were found to be the single most
important factor in management training transfer (Huczynski & Lewis, 1980, p.227)."
McDonald (1991) conducted research on a training program designed to train
state law enforcement officers in "At-Scene Accident Investigation". McDonald notes
that t his training program was particularly suited to evaluation of post-training use of
learning as 85% of the training was designed to teach participants to "demonstrate and
perform practical, routine job behaviors" (p. 275). This made the development of an
index of each participant's "post-training use of leaming outcomes" much easier. First

McDonald developed 17 statements to capture feedback on participants' use or non-use
of skills or techniques taught in the training. He asked participants to think of the most

serious motor vehicle accident they had investigated in the previous six months and asked
tbem to answer the questions with that situation in mind. Scores h m these questions
were added to form a training use index. This served as the dependent variable for the
study. Secondly, McDonaId asked participants to respond to 20 "problemkondition
statements". These statements were a listing of problems or conditions that rnight inhibit
training use and were compiled after extensive Iiterature review and field i n t e ~ e w with
s
individuals working in law enforcement agencies. Participants were asked, once again to
think of the same accident they had when completing the training use index and respond

on the magnitude of the problem (was not a problem, was a minor problem, was a

moderate problem, was a major problem). McDonald ensured that al1 major components
of the organizational context were included in the 20 problem condition statements by

using the tri-level organizational analysis fiamework developed using the work of

Scheirer (1981) and Katz & Kahn (1966). Finally each participant was asked to answer
two attitude or opinion subscales designed to measure respondent's attitudes toward
training content and appropriateness for use in the day-to day work setting and accident
investigation as a work fùnction and worthwhile job responsibility.
McDonald (1991) found that five factors surfàced as the problems and conditions
impeding transfer. These included (a) weak administrative commitment and fotlow
through, @) perceived extemal agency support, (c) perceived work environment
motivators and incentives, (d) persona1 attitude, and (e) personal competency/capacity.

He noted that that macro. intermediate, micro-level paradigm was quite useful as a

fiamework for categorizing and organizing contextual detenninants of training impact.
He does however suggest that "fiirther research is needed to evaluate its overall
desirability as a tool for conceptualizing and organizing expanded evaluations of training
impact and for improving the overall management of the training enterprise" (p.277).
Finally, McDonald tested for how much each factor contributed to variance in training
use. He found that personal attitude was the most significant predictor of training use,
followed by extemal agency approval or support, personal competencekapacity and
finally administrative comrnitment/folIow through. McDonald notes that it is somewhat
understandable that personal attitude was seen to be the greatest contributor and
administrative follow through and support the least, given their respective proximity to
daily work behavior. McDonald suggests that the impact of administrative follow
through~commitmentmay be underrated. He suggests fiinher studies in this area are
needed, possibly qualitative studies "using more direct measures, taken at primary macro
and intermediate data sources" (p.278).

Models

Curry et al. (1994) proposes a ''comprehensive model of transfer assessment and

intervention" (p. 8), which he calls the Transfer of Training and Adult Learning model
(TOTAL). This model identifies potential points of transfer intervention at various levels
of the organization and suggests that managers plan specific strategies to promote ttansfer
based on the TOTAL assessment.

TOTAL "examines the positive and negative transfer forces affecting al1 three of
Baldwin's factors (individual trainee, training design and work environment)-before,

during and after a training workshop" (Curry et al., 1994, p.11). Curry suggests that an
organization could identi& positive and negative transfer forces. Whether transfer will
occur could be measured by assessing whether the total number and strengh of the
positive transfer forces is greater than the total number and strength of the negative
transfer forces, Curry (1994) does not give any suggestion for how one measures the
strength of transfer forces. He does however suggest that action and inaction of key
individuals in the organization can impact these transfer forces- The individual trainee,
supervisor, training personnel, coworker and administrator are identified as the "key
actors" within the organization- The TOTAL intervention steps are shown in Figure 1.
Curry also developed a grid for mapping transfer intervention or action. It is illustrated in

Figure 2.

Sugeestions for Further Resenrch

There are two major problems with the research examining work-environment
characteristics and transfer. The first issue is the static nature of the research in
relation to the dynamic nature of the transfer process. The 'strong' support for the
importance of environmental characteristics to transfer is based solely on
correlational studies in which causality can not be inferred. What is needed is the
identification of key work-environment variables and the operationakation of
these variables. (Baldwin & Ford, 1988, p. 85)
The second issue is the criterion problem, ie. use of self reports of behavioral change as

the major measure of transfer Paldwin & Ford, 1988).
"Most of the existing research has focused exclusively on one input factor
(design, trainee, work environment) rather than attempting to develop and test a
fiamework that incorporates the more cornplex interactions among these training inputs"
(Baldwin & Ford, 1988 p. 99). Consequently we have a limited knowledge base about
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which input factors have the greatest impact on transfer under various conditions (such as
type of organization o r type of training program). The interaction between the three
factors is crucial to understanding the transfer process- Ultirnately the literature notes that
transfer is a cornplex, dynamic process and the research developed to measure it must
respond to that complexity.

In addition the vast majority of the research has been quantitative in nature- As
such it provides little in-depth information about the experience of training participants in
their attempts to apply the training on the job. McDonald (1991) states that future studies
should examine the impact of administrative commitment on tramfer. He suggests that
qualitative research may be appropriate and suggests data collection at the "macro" and
"intermediate" levels of the organuation (p.278).
"Research is needed in which measures are taken at multiple intervals to examine
the interactive effects of work characteristics and tirne on ski11 utilization and ski11
decrernents after completion of a training program" (Baldwin & Ford, 1988, p.85).
Inservice training in child welfare has developed within the context of social,
economic and political change. The literature suggests that the popularity of inservice
training has grown dunng a time when fiscal restraint in the broader social service system
has gained acceptance in society. At the same time, poverty continues to be a factor
associated with abuse and neglect of children, there is increased awareness of child abuse
and neglect and both these factors have lead to increased dernand for services and

accountability for actions taken by child welfare workers.

Training is one aspect of a human resource system designed to improve the
effectiveness of intervention with children and families. InseMce training is

implemented in order to increase skiIls and knowledge, support organizational change or
implement new policies or approaches to intervention with families. Regardless of the
purpose of training, its use on the job is an important indicator of its effectiveness.
Literature on transfer suggests that a variety of factors influence transfer including those
identified with training design, the training participant and work environment. The
influence of the work environment on transfer is gaining increasing attention in the
Iiterature. Initial research suggests that effective transfer is more likely if the child
welfare organization has a plan that provides concrete support for transfer at al1 levels of
the organization. A fit between the mission of the organization and the philosophical
approach of the training, opporhinity to use the training, supervisory and CO-worker
support are key factors within the work environment- The overall emphasis in the
literature is that transfer doesn't just happen naturally, but must be planned and managed
by the organization.

Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY
Overall approach and rationale

This practicum took the form of a program evaluation using grounded theory
methodology, a qualitative approach to doing research. In this chapter 1 will begin by
describing the theory behind this methodological orientation. Then the evaluation site and
the design of the sampling procedures will be described. The ways in which
confidentiality, anonymity and informed consent were addressed in the research will be
explained, followed by a description of the data collection and data analysis- Strengths
and limitations of the research methods used, will be explored and finally, I will address
ethical and political considerations that went into decision making in the course of
conducting this evaluation.

Program Evalustion

One of the challenges of program evaluation is balancing the interests of doing
good research, and providing usefiil feedback to a program- Program evaluation also

needs to acknowledge the special interests of various stakeholders and work within the
political challenges these concems introduce. Program evaluation is research conducted
in the real world. While methodologically sound program evaluations are desired, many
authors suggest that in program evaluation, unlike more academic forms of research, one
must

balance methodological interests with those of utility and politics @erk & Rossi,

1990; Herman, 1987; Reamer, 1998).

Implementation research was chosen for this program evaluation. Ln the process
of gatherîng prograrn information in order to begin this practicum, it became clear that
the Competency Based Inservice Training program at Winnipeg Child and Family
Services was still in the development phase. In many ways the program activities of the
last eight years had directed at building the foundation and it is just starting to be
delivered to its target population (this will be explored further in the site description).
This evaluation examined a program goal that is implicit in the implementation of
the Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT) prograrn at Winnipeg Child and
Family Services (WCFS). Program documents do not address the issue of transfer
explicitly, however interviews with key stakeholders both intemal and extemal to the
Agency indicate that transfer of knowledge and skills from training to the workplace is
one of the goals of implementing the training. Data collected dunng interviews with
social workers in the course of this evaluation and those conducted prior to it indicate that
social workers within WCFS see application of the training as important (Lichti, 1996;
personal correspondence CBIT trainer, Apnl8, 1999).
"Implementation refers to ail of the activities focused on the actual operation of a
prograrn. How do we know if a program is being implemented well or poorly?
Implementation evaluation gives the answer by providing information that c m be used to
change program design and the method of program delivery" (Love, 1992, p. 135). This
evaluation examined program activities including those that are conducted in order to
maintain an ongoing Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT)program at Winnipeg
Child and Family Services (WCFS). It also looked at ways in which application of
training was supported or inhibited within the organization. Finally, it explored the role

that the transfer environrnent played in the transfer. This was done by reviewing the
prograrn files, interviewing various stakeholders both intemal and external to WCFS, and
finally conducting various data collection and analysis procedures in order to understand
the social worker's evaluation of the CBIT event, their experience of transfer and the
transfer environrnent. My intent was to provide the program and the Agency as a whole
with feedback that could be used to improve transfer of CBIT at WCFS. This is in
keeping with one aspect of program development. "AI the time a program is in this
implementation stage, subject to trial and error, the staff is trying to operationalire it
suitably and adapt it as necessary to work in their particuiar setting" (Hennan, 1987, p.
13).

Love (1992) refers to Rossi and Freeman's (1985) views about evaluation of
prograrn implementation. Rossi and Freeman suggest that there are two major issues to be
concemed with when conducting an evaluation of program implementation. They are
"coverage" and "service delivery". "Coverage" refers to participation in the program.
While participation in Competency Based Inservice Training is mandatory, coverage

remains a relevant concem when one considers the need to priorize who is to receive the
training first and according to what rationale. "Service delivery" refers to how the
program operates. "The essential ingredient for evaluating service delivery is describing
the program processes which help the participants achieve outcomes. These may include
how ofien or for how long activities occurred, or how the activities combined to affect
outcomes at various levels of analysis" (Love, 1982, p. 139)As was described in the research questions, there were several goals in conducting
this research. First, to provide a description of the Competency Based Insenfice Training

(CBIT) program at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). Second to evaluate the
training program fiom the perspective of social workers at WCFS. Third, to gather selfassessment information fiom social workers about the extent they have transferred the
information and skills. Fourth to identi@ and descnbe those forces within the transfer
environment that social workers found supported or inhibited transfer. And finally, to
gather ideas for improving transfer of CBIT at WCFS.
ccImplementation evaluations must examine the organizational context of
programs closely. This includes program structure, policies, management, methods,
resources and the outside environment" (Love, 1982, p. 157). The program description
includes information about the context of the Competency Based Inservice Training
program at Winnipeg Child and Family Services. The program description was expanded
as more information was gathered throughout the research process.

Qualitative Research

The literature refers to the importance of choosing a methodology that is
consistent with the research's goals. There are several reasons for chwsing a qualitative
research design for this evaluation. First, 1 was aware that the Competency Based
InseMce Training program at Winnipeg Child and Family Services had not been
evaluated. I wanted to use methodology that would search out al1 the possible answen
rather than a narrow research question that may eliminate important aspects of the area of
inquiry. A qualitative methodology would allow for a design that muld provide an
oppominity for a range of responses from people; thereby minimizing the chances that

the key concepts would be missed altogether @owers, 1988; Fortune & Reid, 1999;
Herman, 1987; MarshalL & Rossman, 1999).
Second, 1 wanted to choose a methodology that was suitable for an organizational
environment that was in the midst of constant change. The site description that follows
will give further insight into the rapidly changing environment at Winnipeg Child and
Family Services. The literature on qualitative and quantitative research methodology
points out that the two approaches have different views about the importance of
producing research results that are replicable. In quantitative research one of the
measures of good research is that it is replicable. In order to make research replicable one
must control for change. In social research controlling for change is very difficult.

"Qualitative research does not daim to be replicable. The researcher purposefiilly avoids
controlling the research conditions and concentrates on recording the complexity of
situational contexts and interrelations as they occur naturally" (Marshall & Rossman,
1999, p. 195). Marshall and Rossman (1999) assert that qualitative researchers can
respond to traditional social science concern for replicability by asserting that "qualitative
studies by their very nature (and, really, al1 research) cannot be replicated because of real
world changes7*(p. 195).
My third reason for choosing a qualitative research design was related to the
importance of considering context when evaluating a program (Herman, 1987; Marshall
& Rossman, 1999). This type of research fits the practice of inquiry in the social work

field. "Ironically, context, ... is essential to the conceptualization of social work practice.
The capacity of qualitative methods to access the detail and complexity in the context of
clients' lives and in the process and context of social work practice is increasingly

identified as valuable by practice researchers" (Hess & Mullen, 1995, p. 12). The child
welfare system is extremely complex. 1 felt that if my mearch was to be helphl to
Winnipeg Child and Family Services as an organization or people who work within the
system it would need to achowledge and include the complex dynamics and forces at

play both within and outside the Agency. A qualitative approach allows the researcher to
gather in-depth information about a program in context (Fortune & Reid, 1999; Kirby &
McKenna, 1989; Marshall & Rossman, 1999) and draw conclusions or make
recommendations with that in rnind.
Kirby and McKenna (1989) talk about the importance of "critical reflection on the
social context" (p. 129). This involves examining the "social reality" within which people
exist, "The context is the fabric or structure in which the research, or the research
participants' experiences, has occurred. It only makes sense that if we are to fblly
understand the data and affect change we must try to understand contextual patterns and
how they are sustained and controlled" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 129).
Foürth, 1 wanted to use a design that could capture the dynamic nature of the

transfer process. As was stated above, Baldwin and Ford (1988) cnticize existing
research as being too static in nature. They suggest that the key work-environment
variables need to be identified and operationalized. Most of the research referred to in the
preceding literature review identified factors that influence transfer, however few
provided an in-depth understanding of the factors and how they influence transfer.
Grounded

theory

methodology

is

particularly

suited

to

identification and

operationalization of factors as well as tracing how they impact tninsfer. The description
of the grounded theory methodology below discusses this in greater detail.

Fifth, 1 felt it was important that the research design be such that participants
could gain from their involvement (Marshall & Rossman, 1999) and their contniution to
be respected. Child welfare work is intense and fast paced. Oppoxtunities to reflect on the
work are not eequently available. It was hoped that participants in this research would

find their participation to be an opportunity to reflect on the impact of training on their
work and gain fùrther insight into the factors that influence their ability to transfer
information and skills from training to the workplace. Kirby & McKenna (1989) talk
about the importance of ccintersubjectivity"in doing research. Intersubjectivity is "an
authentic dialogue between al1 participants in the research process in which al1 are
respected as equally knowing subjects" (p. 129).
Giving priority to intersubjectivity and cntical reflection on the social context
throughout the analysis ensures that we are able to hear and afirm the words and
experiences of the research participants and at the same time be able to crïtically
refiect on the structures that influence the actualities of their lives- (Kirby &
McKenna p- 130)
Finally, 1 chose a methodology where my interest in the research topic and role as

a Family Services Social Worker at Winnipeg Child and Family Services would be a
resource to the research process. A qualitative approach sees the researcher's immersion
in the research site as an advantage- It builds in mechanisms in the data collection and
anaIysis to guard against bias or the reduction of analytic abiIity because one is too close

to the phenornenon being studied (Bowers, 1988; Fortune & Reid, 1999; Kirby &
McKenna, 1989; MarshaIl & Rossman, 1999; Maykut & Morehouse, 1994).

Grounded Theorv

Inductive A ~ ~ r o a c h
Grounded theory is a qualitative research method that seeks to develop theory
fiom the data collected (Berg, 1998; Bowers, 1988; Chamaraz, 1983; Fortune & Reid,
1999; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This is often referred to as inductive research- In contrast
quantitative research methods that begin with a theory and set about to prove or disprove
it are referred to as deductive. Both deductive and inductive approaches are logicai
models of inquiry. With induction, the researcher begins with empincal observations and
then uses systematic procedures to look for patterns in order to develop a theory fiom
what has been observed. In deductive research, one begins with a theoiy and develops a
hypothesis that is then tested by using empirical observations. (Babbie & Halley, 1994;
Berg, 1998; Strauss & Corbin, 1990)
Experts in grounded t heory suggest that the researcher intentionally begin the
research process without thoroughly formulating the research questions conducting an
exhaustive literature review or mapping out exactly where the research process will go
(Bowers, 1988; Chamaraz, 1983; Fortune & Reid, 1999; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This is
suggested so that the researcher is open to the cues in the data collected. The researcher is
to engage in a dynamic research process that involves moving between analysing the raw
data, examining relevant literature, drawing on knowledge gained fiom personal
experience and retuming to the field to collect more data mowers, 1988; Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). "Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal

relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it. Rather, one

begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge"
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p.23)I conducted an extensive literature review, examined program documents and
resewched information about the evaluation site and prograrn prior to conducting the
evaluation- This was done in order to determine what aspect of the Competency Based
Inservice Training could be evaluated and to develop some initial research questions.
These questions were then revised as the research progressed. The dynamic process of
moving back and forth between data coIfection and analysis, the titerature, observations
in the field, the research questions and 'memoing' was critical to this evaluationTheoretical Sensitivity
Theoretical sensitivity is a central concept within grounded theory methodology.
"Theoretical sensitivity refers to the attnbute of having insight, the ability to give
meaning to data, the capacity to understand, and capability to separate the pertinent fiom
that which isn't" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 42). A person can gain theoretical
sensitivity fiom a thorough review of the literature and professional experïence. Data
collection methods that allow an in-depth understanding of the subject's world also
contnbute to the researcher' s theoretical sensitivity. Bowers (1988) uses Park's term
"marginality" (p.43) to descnbe the position of the researcher in grounded theory

research. She speaks to the importance of becoming involved in the world of the research
subject enough to understand it and at the same time remaining outside of it enough to
analyse it. For example, examination of literature on prograrn management and
evaluation assisted me in stepping outside my role as a social worker at Winnipeg Child
and Family Services and cntically examine the data that was being gathered.

The data analysis procedures are an important aspect in the development of the
researcher's theoretical sensitivity. The researcher is instructed to ask questions about the
data, develop hypotheses and test them against the data, and devetop theoretical
fiameworks about concepts and their relationships. At each step the researcher must
retum to the data to detemine if any concepts have been missed and test if the theory is
reflected in the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This approach encourages the researcher
to 'interweave' data collection and analysis as this back and forth process increases the
researcher's sensitivity to concepts, their meanings and relationships in the data (Bowers,
1988; Charmat, 1983; Fortune & Reid, 1999; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The critical role
of this process was evident as the evaluation proceeded. There was an ongoing s~uggle
between wanting to move forward in the research project and staying true to the process.
The process proved beneficial in analysis new insights, confidence that the findings were

truly contained in the data and directing the next step in the research.

Coding
Analysis of the information coliected is conducted by coding the data according to
a variety of methods. "Codes serve to summarize, synthesize, and sort many observations
made in the data. By providing the pivotal Iink between the data collection and its
conceptual rendering, coding becomes the fundamental means of developing the
analysis" (Charnaraz, 1983, p. 112).

1 used the terminology outlined by Kirby & McKenna (1989) to label the various
steps involved in open coding. The following terms are taken directly from Kirby Br
McKenna's (1989) work:
Bibbit: a passage of a transcnpt, piece of information from the field notes, a
section of a document or snippit of conversation recorded on scrap of paper that

can stand on its own but, when necessary, can be relocated in its original context(p. 135)
Propenies are characteristics of bibbits, the themes or identifies which are located
within a bibbit. Each bibbit may have several properties. (p.137)
Categories are groups of bibbits which have cornmon properties and seem to "go
together". These cannot be described until the category contains enough
information- @. 137)
Strauss & Corbin (1990) name three types of coding: open, axial and selective
coding. "Open coding is the part of analysis that pertains specifically to the naming and
categorking of phenomena through close examination of the data" (Strauss & Corbin,
1990, p.62). At this stage the data is broken down into parts and examined closely by

asking questions and comparing similarities and differences found in the data. This stage
of analysis is the reason that grounded theory is often referred to as the constant
comparative method of analysis (Glaser, 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Maykut &
Morehouse, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The process of asking questions should
challenge assumptions and lead to new discoveries. '?>iscovering and describing the
characteristics (dimensions) of the objects (categories) and identiQing the salient objects
(core categories) in the object world are the first steps in a grounded theory analysis"

Axial coding is the second method of coding data. Strauss & Corbin (1990)
suggest that axial coding is a complex process. It involves conducting "four distinct
analytic steps almost simultaneouslyy' (p.107). These steps include: (a) Developing
hypotheses about the relationships between sub categories and a category. This involves
making causal conditions, context, intervening conditions, actionhteractional strategies
and consequences explicit. @) VeriQing the hypothesis against the data. (c) Continuing

to search for properties of categories and subcategories as well as dimensional locations,

as in the open coding stage_(d) Exploring the variations in the phenornena and comparing
each category and its subcategories- (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) At this stage in the data
analysis one can begin to develop mini-tiameworks o r diagrams to illustrate the data The
fiamework can be usetùl in guiding fùrther sampling and data collection, which can then
be used to judge the usefiilness of the fiamework (Fortune & Reid, 1999).

The researcher can then move to selective coding. At this stage one is to be
rnoving fiom lists of concepts to theory development- Selective coding should assist the
researcher in "getting the story straight, developing a clear stoq line, and translating
these into an analytic story" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 142)- The selection of a core
category and relating al1 major categones to the core category and each other is key to the
procedures conducted in selective coding (Glaser, 1978; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). At this
stage one is ensuring that the theory is grounded. In order to do this one must validate the
theory against the data. The theory must be evident in the data in order for it to be
maintained. One is also looking for exceptions or situations where the theory does not
hold up. The explicit accounting for discrepancies may be unconventional for quantitative

and some qualitative research, however Strauss & Corbin (1990) suggest they are
essential for grounded theory studiesThe incorporation of process into the analysis is key to qualitative research and
grounded theory in particularConsistent with the fiamework of symbolic interaction, the grounded theory
researcher is interested in the social processes by which 'reality' is constructeci
and maintained. Consequently, an important theoretical category for the grounded
theory researcher is the strategy(ies) used by the actors (subjects) involved- Very
ofien the core category is itself a process. Powers, 1988, p. 49)

Strauss & Corbin (1990) refer to this as looking for process and contingency in the data.
Process is found by "linking actiodinteractional sequences" (Strauss & Corbin,
1990, p-143) and contingency is defined as "an unanticipatedhnplanned happening that
bnngs about a change in conditions" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 143). This part of the
analysis takes the dynamic nature of the phenornenon into consideration- It looks at
change and examines the cause of change. Strauss & Corbin (1990) suggest that change
can occur for one of three reasons. It can occur because of a set of conditions, intervening
conditions or consequences of previous actionlinteraction. Noting links between
categories is the first step toward identiQing process in the data.
The practice coding bibbits according to as many categories as were evident

proved very helpfùl in analysing the data and finding connections between the categories.
Connections between categories emerged in the process of data collection, but these were
then confirrned by doing cross-referencing. This gave me confidence that the connections
between categories were in fact found in the data and not simply imposed on it.
Analysis in grounded theory is complete with the development of a "conditional
matnx". This is "[AJn analytic aid, a diagram, useful for considering the wide range of
conditions and consequences related to the phenornenon under study. The matrix enables
(Strauss &
the analyst to both distinguish and link levels of conditions and conseq~ences'~
Corbin , 1990, p. 158). Part of the process is developing conditional paths. This is "[TJhe
tracking of an event, incident, or happening frorn actionlinteraction through the various
conditional and consequential levels, and vice versa, in order to directly link them to a
phenornenon." At this stage the analyst is developing an explanatory frarnework. Strauss
& Corbin (1990) suggest that this step is what distinguishes grounded theory h m other

qualitative methods. The phenomenon being studied is put into a larger context. When
doing grounded theory the larger conditions that S e c t the phenomenon must be
considered (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). These could be, but are not Iimited to, economic,
political, social and cultural forces. Kirby & McKenna (1989) refer to this as "critical
reflection on the social context" @. 129).
Memos
Memos are used to record the researcher's analysis (Bowers, 1988; Glaser, 1978;
Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The memo serves as an "ongoing record of theory
development" (Bowers, 1988, p. 51). According to Glaser (1978), "The core stoge in the
process of generating theory, the bedrock of theory generation, its true product is the
writing of theoretical mernos. If the analyst skips this stage...he is not doing grounded

theory. ..Memos are the theorking wrife up of ideas about cades and their reIafio~~ships

as they strike the malyst while cadinf (p. 83).
In the early analytical stages memos are used to list categorïes and their

dimensions. As the research progresses they record comparisons that are made and
relationships that are established. Throughout the research process memos are used to
record decisions about sampling, changes in direction of the research or areas of interest
that were not pursued. Experts emphasize the importance of labeling and dating each

memo for the purpose of organizing findings and identifjing the steps in the analpicai
process (Glaser, 1978; Kirby & McKenna, 1989). Thorough recording of the analysis in
the form of memos allows others to examine the quality of the research.
The practice of keeping mernos or a 'procesdreflections' journal, as 1 called it,

was crucial to this research process. 1 wrote reflections on the content and process in the

course of developing the practicum proposal, however at the point of b e g i ~ i n gthe
practicum itself this was done in a more systematic manner, My 'process/reflections7
journal contained documentation of the steps of the process as well as reflections on the
content gathered throughout. 1wrote these memos throughout the practicum process and
kept them in a binder. Early on in the practicum 1 decided to combine both process and
content notes. This was done in order to reduce the amount o f deliberation that went into
memo writing. While not specifically stated, this is in keeping with Glaser's (1978)
comments that one should not edit what is written in memos. "First, good prose is
irrelevant, and often a dragon in the heart of many an analyst who has been raised to
'write correctly' at al1 times. The point of memos is to record ideas. get t
analyst should do so in any kind of language

- good, bad

h out, and the

or indifferent. Sentence

construction and punctuation is irrelevant at this stage. The idea is the thing7' (Glaser,

The following quote from the process/reflections log illustrates the importance of
both the process and memo writing.
1am struck by the many layers of learning that 1have gone through (and continue
to go through) in this research process. Tt really is a matter of reading the literature
(about grounded theory, training, transfer) over and over again at diEerent points
in the research. 1 didn't redly understand the value of analysing my
process/reflection notes until1 started doing it and conceptualizing the data wasn't
clear to me until I reread Glaser this morning and then the link to what Kirby and
McKenna cal1 conceptual baggage." (Memo April26/01)

Theoretical Sam~ling
Theoretical sampling allows data fiom initial research to direct the next step in
data collection.
Theoretical sampling is a means 'whereby the analyst decides on analytic grounds
what data to wllect next and where to find them.' 'The basic question in

theoretical sampling is: What groups or subgroups of populations, events,
activities (to find varying dimensions, strategies, etc.)' does one tum to next in
data collection. And for what theoretical purpose? 'So this process of data
collection is controlled by the emerging theory'. (Strauss, 1987, p.38-39)
Theoretical sampling is different depending on the type of coding being
conducted. When one is at the stage of conducting open coding, the purpose of sampling
is to find as many relevant categories as possible and spell out their propecties and
dimensions. "Sampling is open to those persons, places, situations that will provide the
greatest opportunity t o gather the most relevant data about the phenornenon under
investigation" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 181). Sampling in this instance can be
purposefil, systematic o r fortuitous. When conducting axial coding one is looking for as
many differences as possible at the dimensional level in the data. This is referred to as
relational and variational sampling. According to Strauss & Corbin (1990) "[TJhe
important thing to remember (again) in relational and variational sampling is this: The
seeking of different sites, subjects, or documents is not the real issue. You have been
concemed with sampling on the basis o f theoretically relevant concepts" (p. 186). When
one moves to selective coding, sampling becomes directed and deliberate. At this point it
is referred to as discriminate sampling. "In discriminate sampling, a researcher chooses
the sites, person, documents that will maximize opportunities for veriwing the story line,
relationships between the categories, and for filling in poorly developed categories"
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 187).
The researcher continues this process until theoretical saturation is attained,
Theoretical saturation is achieved when no new or relevant data seem to emerge
regarding a category, the categocy deveropment is dense, the relationships between
categories are well established and validated (Fortune & Reid, 1999; Kirby & McKenna,

1989; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). "The final grounded theory to emerge fiom the analysis

would include al1 four theoretical categories (core categones, strategies, wnditions and
a
consequences) and how they interre!ate9' (Bowers, 1988, p.51). Kirby & M c K e ~ (1989)
suggest that detennining the strength of a category is related to saturation not the number
of quotes in it. The deciding factor about whether you've reached saturation in a category
is whether you continue to find new dimensions when you add bibbits. "When analytical
files have reached saturation, statements about links between categories can be made with
confidence. If no saturation occurs, statements about tendencies within categories or links
between categories can be made" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 138).
The t h e limitations for conducting this evaluation did not allow for data
collection to the point of saturation. The data in the categories was quite dense but I did
not collect data to the point that I could be confident that no new properties would
emerge. Several authors suggest that the research can still contribute to knowledge in the
field without reaching saturation (Kirby & McKema, 1989). Practical considerations
often corne into play in relation to saturation. "Practically speaking, the sampling
concepts of saturation of information and diminishing retums may have to balanced with
limitations of t h e , money, and other factors that impinge upon the research enterprise
(Maykut & Morehouse, 1994, p.64)."

Evaluation Site

The site description includes information about Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS) and the irnplementation of Competency Based Inservice Training

(CBIT) at WCFS. Information for this section was gained fiom a review of the CBIT

program files at WCFS, interviews with key informants including the staff of WCFS,
CFSB and trainers. This researcher's knowledge of WCFS due to being an employee of

the Agency for six years was advantageous for gaining entry to conduct the research and
having knowledge of key informants who could provide information that was not written
in program files but could be verified with key peopleThis practicum was conducted at Winnipeg Child and Family Services. The
mission statement for the Agency States,
Winnipeg Child and Farnily Services is a community agency mandated under
provincial legislation to support and strengthen fmilies and work together with
the community for the protection and care of children and the prevention of child
abuse and neglect- We will provide and advocate for a range of services that
respect social, cultural, linguistic, racial and spiritual hentages to meet the
changing needs of children, families and communities. (Winnipeg Child and
Family Senrices, Program Management Reorganization Plan, Apnl 1999)
Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) provides child welfare services to
families within the City of Winnipeg and several rural communities including the t o m s

of Headingly, St. Norbert and several rural municipalities in Eastern Manitoba. WCFS
has about 520 effective hl1 time positions. It provides a range of services including crisis
intervention, after hours emergency services, family service work, foster care, adoption,
family preservation and reunification intervention, independent living assistance for
teens, schooI liaison, in home farnily support, community outreach, parent support
prograrns, aboriginal liaison and quality assurance, research and planning. R also has a
corporate service that addresses public education/public relations, human resources,
information technology needs and provides accounting and legal services.
In 1998-1999, Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) underwent a
reorganization of both its corporate and program fùnctions. The major change was fiom a

geographically based organizational model that inctuded four distinct geographical areas
(Central, Northwest, Southwest and East) to a program based model which is organized
according to program fùnctions (Appendix A)- This was really the final stage of
integrating what were at one time six separate agencies providing chiid welfare services
to distinct geographic areas within the city of Winnipeg and the eastem part of the
province of Manitoba. In 199 1, the provincial government dissolved the six agencies and
formed WCFS. A chief executive officer was appointed and the six agencies were
amalgamated into four areas, however the infiastructure that was in place in the
respective agencies was maintained in the four areas that made up this new Agency. As
such each area had its own structure, programs, policies and procedures. Some
standardization and integration had occurred since 1991, however an extemal review
revealed that a final transition to one agency was essential (Prairie Research Associates,
1997). The physical moves that were the culmination of this strategic planning and
reorganization process took place in September 1999.

In February 2000, the provincial governrnent amounced the initiation of changes
to the child welfare system in Manitoba.

The province signed a memorandum of

understanding with the three key aboriginal constituencies in the province, the Manitoba
Metis Federation, Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, and Manitoba Keewatinowi
Okimakanak, an Aboriginal political organization of 25 communities in northem
Manitoba. This memorandum comrnits the provincial govemment to implementing the
recommendations of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry regarding child and family services.
The most concrete outcome will be the delivery of child and family services by agencies

managed by aboriginal people for aboriginal people who live off reserve within

Manitoba. This will impact Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) because to this
date it and Jewish Child and Family Services are the only agencies with a mandate to
provide child and family services to people within the City of Winnipeg. Aboriginal
people, including Metis, status and non-status, comprise a sig~ficantpmpoition of
clients seMced by WCFS. As of April 30,200 1 66% of the children in Agency care and

55% of the families open as Protection Family Services files were aboriginal. AS of
Decernber 3 1,2000,76% of the children who were Permanent Wards of the Agency were
aboriginal (Personal Correspondence, Winnipeg Child and Family Services Program
Manager, June 19,2001.)
Participation of program staff as active participants in the evaluation process is
very important to the success and utilization of the evaluation findings (Love, 1982;

Reamer, 1998). "Experienced evaluators reduce resistance and improve utilization by
adopting a participatory approach and involving program personnel as pariners in the
evaluation process" (Love, 1982, p. 157). Engaging staff from Winnipeg Child and
Family Services (WCFS) in the design of this evaluation was challenging. There are
several reasons for this. First, there is only one Program Manager and one Executive who
are responsible for Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT)at WCFS. Second, the
Manager's role at WCFS is as the director of Hurnan Resources and CBIT is a small
portion of the job description. Third, WCFS was involved in a major reorganization
process dunng 1998 and 1999 and the energies of those in management have been
directed at prepanng for the changes and making the necessary adjustments following
them. In addition, before the organization had reoriented itself, the provincial govemment

announced the Aboriginal Justice hquiry Child Welfare Initiative. This initiative wouf d
require major changes for the organization at al1 levels including Human Resources.
Given that the primary reason for the initiation of this evaluation was for the
purposes of completion of my graduate studies, 1decided to proceed and involve program
staff as much as was practically possible. Winnipeg Child and Family Services stafY

responsible for Competency Based Inservice Training were helpfiil in providing
information for development of the program description and expressed an interest in the
results of the research. They were not actively involved in the research design or
impiementation.
Gaining format support nom an organization is essential for evaluation to take
place. The QuaIity Assurance, Research and Planning Program (QA,R& P) at Winnipeg
Child and Family Services (WCFS) was instrumental in gaining entry to do this
evaluation at WCFS. The Program Manager and staff at Q-A,R& P expressed a
willingness in supporting this research endeavor. The Program Manager was a member of
my practicum cornmittee and presented the idea to Executive Management at the WCFS
for formal approval for the research to proceed.

Desim
As was mentioned earlier, 1 began researching in the area of training in child

welfare in 1996 (Lichti). That research included a total of eleven individual interviews
including staff at Winnipeg Child and Family Services, the Child and Family Support
Branch and the larger social work community in Winnipeg. In 1999 and 2000, I
conducted three more interviews (this time including Competency Based Inservice

Training (CBIT)trainers), reviewed program files and spoke with key stakeholders in an
attempt to develop the CBIT program description, narrow my research questions and gain
support for conducting a program evaluationAt the outset of this practicum, 1 proposed to conduct five steps of data wllection
and analysis. The first two were to involve analysis of data that was collected at the

training event- One was a list of non-training barriers called "Parking Lot Issues" that
were collected throughout the training. The second involved analysis of one question
corn the Post Training Evaluations completed by training participants at the conclusion
of the training (Appendix B). The third step was to distribute a survey called The Human
Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (Appendix D). Data analysis conducted during
these first three steps was to be used to fùrther develop the interview guides for the
remaining two data collection steps.
As the fourth step 1 proposed to conduct two focus groups. The plan was for one

focus group to be comprised of social workers who attended training after 2 or more
years of experience as a social worker in child welfare. The other focus group was to be
comprised of social workers who attended training with less than two years experience as

a social worker in child welfare.
Finally, 1 proposed that 1would conduct individual interviews of approximately 6
social workers at Winnipeg Child and Famiiy Services.

Sam~ling
K had proposed to use a variety of sampling methods in the course of conducting

this research. This included purposive and theoretical sampling.

Post Training Evaluation

Post Training Evaluations (PTE) fkom the most recent completed rounds of
Competency Based Inservice Training were included in the research, these included
evzluations fkom two training groups that were conducted between Febniary and June
2000. Evaluations from the most recent training groups were included because they

would be reflective of the current work environment at Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS) and it was thought this would be more useful to WCFS than examining
PTEs from the more distant pastWhile it wasn't always possible to identi@ the specific work role o f a participant
(sometimes they identified themselves as a 'social worker' rather than using thek job
title), when it was, those training participants who were not social workers responsible
for case management (ie. Supetvisors, Foster Care Workers etc) were excluded. In total
107 Post Training Evaluations were included in the sample. Out of the entire sample, 58

participants had responded to the question "Are there any specific bamers that you may

encounter which may interfere with implernenting 'best practice' as taught in this
module? Please be specific whenever possible-"
Human Service Training Evaluation Postcard
1 had originally proposed to include only Family Service Social Workers in the

sample for Human Service Training Evaluation Postcard-distribution, however 1 decided

to expand the sample to include any social worker within Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS) who did case management with client families and had completed
Competency Based Inservice Training. Both theoretical and practical reasons led to my
decision to expand my sample size. First, 1 retumed to my proposal and noted that

"Theoretical sampling is düferent depending on the type of coding being conducted.
When one is at the stage of conducting open coding the purpose of sampling is to find as
many relevant categories as possible and spell out their properties and dimensions"
(Proposal p. 39). Expanding the sample size seemed to be supported theoretically. The
practical reasons for the decision to expand sample size followed ti-om the theoretical
reasoning. They included:
Increasing the likelihood that the research would be usefiil to WCFS as it would
include a larger proportion of the population that was trained.
Elirninating the assumption that Family Service Social Workers would have
transferred more successfùlly because the curriculum was most relevant to their work
Approximating the sample included for the Post Training Evaluations.
Increasing the options for sorting for tùture data collection steps. With a larger
sample 1 would be likely to be able to sort according to program or experience in
child welfare when attending training.
In the end, 1 included Intake, Family Service, Permanent Ward and Perinatal
social workers in the sample. 1 had to do some additional work to ensure that the Human
SeMces Training Effectiveness Postcard survey instrument was sent to people who had
completed the training and were currently employed by Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS). The WCFS lists of people who had completed Competency Based
Inservice Training (CBIT)were not entirely accurate for my purposes, as they included
names of people who were no longer Agency employees. Therefore 1 obtained the list of
al1 social worken in the Agency who had completed CBIT and compared it with the
December 2000 Agency phone list. The cornparison of these two lists assisteci in the

development o f my sample. During an informal conversation, it was discovered that there
were some Agency employees who had completed the training but were not on the
Agency7s master Iist. 1 provided this information t o staff in charge of CBïï statistics at

WCFS. 1 did not take any measures t o update the list as it was decided it would delay the
data collection too much- As a result there are some people who were exduded fiom the
research but would have technically qualified. It is unknown how many people this
includes.
A few people were excluded as study subjects. This was due to (a) having a dual

relationship with the researcher (CO-worker and inunediate family member) or (b) being
direct CO-workers of the researcher. This totaled 7 people o f the entire population of
FSSW, Intake, Permanent Ward and Perinatal social workers at Winnipeg Child and

Family ServicesFOCUSPrOUDS
The plan was to select a sample from those parîicipants who responded to the

Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP) questionnaire using a
theoretical sampling method. In addition, sampling needed to be reflective o f the kind of
coding that would be conducted. White open coding had already been conducted on the
Post Training Evaluation and HSTEP responses, the research was largely still at an
exploratory stage, therefore it was decided that maximum variation sampling would be
employed. This form of sampling is discussed by Maykut & Morehouse (1994) who
suggest that its use is appropriate "where the research attempts to understand some
phenomenon by seeking out persons or settings that represent the greatest differences in
that phenornenon" (p. 56). The goal of this kind of sampling is to "seiect p e m n s or

settings that we think represent the range of experience on the phenomenon in which we
are interested" (p. 57).
With the research focus 'transfer in the work environment' in mincl, fkther
inquiry was to be directed to the post training work environment bamers and supports to

transfer. I decided to use the phenomenon of transfer to select people for the foats groups
(theoretical samp1ing)- Questions 3,4, & 5 on the Human Services Training Effeztiveness
Postcard provide a self-assessment report on transfer. ("I have used the knowledge and
skills 1 learned in CBIT o n the job." "As a result of using the knowledge and skills fiom
CBIT, I have observed client progress." & " As a result of CBIT, 1am a more effective
worker.") Cuny (1997) calculated the sum of each participant's responses to determine
where people placed themselves within the range.

1 used the same procedure as one

critenon for sample selection. This is an example of using a quantitative measure within
what is large1y a qualitative research endeavorI chose to use an additional criterion 'years of experience at time of training', for

selection and creation of two focus groups that were distinct from each other. The
Competency Based Inservice Training cumculum was designed for workers who are new
to child welfare. As has been stated, Winnipeg Child and Family Services decided to train

al1 workers. At least three questions come to mind when considering this- First, is there a
difference between perceived transfer for new or experienced workers? Second, do
experienced workers identie different post-training work environment factors than those
with less experience? And finally, do experienced workers experience these post-training

work environment factors differently than new workers?

With these questions in mind, 1 decided to have one focus group comprised of
peopIe who had taken Competency Based Inservice Training within the first two years of
working as social workers in child welfare (26 people or 40 % of the respondents to the
Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP)). The other was comprised of
people who took the training aiter having 2 or more years experience working as a social
worker in child welfare (39 people o r 60% of the respondents to the HSTEP).
In order to follow this sampling method, first the Human Services Training
Effectiveness Postcard respondents were divided into two groups.

One represented

workers who had less than two years experience when they took the training (-2 years)
and the other represented workers who had two or more years experience when they took
the training (2+ years). Then the same selection patterns were followed for each group.
Participants were chosen first based on their transfer score with an attempt made to
represent the whole range of transfer scores within each group. If there was more than
one person representing a particular transfer score 1tumed to the responses to the open
ended question, 'Please list factors that helped or hindered your application of l e a d n g on
the job'. 1 then checked which category was represented by the answer. In the end the

idea was to have the broadest representation of transfer scores and categories as possible
in each focus group.

This sampling method proved to be quite complicated. First of all, it was time
consuming because invitations to participate were sent to 8 participants and then ttrther
invitations were sent as potential participants declined participation. Secondly, selection
based on qualitative responses was somewhat arbitrary because 1 could not be sure which
participants would consent to being in the group. No one fiom either the highest transfer

or lowest transfer scores consented to participate in the focus groups so the participants
represented people in the medium range in tems of transfer. The entire sample of -2
years participants were invited to pariicipate in the focus group and in the end 5 people

consented.
One of the things that 1 should have done is have the person who was confirming
attendance at focus groups check to ensure that participants were assigned to the right
group according to when they took the training. One participant in the 2+ focus group had
in fact taken the training prior to being with the Agency for two years. It is not clear why

this occurred except to surmise that after answenng the demographic information on

Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard the participant had an opportunity to
rethink when they took the training and realized that it had actually been prior to 2 years
experience.
Another unanticipated variable was that one participant had actually taken the
training while with another child welfare agency and then moved to Winnipeg Child and
Farnily Services (WCFS). In order to ensure that my results reflected only experience at

WCFS 1 was careful to ask for this clarification during the focus group and then only
report on the parts that related to WCFS specifically.

Participant feedback
Every individual who participated in the focus groups was invited to provide
feedback regarding the descriptive results of the research.

Confidentialitv. Anonvmitv and Informed Consent

In research involving individual participants the two most important ethical
considerations are informed consent and protecting participants' anonymity (Reamer,
1998). Reamer (1998) discusses several aspects that should be included in gaining

informed consent fiom research participants. Participant's involvement should be
voluntary. Participants must be provided with a description of the purpose of the research
and the researcher must ensure that they are competent to consent to participation.
Sometimes consent is implied simply by the participant's willingness to participate in an
interview for example.
Qualitative research usually involves a relatively small number of participants. As
a result confidence that the researcher respects the anonymity and confidentiality of the

participant is particularty crucial. In a field like child welfare in a small province like
Manitoba, it is also important to take special care to protect the identity of participants
because they can be easily deduced fiom context alone.

WhiIe employees of a social service agency may not be as vulnerable as clients, it
is still important to recognize the risks o f their involvement in research. The research
participant may share sensitive information about their work team, supervisor or self
They may fear upper management reprisais if they honestly reflect their perspective on an

aspect of the evaluation. Several steps were taken to ensure the confidentiality of
information gained through the vanous data collection methods.
Program Records

The program records do not a n t a i n information that is confidential-

Post Training Evaluations

No identifjring information appean on the Post Training Evaluation (PTE) or the
Parking Lot Issues Lists. The people who completed the PTE were participants in training
events and gave their implied consent to Child Protection and Support Services Program
(CPSS) and Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) by cornpleting the evaluations.

This material is maintained by the CPSS Program with the Department of Family
Services of the Government of Manitoba. 1 requested and received a letter granting me
permission to analyse this material (Appendix E)The evaluations contain other identiQing information about the training module,
trainer(s), date and location as well as the participant's current position, years in the
position, and years in child welfare. This practicum was not intended to be an evaluation
of the trainer however, the Post Training Evaluations (PTE)do contain an evaluation of
the trainer. Therefore, out of respect for the trainers this researcher wrote a letter
describing the research being conducted and outlining the measures that would be taken
to ensure anonymity and confidentiality were maintained (Appendix F). Flexibility is
important to the research design. Given the possibility that 1 could return to the PTEs
later in the analysis, I felt it was important to set out my plan for ensuring the anonymity
of the trainers in the event that reference to them was made. In addition, al1 PTE and/or
photocopies will be retumed to the Child Protection and Support SeMces Pro-

after

the Practicum is approved by the Practicum Cornmittee.
The Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard
The Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP) was coded in a
double blind fashion to avoid any possibility that I could identify the subject and at the

same time allow me to use the responses to direct the theoretical sampling later in the
research process. Staff with the Quality Assurance, Research and Planning Program (QA,
R & P) assisted by assigning a code number to each name on the research subjects list.

Names and matching codes were stored at the QA, R & P office and were not accessible
to the researcher. An instructional letter (Appendix G) accompanied the HSTEP. The
subjects gave their consent by completing and retum-ng the HSTEP survey. AIL data will
be destroyed afier the Practicum Committee has approved the Practicum.
Focus Groups

The Human SeMces Training Effectiveness Postcard had been coded in order to
protect people's identity. 1provided the staff at the Winnipeg Child and Family Services
W F S ) Quality Assurance, Research and Planning Program with the appropriate

identity code and they sent an invitation letter regarding the focus group out to that
participant via e-mail (Appendix H)- This was also to ensure that participants did not feel
coerced to participate in the research due to having direct contact with the researcher.
The protection of participant's confidentiality and anonymity played a part in
deciding on the location for the focus groups. This concern had to be balanced with
convenience of location and suitability of the room for conducting a focus group. The
location that was chosen was a boardroom in an Agency office. The entrance was
separate fiom the other Agency space. Signs were posted directing people to the room so
that they did not have to sit in a waiting area or ask for directions, therefore revealing to
colleagues that they were participating in the research. The room was completely
enclosed and was not close to any high trafic area.

Pnor to beginning the focus group al1 participants were asked to sign a forrn
indicating their inforrned consent to participate in the research (Appendix I). This consent
explained the purpose of the research and the methods that the researcher would employ
to ensure anonymity of the participant- It noted the intent to audio-tape the focus group
and described the measures that the researcher would employ to ensure the security of the
tape.
Audio-tapes of focus group interviews were transcribed for analysis. A transcriber
from outside field of social work was chosen- This researcher explained the concern for
confidentiality to the transcriber and requested cornmitment to keep al1 information
contained in interviews contidential. Focus group participants were given code names in
the transcripts. The generic term "participant", was used to refer to study subjects in the

reporting of the findings. If a participant's name appeared in the focus group interview
dialogue this was replaced with a code name. 1 kept a list of actual names attachai to
code names for use in tùrther theoretical sampling. This list along with any other
identifling information was kept in a locked filing cabinet at my home. Al1 data will be
destroyed after my Practicum Cornmittee has approved my Practicum.
Participant Feedback
A cover letter describing the feed back required and outlining that this stage is also

voluntary and will be kept confidential was emailed to each focus group participant
(Appendix J). Feedback fiom focus gmup participants was recorded using the previously
assigned code names. The generic term "participant" was used to refer to study subjects
in the reporting of the feedback-

Data collection

Or~anizinathe data
Organization and storage of the data collected is important in order to ensure that
no data is lost and to aid in its accessibility for analysis. Kirby and McKenna (1989)
provide a detailed guide to what they cal1 "managing the data". They suggest that the
researcher develop an a) identity, b) tape, c) document, d) content, and e) process fileThe identity file should contain al1 identifiing information about the research participants
and the corresponding code names or numbers. The tape file contains any video or audio
recordings that are identified by a code name in order to ensure confidentiality. The
document file contains the original transcripts, field notes, surveys. Al1 material in this
file shoutd remain in its original form in order to ensure that the researcher is always able

to return to the original data if needed. Copies of the contents of this file can be made for
purposes of anatysis- These copies can b e coded and should be stored in the content file.
The process file contains a step by step record of the research process. Finally, analysis

files are developed at the point when data analysis begins. Analysis files consist of
content and process files. The analysis: content files are labeled to represent each
category that is developed in the course of the research. The analysis: process files
contain information about the "dynamics of the research process" (Kirby & McKenna, p.
144). They contain information pertaining to the process of collecting and analysing the

data Iike the experience of working with the research team, the researcher's experience in
conducting coding or the timing of the research.
Kirby & McKenna's (1989) system for organizing the research endeavor proved to be
invaluable in my research process. It was tirne consuming to get established but taking

the time to organize the information already gathered in my research process allowed me
to develop a deeper understanding of the research process itself, 1 followed Kirby &

McKenna7s(1989) instructions quite closely, establishing the files both on my cornputer
and in my paper filing system. Keeping al1 of the data and documents organized is an

essential part of doing research- 1 had not anticipated how much time or how important
this would be to the research endeavor.

The first tfiree steps of data collection that I proposed to complete were the Post
Training Evaluation, Parking Lot Issues Lists and the Human Service Training
Evaluation Postcard.
Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard
Curry's (1997) Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP) survey
instrument was adapted for the purposes of this research to ask for participant's
evaluation of the entire Competency Based Inservice Training package and questions
regarding demographics were added- The survey instrument was sent in the fonn of a
postcard with the HSTEP on one side and demographic information on the other
(Appendix K). It was printed on yellow card paper so that there was less chance of it
getting Iost in al1 the other information that comes across social workers' desks. The
postcards were sent out in early January and a reminder Ietter (Appendix L) was sent one
week later.
Parking Lot Issues
I had intended to analyse items included on Parking Lot Issues Lists collected at

the training. During the course of the training event each trainer malces a practice of
noting trainee concerns that cannot be addressed at the training event per K.These are

called "Parking Lot Issues9'- As participants raise concerns they are Wfitten on a flip

chari, following the training the trainer has the list typed and fonuards it to the Provincial
Coordinator for Training and the respective Regional Training Managers. In the case of
training hosted by Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) that would be the
Regional Training Manager at WCFS- The Iists typicalty include examples of system
issues that might interfere with transfer (Persona1 Correspondence, Competency Based
Inservice Training trainer, April 8, 1999). Unfortunately, there were no Iists available for
the penod September 1999-June 2000,
The Provincial Training Coordinator assisted in my search for the Parking Lot
Issues Lists and at a meeting with the trainers asked them about the whereabouts of these
lists. The trainers indicated that they routinely forwarded the lists to the Child Protection

and Support Services Program along with the Post Training Evaluations, however the
participants in the more recent training events were not contributing to the lists. As a
result 1was not able to include this step in my data collection o r analysis.
Focus Groups
The letters inviting people to participate in focus groups were sent out via e-mail

at the end of February. A follow up telephone cal1 was conducted in order to remind
participants and speed up the 'recmitment process'.
The deveIopment of the Focus Group Interview Guide (Appendix M) was
reflective of the reciprocal nature of grounded theory methodology where the earlier data
collection and analysis are used to direct Iater steps in the process. The literature review,
revised research questions (Appendix N) and initial data analysis of the Human SeMces

Training Effectiveness Postcard and Post Training Evaluation were used extensively
toward the development of questions for focus group participants.
Despite the fact that the main purpose of this data collection stage was to get
information about transfer, it was decided that the Focus Group Interview Guide would
include some questions about the training event itself There were two rasons for this
decision. First, the literature clearly reflected that the training event was a factor in
effective trader. 1 decided that if 1 omitted these questions it would be impossible to
draw any conclusions about the impact that the training event itself had on transferExcluding this area could mean that the research would be lacking information about a
significant contnbutor to transfer process. Secondly, responses to the Human Services
Training Effectiveness Postcard open-ended question about factors that helped or
hindered the participant's application of learning on the job included many statements
that were reIated to the training event itself. Factors reIated to the training event that
appeared to require fürther exploration in terms of their influence on transfer were the
relevance of the training content- the participant's perceived learning, the design and
delivery of the training and Winnipeg Child and Family Services's training policies and
practices.
In the area of 'Perceived Transfer', the qualitative information gathered fiom the
Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard indicated that transfer had occurred but
it was not clear how participants would evaluate the extent of transfer, so questions were
included to illicit fùrther data in this area.
The Post Training Evaluation and Human Sewices Training Effectiveness
Postcard both provided some data regarding the transfer environment. It was decided that

fùrther data would be gathered by asking participants about the role various players
within the child welfare system in Manitoba played in supporting the implementation of
Competency Based Inservice Training on the job. This approach to asiâng the questions
was influenced by the work of Scheirer (1981), Curry (1994) and McDonald (1991).

Scheirer's (1981)

"Analytical Framework for the Study of Social Program

Implementation" suggens that examination of program implementation should include
macro-level components, intermediate-level processes and individual-level variables.
Curry's (1994) discussion of a cccomprehensivemodel of transfer assessrnent and
intervention" @.8), which he calls the Transfer of Training and Adult Leaming model
(TOTAL) suggests that it is important to examine the impact various people in an
organization can have on transferMcDonaIdYs(1991) research used a tri-level organizational analysis fiamework
developed using the work of Scheirer (1981) and Katz and Kahn (1966). His results
showed that personal attitude was seen as the greatest contributor to training use and
administrative follow through the least. He surmised that this may be related to the
respective proximity of these factors to daily work behavior and thought that the
influence of administrative follow through or wmmitment may be underrated. Therefore
a question was developed that asked panicipants, " M e r you completed CBIT and
retumed to your work, what helped you to use the information in your day to day work?"
This question was introduced with the statement, 'We're going to move on to talk about
the situation in the work environment, by that 1mean your entire work wntext, individual
unit, program area, Agency as a whole and in relation to govenunent. Now, 1want you to
focus on those factors in your work environment (as opposed to at the training event) that

helped you to use the training on the job" (See Focus Group Interview Guide, Appendix
M). Participants were invited to respond first to this open-ended question and then guided

to think about the contribution that the staff at the Child Protection & Support Semces
Program, (commonly referred to as 'the Directorate'), Winnipeg Child and Family
Sewices management, supenisors, and CO-workershad made to their ability to transfer
Competency Based Inservice TrainingParticipants were not asked about barriers to transfer as it was determinecl that
based on the feedback from the Poa Training Evaluation and Human Services Training
Effectiveness Postcard discussion of bamers would probably occur without much
prompting.
Finally, a question about suggested transfer interventions was added in order to
gather information from workers about ways in which transfer of Competency Based
Inservice Training could be fùrther supported. This question mirrored the question about
the transfer environment in that it prompted participants to think about the contribution
players at the various levels of the child welfare system in Manitoba could make toward
i mproving transfer.

In mid March, I reworked my Focus Group Intewiew Guide and pretested it with
the social workers in the Family Service Unit where I work A staff person with the
Quality Assurance, Research and Planning Program, assisted by observing and providing
feedback. It was very valuable to do a practice run and get feedback fiom the team
members and observer fkom Quality Assurance. 1 revised the Focus Group InteMew
Guide based on their feedback and my own observations. 1 also wrote an introduction to

use at the b e g i ~ i n gof the focus group (Appendix O).

The two focus groups were conducted on March 20,2001. A staff person with the
Quality Assurance, Research and Planning Program (44R & P) of Winnipeg Child and
Family Services assisted by completing a wrinen record of the focus group interaction.
This individual was introduced and her position with the Agency describecl at the
beginning of the focus group. There is some possibility that the presence of this person
may have influenced participants' responses. In order to address this concern
confidentiality was assured and the QA, R &P staff person sat a distance fiom the group
while recording the interaction.
The groups were audio taped. 1 hired someone to transcribe the audio-tapes and
the result was approximately 45 pages of transcnpt for each group (1 !4 spaced). There
were 5 participants for the -2 group and 7 for the 2+ group. At first 1was çoncemed that 5
would be too few people however 1 found that it simply allowed for more discussion and
each person was able to share their perspective to a greater extent than in the group
involving 7 people.
Participant Feedback
Focus group participants were provided with a point form summary of the
evaluation results (Appendix P) and a drafi of the complete results chapter. They were
invited to provide feedback either by telephone o r e-mail.

Data analvsis

The data from the P o a Training Evaluation (PTE)and Human Services Training
Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP) was analysed using open coding. This data was coded
four times before categories that appeared to reflect the data accurately were found. A big

part of the challenge at the beginning of the coding process was to find a pattern in the
data, but refiain from imposing the pattern ont0 it- 1found the lack of structure to be
disconcerting. In an effort to find some order, before 1 started analysing the PTE or

HS'EP, I looked over the Iiterature review in the proposal and fiom that began to
develop what 1thought might be a list of factors that would be applicable to transfer at
Winnipeg Child and Family Services- 1 developed my categories list fiom these factors
and proceeded to code the PTE- M e r coding 1 reviewed my approach and decided that

the categories 1 had developed were too namw and were dividing the data up too much, 1
decided to take a fresh look at developing a categories kt. At the m e time 1 referred
back to the literature on grounded theory and qualitative analysis. 1 began by referring
back t o Strauss (1987) particularly his chapter on Codes and Coding (p. 55-81) and the

work of Kirby & McKenna (1989). 1 also reviewed the PTE question that participants
were answering as well as my corresponding research question.
It was dificult to develop category titles that fit the data. 1 turned to Scheirer's
(1% 1) "Analytical Framework for the Study of Social Program Implementation" and

decided to try to use it for coding the Post Training Evaluation. M e r coding I typed each
bibbit in a list with the corresponding category title. If the bibbit fit in more than one
category I included them in both and provided the cross-reference code in brackets at the
end of the sentence,
1 then went to the Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP)

responses. Before coding them 1 read through al1 of the responses and developed lists of
factors people listed as helping or hindering transfer. These became my categories. 1then
coded al1 of the HSTEPs and developed lists of each bibbit with the comesponding

category. At this point 1 felt that 1 needed to refer, once again, to the literature on
grounded theov- 1 found Maykut and Morehouse's (1994) discussion of the constant
comparative method complemented Kirby & McKema (1989)- Both authors use Glaser
& Strauss (1967) as the original source for their methods-

1 then wrote a summary of each list and developed what Maykut and Morehouse
(1994) cal1 a "rule of inclusion" for each category. After doing this I began questioning

the use of Scheirer's (1981) fiamework, as 1 seemed to be forcing the bibbits to fit the
categories. 1 was concerned 1 was also putting more meaning ont0 some of the bibbits
than they actually contained (Le- 1wouId put something in the macro level category when

people didn't specify that it was macre)1 decided to retum to the data and use Maykut and Morehouse's practice of

developing a "discovery sheet" (p. 132- 133). Glaser (1992) suggests that category names
must corne fiom sociological construas or in vivo codes. I kept the suggestions of both
these sources in mind as 1 developed a discovery sheet. 1 looked for in vivo codes in
particular as 1 felt they would keep me close to the data, but 1 also wrote down what
might be sociological construas or tems that grow out of program management or
training management theoiy. Al1 the bibbits from the Post Training Evaluation and
Iiurnan Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP)were already on computer. 1
then took the bibbit lists and combined them into a list for 'hindered' and a list for
'helped' (the application of training on the job). I reviewed a11 of the bibbits by
comparing them with the original HSTEP returns to ensure that they had the correct
identity code, 1 had transcribed them correctly and there was no information missing.

Then 1 saved a master list of each, enlarged the pnnt so that it was easier to r a d and
printed them ORthe 'helped' list on white paper and 'hindered' on yellow.

1decided 1would try the method suggested by Maykut and Morehouse (1994) and
literally cut and paste each bibbit with the appropnate category. 1 retumed to my
discovery sheet and chose the first category name that popped out. 1 decided to cal1 it
'reality vs. ideal'. It seemed that this phrase had come up in the data a lot and if 1 coded
the data in this way 1might leam something interesting.
I then developed the category: 'refiesh/rehash'. 1 found it interesting that a large
number of people commented that the training had been a review. Some saw this as a
help, others a hindrance.
The next category 1 developed was called 'utility'. There were a number of
participants who specifically commented that the training was useful or that they had
used the ideas presented.
1continued category development in this pattern until 1finished putting al1 of the

bibbits with the appropriate category. Then I compared the category titles with the ones
I'd used in the earlier rounds of coding. 1found that using the in vivo codes or categories
that emerged while examining the data proved to be much more usefiil than when 1
developed categories strictly fiom tenns found in the literature. 1 was able to look at the
data in a fiesh way and was much more confident that my categories actually reflected
what the participants were sayingAgain 1 returned to my research questions, revised them (Appendix N) and 1
decided to use them to form the main categories and then develop sub categories fiom
there. 1 then developed categories using the discovery sheet as a starting point and the

literature and previous category lists to develop the most meaningfiil category title
possible. The categories fit into four main areas:
1. Training event

2. Perceived transfer
3. Transfer environment
4. Transfer interventions suggested

(See Appendix Q).
Once I had developed the category and code list 1 retumed to the bibbit lists f?om
the Post Training Evaluation and Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard and
coded them all. Using the coded bibbit lists 1 made lists for each category and ordered
them alpha numerically. 1 then printed the lists, and reviewed them to ensure that 1 had
not omitted any bibbits when cross referencing, or omitted bibbits altogether. 1 then
decided that when 1 had bibbits that had several distinct categories included, 1 would
underline the part that referred to the category in question. That way 1didn't have to take
the comment out of context but could clearly see what part of it applied to the category.
Bibbits that included several categories were coded as such and cross-referenced. 1 then
saved these revised lists and printed them.
After doing that 1 reviewed them for properties and developed property titles. 1
then created a new list with the property titles and corresponding bibbits below. Finally 1
wrote a summary of each category.
The Post Training Evaluation (PTE) served as the beginning of category and
property development. The categories were expanded wit h the Human Services Training

Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP)responses. 1 did not pursue any fbrther analysis of the

PTE and HSTEP at this point, but moved on to planning for data collection through the
use of focus groupsFocus G r o u ~ s

1 began my analysis only after reviewing and editing each transcript. This was
important because the tramcriber was not familiar with Winnipeg Child and Family
Services or the child welfare field and therefore some terrns had been transcribed
incorrectly. Accuracy of the transcript is crucial for the data analysis process that follows.
1 coded each transcript using the codes that were developed for the Post Training

Evaluation and Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard and added new codes as
new categories emerged. I developed category lists of bibbits (see revised categories list
Appendix R). I then identified properties of each category and identified them by
assigning a different colour of highlighter marker. Rather than reorganizing the category
lists accordins to the properties represented I simply identified them by using several
colours of highlighter markers- 1 wmpleted two drafts summarizing the descriptive
information found on each of the category Iists. The second draft was a chan depicting
the distinctive information gained from each focus group as well as experiences, views or
opinions that were shared by both groups (Appendix S).

The process of analysis including descrîbing and analysing was cyclical in nature.
I did 'memoing' throughout, some writing of an analytical nature and met with staff at
the Quality Assurance, Research, and Planning Program to begin the process of
documenting overall themes that were emerging. The research questions were used as a
way of organizing Our process.

1 continued with my analysis by engaging in 'cross referencing' and 'humcane

thinking', both methods that are suggested by Kirby and McKenna (1989). Cross
referencing refers to looking for the presence or absence of links between the categories
and noting them in order to begin to develop patterns or trends in the data (Kirby &
McKenna, 1989). Humcane thinking involves developing a visual depiction of the
analysis by organizing the categories in relation to the research question (Kirby &
McKenna, 1989). Both these processes provided fùrther insight into links in the data and
possible explanations regarding training and transfer.
For the cross-referencing 1 printed out the categones list that was developed d e r
analysing focus groups. Then 1 went category by category, printing a different category
list for each category. 1 drew a box around the category 1 was cross-referencing and
highlighted the various dimensions using the same colour of highlighter for the property
that 1 had when I analysed the categories. In addition beside each dimension that was
cross-referenced with a dimension in the original category I put a line for each time that
the cross-reference had occurred. I colour coded these lines according to whether the
bibbit was found in the Human Services Training Efffectiveness Postcard and Post
Training Evaiuation transcripts, or one of the two focus groups. When I started it was
unclear to me if 1 would need to code according to where the bibbits originated but I
decided that that amount of detail was not dificult to include so decided to do it just in
case.
This was quite time consuming and required a lot of concentration. 1 found 1 was
relying heavily on the accuracy of my earlier coding where 1 had put the other category
codes found in the bibbit in brackets. Some further coding was done in the process of

cross-referencing, as there were some connections that were missed the first round of
coding. I had initially been getting caught up in the detail when doing the analysis. In the
end 1 tried to look at broad strokes connections between the categories and point out
specific dimensions that were connected within that.
I conducted analysis of the memos in order to document the process of data
collection and Nrther my analytical thinking about the data and analysis conducteci
throughout the research process. This was done by reading through al1 of the memos and
noting the concept or theme in the margin- These concepts and themes were then
cornpiled into a list that was then used to develop my discussion and conclusions chapter.
Reviewing the memos assisted in examining how my own views might have impacted the
research results, Through out the process 1 retumed to the actual data collected to ensure
that al1 concepts were in fact evident in the data.
Analysis of the research process as documented in the memos was essential in my
later recounting of it for this final report. Given that each decision and step in the process
can not be outlined explicitly in this report, the documentation in my journal allowed me

to provide an accurate summary of the process.

Streneths and Limitations of the Methods
"So what is a successfLl evaluation? To anticipate a bit, an evaluation attains

practical perfection when it provides the best information possible on the key policy
questions within the given set of real-world constraints" (Berg & Rossi, 1990, p- 9)- Most
research has limitations, however efforts to ensure that it is credible are very important.
Inductive research and evaluation should be relevant in the workplace (Strauss & Corbin,

1990; Berg, 1998; Reamer, 1998; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). "The aim [of the deductive

approach] is to create knowledge in the grand sense, as opposed to the aim of the
inductive approach, whose goal is to gather information for a practical purpose" (Reamer,
1998, p. 3 1). The credibility of the research should not be jeopardised in order to make it

relevant to the workplace.
Marshall & Rossman (1999) refer to the work of Lincoln and Guba for the four
key concems when judging qualitative research. "The first is credibility, in which the
goal is to demonstrate that the inquiry was conducted in such a manner as to ensure that
the subject was accurately identified and desctibed @-192)- This is the reason that
qualitative research emphasizes gaining an in-depth understanding of the issue being
studied. It is also crucial that the researcher defines the "parameters" of the study and
cieariy identifies through the research questions what the study is about (Marshall &
Rossman, 1999).
The second construct proposed by Lincoln and Guba is transferability "in which
the researcher must argue that his findings will be usefùl to others in similar situations,
with similar research questions or questions of practice" (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p.
193). Some suggest that the transferability or generalizability of qualitative research to

other settings is problematic. "To counter challenges, the researcher can refer to the
original theoretical frarnework to show how data collection and analysis will be guided
by concepts and models" (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p- 193). This can also be dealt
with by using more than one data source to develop an understanding of an issue, This is
referred to as triangulation (Fortune & Reid, 1999; MarshallBr Rossman, 1999). The more
that a finding is replicated using different kinds of data collection, the more generalizable

the findings are. "Data fiom different sources can be used to corroborate, elaborate, or
illuminate the research in question. Designing a study in which multiple cases, multiple
informants, or more than one data-gathering method are used can greatly strengthen the
study's usefLlness for other settings" (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 194). This research
endeavor included three separate steps of data collection with the sample for the first
being different than that of the later two steps.
The third construct is dependability "in which the researcher attempts to account
for changing conditions in the phenomenon chosen for study and changes in the design
created by an increasingly refined understanding of the setting"(Mars hall & Rossman,
1999, p. 194).
The final constmct, confirmability, "captures the traditional concept of
objectivity". Could the findings of the study be confirmed by another? "By doing so, they
remove evaluation from some inherent characteristic of the researcher (objectivity) and
place it squarely on the data themselves. Thus, the qualitative criterion is, do the data help
confirm the general findings and lead to the implication^'^ (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p.
194)? A detailed documenting of the research process is important in order to be able to
confirm the findings. Marshall & Rossman (1999) refer to the earlier works of Marshall
(1985% 1990) which recommend four "'additional criteria for assessing the value and

trustworthiness of qualitative research" (p. 195). She suggests that the design and
methods must be explicitly detailed, the research questions and the data's relevance

should be made explicit and rigorously argued, the study be situated in a scholarly
context, and records rnust be kept so that the research can be examined by othen.

Strauss & Corbin (1990) outline criteria for the research process and empirically
grounding the theory. A lot of emphasis is put on outlining the research process in the
final report. In order to ensure that the theory is grounded the researcher must enwre that
concepts are generated and systematically related. There should be many conceptual
linkages and the categories must be well developed so that there is conceptual density.
Variation and specification should be built into the theory and clearly linked to the dataBroader conditions that afFect the phenornenon must be built into the explanation.
Process should be taken into account- Finally, theoretical findings should be significant
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990)The various steps were taken to ensure that my own views and biases were

explicit in the research process. In addition to keeping a process and refiections log, 1
completed some conceptual baggage reflections including completing the Human
Services Training Effectiveness Postcard. 1 reflected on how 1 would have answered the
Post Training Evaluation question about bamers. My imrnediate reaction to the focus
group interviews was audio taped, this included discussion with the staff person fiom the

Quality Assurance, Research & Planning program who was the written recorder at the
Focus Group Interview. Each of these steps assisted with making my personal views
evident and as something to be included in the analysis.
As mentioned earlier, 1 wrote memos to document the research process
throughout. This included decisions regarding various steps of the process and conceptual
thinking about the findings. The process was documented as the research progressed in
order to ensure accuracy and detail.

Research participants responded positively to this research approach. The results
chapter will address issues of response rate, which was quite high. In addition, those who
participated in focus groups shared their opinions thoughtfully and without reservation. It
was clear fiom the discussion that participants in the focus groups were interested in the

research topic and wanted to talk about their experiences and opinions. Many expressed
their appreciation to me for doing this evaluation. The process of sharing a draft of my
results with the focus group participants made me much more confident of my findings.
This evaluation is limited by the fact that the findings are based on self report
information of social workers at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). The
findings would be strengthened if perspectives of supervisors, collaterals within WCFS
(foster care, adoptions, family support), managers, extemal collaterals, and clients would
have been examined.
The absence of intensive Competency Based Inservice Training staff involvement

in the design of this program evaluation is unfortunate in that this researcher has missed
an opportunity for leaming. It may also decrease the potential for the research to be used.

This is a limitation of the research but it is also an example of how program evaluation
must respond to the real life situation of the program or Agency where it is being
implemented.
Al1 data regarding the training event that was gathered using the Human Services
Training Effectiveness Postcard and Focus Group Interviews is retrospective. This is a
limitation of the research. Many participants had taken the training several years pnor to
this research so their memory of how much they learned etc. may be compromised by the
passing of time.

It should be noted that the question on the focus group intewiew guide concecnjng
the use of training on the job was confbsing for participants. They were confiised about

whether the question was asking them how much of the curriculum they had applied or
with what percentage of their client families had they applied the training. This question
would need to be clarified if fiirther research in this area was to be conducted.
Kirby & McKenna (1989) refer to the importance o f "critical reflection on the
social context" (p.129). This evaluation attempted to view the experience of both the
research participants and the Competency Based Inservice Training program in context.
White it may not have examined al1 aspects of the context, it did address the child welfare
system in the context of larger society, training in the context of an Agency that employs
professionals but requires specialized skill building and Winnipeg Child and Family
Services in the context of a child welfare system in Manitoba which is tiaught with
contradictions, inconsistencies and highly politicized.

.

Ethical Political and Practical Considerations

When conducting qualitative research, the extent to which one enters the world of
the participant means that some other considerations are also important. The ability to
relate to others is essential in the conduct of qualitative research. Marshall and Rossman
(1999) suggest that interpersonal skills are key to the success of qualitative research. In

order to conduct such research one must build tmst, maintain good relations, respect
norms of reciprocity and consider ethical issues. According to Marshall and Rossman
(1999) this includes an "awareness ofthe politics oforganizations as well as sensitivity t o

human interaction" (p.85)-

1 have attempted to be sensitive t o the politics and reality of Winnipeg Child and

Family Services (WCFS) in the design o f this evaluation. My description of the
Competency Based Inservice Training program attempted to demonstrate the WCFS is a
partner with the CFSB in this venture and as such has power over only some aspects of
the training. I have also been conscious of impact that the reorganization has had on
everyone in the organization and attempted t o design an evaluation that respects the
limited time for new projects.
1 respect the commitment that Winnipeg Child and Family Services and

individual participants have made in order for me to conduct this evaluation. 1 made a
commitment to share my results with the Agency and individual participants. Participants
were given the opportunity to provide feedback on an initial draft of the results and will
be provided with a summary of the research upon its conclusion. Ensuring that a
cornfortable and convenient setting was provided for the focus groups and providing
refreshments and food for participants were concrete ways in which the research
participants' efforts were acknowledged.

Much of the literature speaks about showing respect for participants by taking
time to build tnin. While building trust is important, in this research workload demands

were a more prominent concem for participants. Participant's limited time for
participation in evaluation was taken into consideration in designing this evaluation. This
was part of the appeal in using Curry's Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard

as a data collection instrument. In addition, focus groups were Iimited to 1 !4 hours in
length and participants were given a point fonn version of the results and a cornpiete
version to choose fiom when providing feedback. It is likely that the fact that 1 am a

Family Sentice Social Worker at Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces assisted in
establishing trust with research participantsMy aim was to design an evaluation that respected both the organization that

served as the evaluation site and the individual participants. This involved careful
analysis of the data to ensure that it reflected the views ofthe participants and researching
the details of the Agency and its context so that it was accurately descnbed. Attention to
carefirl data analysis was particularly important given my dual role as an employee of

Winnipeg Child and Family Services and evaluator. There is no doubt that 1 entered this
research with my own opinions and observations about Competency Based Training at
Winnipeg Child and Family Services, My own experience contributed to the evaluation
throughout by prompting questions, identifying key sources of information and having a
general understanding of the structure and practices of Winnipeg Child and Family
Services. Any finding that reflected my own views had to be evident in the data collected
in order to be included in the final report.

Chapter 4

RESULTS
This chapter provides a description of the implementation of Competency Based
Inservice Training at Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces. This is followed by the
quantitative results of the Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard and
corresponding demographic information- The qualitative results from data collected
t hrough the Post Training Evaluation, Hu man Services Training EEect iveness Postcard,
Focus Group Interviewing and Participant Feedback form the bulk of the evaluation
results found this chapter.
The Human Resources Department at Winnipeg Child and Family
Services currently has a Director and 5.5 staff positions. The 5.5 staff positions include
an Executive Assistant, an Employee Relations and Benefits Coordinator, a Benefits
Oficer, a Human Resources Staffi'tng and Classification Coordinator, a half time Human
Resource Specialist for Family Suppon Workers and an Aboriginal Liaison Coordinator.

The program is responsible for staR recruitment, selection, orientation, teminations and
leaves of absences; management of personnel files, benefits, performance appraisals,
maintaining a job evaluation program and human resources information system and
training and professional development- The administration of Competency Based
Inservice Training fits within the training and professional development aspect of the
program,

The staffing complement for managing the Competency Based Inservice Training

(CBIT) prograrn at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) has remained
consistent throughout its implementation at WCFS. The Director of Human Resources
and the Human Resources Executive Assistant have been responsible for providing

management and administrative support to the program. CBIT is a small part of the job
description of both the Director of Human Resources as well as the Executive AssistantGiven the magnitude of the responsibilities of these two positions it is not surprising that
a detailed plan regarding the management of the CBIT program including the transfer of

the training has not been completed. In addition, despite the fact that the training is
specific to provision of basic child protection services, it does not appear that there has
been pressure for more specific management of transfer fiom managers or supewisors in

the Program Services area of the Agency. Despite this, the CBIT program has developed
over time. Following is a description of the development of the CBIT prograrn at WCFS.

Implementation of Corn~etencvBased Inservice train in^ r t W i n n i ~ e nChild and
Familv Services

Competency-Based Inservice Training was an initiative of the Child Protection
and Support Services Program of the Govemment of Manitoba. The process of
implementation at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS)began with management
and supervisory staff of WCFS taking the Competency Based Training for Managers and
Supervisors from November 1993 - January 1994. Later in 1994, The Individual Training
Needs Assessment was conducted within WCFS,This needs assessrnent tool has not been
conducted at WCFS since then.

In 1994/95 the fust group of staff completed the core training modules with
training conducted by trainers fiom Institute for Human Services (IHS)- Still in 1995
supervisors received an overview of the core training cumculum for workers. This was
done in an attempt to assist supervisors in supporting the workers once they returned
from training. During this time, M S trainers trained qualified individuals fiom Manitoba
who were interested in becoming trainers. By the spring of 1996 two groups of workers
began the core training cumculum taught by trainers from Manitoba.

Pnority was placed on training al1 Family Service Social Workers and their
supervisors in the core competencies. Training in the specialized areas and related
competencies has not been offered to date. The Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces
Project Description/Summary -Approved Sewice Projects: 1997f98 for CompetencyBased Training States that, "[Tlhe priority for Service Unit attendance shall be Family
Service Units, Foster Care Units, Family Support, Adoption and then Volume
Management. Al1 spaces not used shall be available to other regions and agencies" (p.3).
There are several policies and practices that have guided the implementation of
Cornpetency Based InseMce Training (CBIT) program at Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS). These decisions were made in an attempt to support transfer of
training. In 1996 a decision was made to send service units to training as a group and
have their supervisors go through the training with them. On Feb. 18, 1997 a "Personnel

Policy regarding Competency-Based Training" was adopted within WCFS. 1t provides an
overview of CBIT program and includes training guidelines including mandatory
attendance, coverage while at training, and monitoring of attendance.

In April 1997 supervisors at Winnipeg Child and Family Services attended the
'Training, Orientation and Optimal Learning (TOOL)" workshop referred to above. A
manual by the same name accompanied the training and was provided for each
participant to keep for future reference. The intention was to ensure supervisors could
support the social workers in their senrice units in the application of training to their job,

In May 1997 Competency-Based Training Attendance Policy Guidelines were
adopted within Winnipeg Child and Family S e ~ c e s .
By April 2000, with the exception of a few people, al1 experienced Family

Service Social Workers at Winnipeg Child and Family Services had completed the
Competency Based Inservice Training Core Cumculum. Training was now being
delivered to other program areas including foster care, family preservation and
reunification and adoption. The Agency was now at the point where it could deliver the
training to its intended target group, new workers to child welfare- This was timely given
the significant turnover in staff during I999/2000 and the large number of new
employees to the Agency.
Despite the fact that this program has been in existence for eight years, this
evaluation is timely given the fact that the program is now being delivered to its targeted
staff. Existing social workers' evaluations of the training and extent of transfer are
probably shared with new employees in the context of the service unit- Given this, and
the likelihood that the opinions and practices of experienced workers might influence
new workers' approaches to the training and its application, 1 decided to include both
new and experienced social workers in the evaluation.

Human Services Training Efktivencss Postcard Ouantitative Results

Following is a description of the quantitative information gathered fiom the
Hurnan Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP)and the attached demographic
questions. It should be noted that 1 received a considerable amount of positive feedback
for conducting this evaluation- This was fiirther supported by the excellent response rates

I had for each of m y stages of data collection- One hundred and twenty (120) HSTEP
postcards were sent out and 65 (54%) were completed and returned, In terms of total
amourit of expenence in child welfare, only 6% of respondents fit in the 0-2 year
category- This is not surprising given that the Agency does not provide Competency
Based Inservice Training to employees until they are close to the end of theu six month
probationary penod and the fact that the training program takes 3-4 months to complete.
Twenty nine percent said they had between 2 and 5 years experience, 26% had 5-10 years
experience. The largest percentage of participants, 38%, had ten or more years
experience. (See Table 1)
In terms of child welfare experience pnor to taking Competency Based InseMce
Training (CBIT), 4W said they had less than two years experience in child welfare prior
to taking the training, This is quite a high percentage given the fact that the Agency has

been working at training al1 existing employees while trying to provide the training for
new hires to the Agency- The remaining 60% were distributed pretty evenly across the
other categories with 20% being in the 2-5 year category, 23% having 5-10 years
experience prior to taking the training and 17% having 10 or more years experience in
child welfare prior to taking CBIT. (See Table 1)

Table 1
Ex~erienceand timing of taking Com~etencvBased Inservice Traininq

Less than
2yrs

Total experience in
child welfare
Experience in child
welfare before taking

There was an almost 50/50 split between those who had experience as asocial
worker outside of child welfare and those who did not. Seventy six percent of
respondents either had no experience in other social service agencies or Iess than two
years. This sample shows a strong majority of participants with littte social work
expenence outside of child welfare. (See Table 2)
The question about post secondary education asked participants to check al1

categones that applied. Table 3 shows the results fkom this question.
Not surprisingly, there was a very high percentage of respondents who had
university education- Eighty nine percent of the respondents to the Human Services
Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP) had a university level social work degree. Of
the 11% who did not have a university level social work degree, one had a Master's
degree in another discipline, two had Bachelor's degrees in another discipline, 2 had
certificates in social work, 2 did not specify. Following is more detailed information
about the educational level of the HSTEP respondentsDetailed education statistics:
Level of education
BSW
BSW + other bachelors
Other Bachelors
MSW
Other Masters
Other

Number of respondents
35
19
2
4

1
4

Detailed education statistics summarized:
MSW
BSW (19 have other bachelors degrees as well)
No BSW (University level social work degree)

# of res~ondents

4
54
7

Percentane
(6%)
(83%)
(11%)

Table 2
Years Experience Working as a Social Worker in other Social Service Aaencies

-

N/A

Less than 2 yrs

2 5 yrs

5 - 1Oyrs

lO+yrs

31

18
(28%)

7
(1 1%)

5
(8%)

3

(48%)

(5%)

(1 missing)

Table 3
Post Secondarv Education

BSW

MSW

Bachelor

Masters

Other

57

4

24

1

4

Table 4 provides a summary of the responses to the statements on the Human
Services Training Effectiveness Postcard (HSTEP).Seventy-nine percent of the HSTEP
respondents said that they either strongly agreed or agreed with the statement 6overall 1

was very satisfied with CBIT core modules'. Very few people were undecided with
regard to this statement. Seventeen percent said they disagreed or strongly disagreed with
the statement. That is still a significant percentage to say that overall they were not
satisfied with the Competency Based Inservice Training modules. This data collection
instrument does not provide an opportunity for respondents to specify which part they

were not satisfied with or in what way they were not satisfied.
"During CBIT 1 learned a substantial amount of information." Sixty six
percent of respondents said they agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. Nine
percent were undecided. And one quarter of the respondents said they either disagreed or
strongly disagreed with this statement.
"1 have used the knowledge and skiils 1 learned from CBIT on the job."

Respondents were not as confident of this as they were of the two previous statements.
While there are still 66% who either stmngly agreed or agreed with this statement, the
proportion who arongly agreed was only 6%. The proportion of people who were
undecided was 14%. Nmeteen percent said they disagreed or strongly disagreed with the
statement.

"As a result of using the knowledge and skills Crom CBIT,1 have observed
client progress." This is the area where there is a marked drop in respondents' ratings.
Only 19% said they strongly agreed or agreed to this statement and the remaining 81%

are either undecided, disagreed or strongly disagreed. Almost 50% said they are
undecided, leaving the remaining 22% in the disagree o r drongly disagree category.
"As a result of CBIT, 1 am a more effective worker." Almost half the
participants (48%) stated that they either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.
Thirty three percent were undecided and L9% indicated that they either disagreed or

strongly disagree with this statement.
The quantitative results provide a starting point for understanding how
participants evaluated Competency-Based Inservice Training and their own transfer. The
qualitative results that follow expand on these results by providing an in-depth
explanation of participants' evaluation of training and transfer at Winnipeg Child and
Family Services.

Oualitative Results
Qualitative Data fiom Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard and Post Traininq
Evaluation
This information was used to develop initial categones and begin development of
properties. Areas of training event, transfer and transfer environment were developed at a
prelirninary level using the qualitative data.

Demoera~hicInformation About Focus G ~ O UPartici~ants
D
As was explained above, in the course of this evaluation 1 conducted two focus groups.
One was comprised of individuals who had less than two years experience in child
welfare prior to taking the training. This group is referred to as the -2 years group.

Table 4
Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard Ouantitative Results
Strongiy
Agree

Overall, 1 was very
satisfled with CBIT
core modules

1,

-

--

2,

--

Dwing

CBIT

1

leanied a substantiai
amount
of
uiformation
3,

I have used the
knowledge and skills
I leanied from CBIT
on the job.

4.

As a result of using
the knowledge and
skills fiom CBIT, 1
have obsenwi client
progress.

5.

As a result of CBIT,I
am a more effective

worker-

Disagree

Total

The other group was comprised of participants who had two or more years
experience in child welfare when they took the training, they are referred to as the 2+
years groupPlease note that in order to protect the anonymity of research participants, al1
names of participants have been replaced with a pseudonym. The names that appear in
this document are not the actual names of the research participants.
The -2 years focus group was cornprised of 5 women, 3 were Family Service

Social Workers and the remaining 2 were Permanent Ward Social Workers. Iii terms of
total years of child welfare experience the range was fiom 1.5 years to 8 years- One
participant had under 2 years experience in child welfare, another participant had 3-5
years, and the 3 remaining had 5 -10 years experience in child welfare, with the average
being 5.2 years. (See Table 5)
Experience in child welfare prior to taking Competency Based Inservice Training
ranged fkom 5 months to 1.5 years with the average being 0.9 years. (See Table 5)
The 2+ group was comprised of 5 women and 2 men. Two were Permanent Ward

Social Workers, 2 were Family Service Social Workers and 3 were Intake Social
Workers. In tenns of total years of child welfare experience the range was fkom 2.5 - 29
years. There were 3 participants with 10+ years, 2 participants with 5-10 years, and 2
participants with 2-5 years experience. (See Table 6)

In terms of experience pnor to taking CBIT, 3 participants had 10 or more years,
3 had 2-5 years, and 1 person had 1-5 years. (See Table 6)

Table 5
Profile of -2 focus woup partici~ants

Current position

1

1

/
/
1

Years expenence
Years experience in child welfare
in child welfare
before
taking

CBXT
FSSW
PWSW
PWSW
4-6 mo.

FSSW
FSSW

Table 6
Profile of 2+ focus aroup participants
-

Position

Years child welfare
Total years child
expenence prior to
welfare experience
taking CBIT

PWSW
FSSW
ISW
FSSW

ISW
ISW
PWSW
FSSW - Family Service Social Worker
ISW - Intake Social Worker
PWSW -Permanent Ward Sociat Worker

Qualitative Resutts Combininn Data from Post Traininp Evaluation, Human
Services Trziininn Effectiveness Postcard and Focus Grouas
Following are the descriptive results fiom analysis of Post Training Evaluations,
Human Service Training Evaluation Postcards and Focus Group Interviews. The
following results are organized in sequence according to the area addressed by each of
the four research questions.
Training Event Overall
1. Content was relevant to the work these participants engage in on a daily basis.

Several aspects of the training content were referred to by the participants- These
included information fiom Core 102, case planning and family-centred casework; 103,
the effects of abuse and neglect on child development and 104, separation, placement,
and reunification. The module on separation, placement, and reunification was most
fiequently referred to by the participants. This module seemed to have raised
participant's awareness of the impact of bringing children into care and provided concrete
ideas for causing as little disruption as possible for the child. Core 101 (family-centred
child protective services) was the only module that participants unifonnly agreed was

dry, bonne, and too basic. One participant stated, "1 think in terms of the parts that were

too basic, 1 found the first module was very much t w basic. 1 mean to even somebody
just coming out of university, like, this was Social Work 101" (FG/2+Annel2)).
Participants felt that the training content related specifically to their work but was
not advanced enough to address the complex issues they were dealing with on a daily
basis.

Sometimes the examples that they gave, were, I found a Little too simple- Where
we deal with such cornplex, multi-problematic familier and children, that it
touched on maybe one piece-- - ( FGf-2KatelS)Participants also qualifed their comments about relevance of the cumculum with
concerns that workîoad issues and lack of resources were not accounted for in the
training.

2. The delivery and design of the training was seen as acceptable overall.

Participants referred to the impact of the trainer's skills, various training
techniques and the design of the Competency Based Inservice Training overall. There
were mixed opinions as to whether the trainers' aclcnowledgement of work environment
barriers decreased the level of fiustration participants felt about these bamers while at the
training event. One person said:
caseload numbers far out weighed what could be manageable meeting the
proposed documentation protocols. The facilitator did not want to acknowledge
that case management following CBT protocols is u~ealisticand therefote lost
any cornmitment for participants to even try to apply such. (HSTEP 54)
One focus group participant noted that an understanding trainer was not enough to
curb the problens created by the lack of fit between the training and the realities of the
job. "1 had quite a sympathetic presenter, but 1 still was overwhelmed with fiustration"

Various training techniques including the use of slides, music, colouring, group
work handouts, checklists, and case discussion were mentioned by participants. There

was rnixed opinion about the effectiveness of these training techniques. The -2 group

seemed to tire of the group work and presentations by training participants. They
indicated that this training technique had already been overused in university.
There was some feedback regarding the overall design of the training-This was
regarding the duration of each of the training modules, the amount of information
delivered during the modules and the time back in the work environment between
modules- None of these issues was expIored enough to make statements about their
effectiveness.
Participants gave a relatively positive evaluation of the trainers, suggested that the
training techniques used were quite effective and made sorne suggestions for changes to
the overall design of the training. The design and delivery of the training event did not
appear to have either a strongly positive or negative influence on transfer, but existed as a
relatively neutral factor.

3. Al1 participants felt that most OC the training was a review o f information and
skills they had acquired in their university education and/or in their trperienct

on the job.
The Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard and Post Training Evaluation

responses included numerous references to the training being a good 'retiesher' or
review. These comrnents were made by participants who took the training when they had
less than two years experience in child welfare and those with two or more years
experience when they started Competency Based Inservice Training. A participant with
more than 10 years expenence when they took the training provided the following
feedback, "not a lot of info that was new to me, but a good retiesher" (HSTEP 44).
According to one participant who had 5-10 years experience in child welfare when they

took the training, "CBIT was a good re-learning experience" (HSTEP 91). Someone with
2-5 years experience commented that a hindrance to application of learning on the job
was, "Models which were too basic - repetition of BSW materiai" (HSTEP 29). Finally,
a participant with less than two years experience said something that helped the
application of leaming on the job was to "refiesh areas of child development, abuse,
assessrnent and intervention especially 'Goals & Activities"' (HSTEP 103).
The feedback from focus group participants supported and provided more depth
to the findings from the Post Training Evaluation and Human Services Training
Effectiveness Postcard Al1 focus gmup participants felt that most of the training was a
review. There were some interesting differences in how each group described their
learning experience. Participants in the 2+ group used the training as a refiesher and a

way to refine skills they already had. "Yeah, 1 found that some of the things that ... 1
knew already helped me to refine some of the skills rather than learning something new it
was leaming how to do it ...(better)." @G/t+Annel2)). Another participant said it
provided a new perspective,

1 think the part that 1 found the most helpful was the case planning and kind of
how to approach the case. Some of the other areas were, 1think more of a review
of the information 1 already knew. So as far as implementing new information a
lot of it 1 kind of knew from over the years. But cenainly the getting your mind
around approaching things in a different way and whether 1 actually wrote it
down, say in my dictation or it was just kind of in your mind when you're
assessing a family or the kinds of questions one is asking so, its changed the way 1
do things- (FG/2+Leahî0)
Participants in the -2 years group talked more specifically about the Competency
Based InseMce Training being a review of material they had already leamed in
university, either in the BSW or Arts education. The following excerpt fiom the foais
group transcript illustrates this view.

FGf-2Kate 11: 1think a lot of the skills were there. (already) There was some direction in
implementing them maybe. --- 1 found --.the child developrnent piece .,was awfùl repetitive. - .- having just, done some of those cowses in Arts
and in Social Work 1 found that core to be pretty tough to get through. .-.
some of the diagnostics about recognizing abuse and thinking 'well, I've
been doing this job a year, if you can't recognize that' -..- .
FGL2Chrisl l:I just want to make sure that 1 understood you right. When you were
talking about the effects of abuse and neglect on children you said that
was difTicult to get through, that was because it was,. FGk2Katel2: Not emotionally difficult, but dificult in that it was repetitive, um 1had
taken information of that nature and I know that 1 didn't just represent,
(myself) it was a feeling in general that that was the hardest core for me to
get through.
In the participant feedback about the preliminary results one individual felt
strongly that the content of Competency Based Inservice Training, particularly its
practical nature was not included in the social work university cumculum. This comment
points to the importance of gathering fiirther data in this area pnor to drawing firm
conclusions. This individual had graduated with a BSW more than 25 years ago and it is
possible that the social work cumculum has changed over the years.

4. Participants' responses indicated support for Winnipeg Child and Family
Services' policies of mandatory attendance and caseload coverage, but suggtsted
changes for some practices surrounding the training event.

While the issue of mandatory training was not raised explicitly, related statements
indicated that there was acceptance that the training was and should continue to be
mandatory for al1 staff at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). Some
participants noted that some WCFS staff would not have attended training if it had been
voluntary. The comment of a participant who came to the training with 27 years
experience seemed to sum up the overall perspective al1 participants.

I've been around for a fair period of time like Leah, and 1 leamed some new
things but also looking at the review part where people have been u w n d a long
time it was a good process. 1 believe, like Gail, 1 had a difficulty with the fact that
there was certainly stuff that was very basic and maybe at times borïng. And 1
have difficulty with being bord. But I think it was a good process to force me
througb And 1 think at the end of it, 1 felt cornfortable with the feeling that a
good review is something we need and probably should have them more often(FG/2+Timll)
Some participants noted that their more experienced CO-workers were not
enthusiastic about the training and that when they attended the training, no one else in
their service unit wanted to- This could indicate that people would not necessanly have
attended the training voluntarily.
Caseload coverage for individuals attending training was viewed as essential.
Most participants indicated that they were provided caseload coverage while at training.
Some participants stmggled with leaving their case related work for the duration of
training and felt compelled to return calls while at training and/or meet with clients and

go into the office afier a day of training.

One participant in the -2 year group stated that she was not provided with case
coverage while at training. This individual had been told prior to training that she would
not be responsible for responding to caseload issues while at training. However, when it
came time to attend training she was told she would have to check her messages and be
responsible for finding someone to attend court on her behalf or attend herself- The
following statement indicates the impact this had on her training experience.
... And 1 said 'what's the point of me going because 1 won't get my certifiate,
why not wait'. And 1 felt that was a big struggle. 1 didn't like having that pressure,
'cause 1 really wanted to go to core training and learn. But not have to check my
messages four times a day and wondering if somebody got this emergency cal1
that was left on there. and al1 those kinds of things- (FGL2Sandra44)

Participants were unanimous in their recommendation that Competency B a d
Inservice Training should be offered early in a worker's employment with Winnipeg
Child and Family Services. Comments on the Human Services Training Effectiveness

Postcard indicated that the training would be more beneficial if it was offered closer to a
worker's date of hire. It is important to note that this feedback came fiom both
experienced worken and those with less than two years experience on the job. One
person said that a hindrance to using the training was, "CBIT not being offered until 1had
been working at CFS for 1.5 years. It should be offered immediately to new workers"

(HSTEP29).
A focus group participant who had more than 8 years experience in child welfare

shared her observations of what happens to workers who are new to Winnipeg ChiM and
Family Services as well as her opinion about when the training would be most effective.
And it would be nice if they were implemented as training for when you come
into the Agency you take CBIT. Not this well, five years down the road maybe
we'll send you or-. It needs to be part of the training process, there- like I look at
new workers coming on to the Agency and they7rekind oflike 'here's your cases,
go!' And there isn't even any orientation let alone the training. It should be
implemented right fiom the get-go. You're coming ont0 the Agency, h m ' s the
courses, you need to go take those first, then you'll start. (FG/2+Anne43)

There was some discussion about taking the training prior to doing casework,
however the opinion of this participant in the -2 group points out the advantages to

taking the training after beginning work in the field of child welfare.
...1 actually think that by having it a few months after you start your job you,
being a kind of a 'green' social worker that it does allow you to apply certain
cases. Like when they 're talking you can think about particular cases ... and you
have the opportunity to do the group work and apply a particular case ....So that
was maybe one plus of having it a little fùrther in, into the job -.@G/-2Brenda8)

While no specific timeline was explored, based o n participants' feedback
regarding their own experience, a tentative conclusion that an Agency social worker
should begin Competency Based InseMce Training within their first six rnonths of
employment can be suggested.
The Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard indicated that there was
mixed opinion about the merits of taking the training as a service unit- This issue was

explored fûrther in focus groups where participants seemed to be of the opinion that the
drawbacks to attending training together with the entire service unit outweighed the
benefits of the practice. These participants explained that the reason for sending entire
units to the training together was to engage in 'team building'. The added benefit was
thought to be that everyone in the unit would be 'on the same page' when they
approached casework. These participants concluded, however that the training was not
designed in such a way that any team building happened,
... 1think it was nice to go with the unit because we went for lunch and stuff like

that, but because of the style of the teaching and splitting up into groups with this
rnany people, you really weren't operating as a unit. Like, 1 think it would be
beneficial for a unit to be dealing with a lot of the issues but that didn't really
occur. We were with a number of other people so there really, ultimately wasn't a
purpose for going as a group in terms of staff development or units' development.
(FG/2+Tim 17)
One participant had an experience that was unique fiom the others in the focus
groups. In her situation attendance as a team was beneficial. "... I personally found it
very helpfùl to go with the whole unit because afierwards, we kind of built on it and spent

a team day away, kind of devising an assessment form and so on, strialy based on
modules of CBT' (FG/2+Leahl7).

One of the interesting findings fiom the focus groups was that the -2 group
pointed out that one of the advantages o f attending training as an individual was that you
could meet a variety of people and learn fiom their experience. "Also, not going as a unit,
you got to meet a variety of different people ...(with a different) levels of expenence,
education, background- We had people fiom up north, .-.1think it was better than going
the time 1 went with my unit, gave you an opportunity to meet new people" (FG/2KateS).
It is important to note that three of the four focus group participants who attended

the training with their unit did so only afier they had already been through it as an
individual. These individuals did not feel that there were any benefits to attending the
training a second time and felt quite strongly that sending service units to the training
together should not be a pnority.
The participant who attended the training on one occasion and went with her

service unit found it beneficial- The benefits for this participant appeared to be linked to
the fact that the unit did some follow up work together. This participant provided some
helpful clarification in her feedback to the results,
...with the exception of our supervisor, none of us had previously attended the
training. 1 do agree there is little value to require staff to attend the training more
than once but 1 still feel there is a benefit for units to attend together to promote

the implementation of the training and ongoing support in using the knowledge in
the day to day business. (Leah -results feedback)
5. There was general agreement that the training was valuable and should b t
continued.

This overall assessrnent came fiom participants in the 2+ and -2 groups. One person's
comments appeared to be refiective of most focus group participants.

I guess I'd just Iike to say that 1 think the CBT progra.cn is a valuable program.
And 1certainly think there are things that could be done differently, whether it's
more support fiom management, better locations or whatever-. But 1 would hate
to see the Agency just kind of disregard it and throw it out and try something else
- it's good to have a training that hopefùlly al1 staff w*ll be on the sarne page at
some point and 1think this is a good tool (FG/2+Leah42).
For many participants it was a struggle to identim the actual source of their
knowledge and skills for child welfare work Even with that in mind the comments of the
participant quoted below indicate participants still felt the training was important.
.... And 1 think that the reality of our job is you get, you absorb some of thiq but
you get d l of it on the job, you get ail of this expenence and this knowledge in
real life. You get it working with your families, you get it working with your
supervisors. That's the reality of the job. And this is, it's a good starting point ...
and its important but personally 1 don? know how much of my skills 1have today
are fiom this training as opposed to the day-to-day work but it is important despite
that. It is stilL important. And it should be supported. (FG/-2Brenda47)

Perceived Transfer
1. Competency Based Inservice Training is being used in the day to day work of
these participants, however no one is using al1 of the training or applying it to

the full extent that it was taught with al1 of their client families.
Participants were asked to evaluate the extent to which they applied the training in
their day to day jobs by choosing a number on a scale of 1 -10, with one being not at al1
and 10 completely. The participants in the 2+ group scores ranged from 5-9. One person

said that she priorized certain cases to use the training extensively and for those cases she
would rate herseIf at a 9, whereas the others she would rate herself a 5 . Using her high
score, the average was 6.3, while using her low score the average was 5.7. The -2 group
self assessment of use ranged fkom 4-7.5, with average being 5.7. Most participants rate

themselves as implementing just about half of the training.

Participants spoke about the various ways in which they were using the trainingThere was discussion that the training heightened participants' sensitivity to certain
issues,
1think if there's one module that really stuck in my mind and continues to stick in
my mind and that 1probably use on a s a l e of one to ten, probably an eight, is the
last one, separation placement, -.1 certainly consider whether a kid is coming in

to care or not and will put in a great amount of work and or alternatives to try and
not bring a kid into care, especially 1 mean- . It changed my thinking around
infants. 1think 1 went into the competency based thinking that, you know, well, if
they're not really aware of their surroundings, and its not going to affect them as
much. And certainiy talking about the attachment and so on really makes me think
twice, if not ten times before bringing a kid into are. (FG/2+Anne20)
One participant felt that the training had helped her be more change oriented and
focused in her work with client families,
Yeah, particuiarly over the years with setting goals, objectives, goals, activities,
so on, instead of general statements, you know when your working with a family'We'll monitor the family', Well what does that mean? You know, for me, it
made me focus on, what needs to change what does the ciient see needs to change
and how specifically is that going to happen. So at the end, you either meet your
goals or you don't meet the goals. So it was more concrete and 1 think it helped
me as a worker move forward in working with the clients and help clients see that
this is what they have chosen to work on or appeared to be a goal that was
mutuall y in common- (FG/2+Leah 11)
Yet another person reviewed the training material when she wrote assessments,
(I
did
) an assessment about a month ago where 1 said okay, 1 h o w al1 these
behaviors but let me find a better way to sort of Îrame it. So 1 went back to my
modules and thought 'oh, yeah, it says it really well says what 1 wanted to say'.
And some of the other physical handouts and check sheets, 1 use that on a quick
basis - (FGi-2Pamela.24)

Others talked about the importance of having a common language to use in
writing reports or discussing case situations throughout the Agency.
... There were a number of modules, the case planning and the child development
pieces that 1 found very helpfùl. Especially as 1 used the language from those
modules in writing memos to my boss, to get money, to get things done,-case
recording-. Any document that 1 write 1 implement the language at least fiom

those modules and the- certainly, the separation placement and reunification
module 1 agree with this group, it was an excellent piece and pretty helpful1 think
to everyone. .-.(FG/2+Don22)
Still others noted the dificulty of implementing the training as it was intended.
... you definitely see the effects of the abuse and neglect and the attachment
issues on a day-to-day basis. And al1 of those, how that impacts long tenn ... and

like Pamela was saying also, even though we do have more time as a Permanent
Ward (worker) to some degree where it's not completely crisis oriented ail the
time. Still you can't implement that ideal placement of a child and the build-up to
it and how you do it properly - you just can't- (FGL2BrendaSl)

... 1 think whenever you go to training, o r you get new information you sort of
want to implement it. So 1 think 1 tned specifically the case planning piece to try
and get myself organized -. 'Cause 1 mean, clearly it makes sense. But typically,
like al1 things, its too much work and too much time and-But 1 think you still go
through those things in your head, Iike you may not write down activity but
you 're thinking Okay now 'what exactly do 1 have to do'. ... @G/-2Kate24)
One interesting finding was that participants in the 2+ group appeared to be
acutely aware that they were not applying the training to its fiIl potential- They seemed to
feel personally responsible for this 'failure' in application of the training- Several
participants talked about the guilt associated with making decisions that were not
reflective of 'best practice' as they had been taught in Competency Based Inservice
Training.
... but 1 like to be able to, even with other resources and other units you always
can refer the 'best practice' so at least you're on the same board. It didn't really
make any difference a lot of the time, but at least you felt like at least you're in
conjunction with other people, their thoughts-. It's like you sort of knew what you
should be doing and it was shared guilt, and (laughter), really, that's very
positive.. .(FG/2+Tim23)

1 think a lot of the comments that happened in Our unit afterwards was ya, even at
the unit meetings sometimes we would bting up a case example, somebody just
wanting to get some feedback fiom their coworkers in terms of ways to go with a
case. And a lot of comments that would corne up would be something fiom
Competency-based and a lot of the people would be saying 'yeah, it would be
nice, if-, but-.' Just time restraints and case loads just didn't allow for using
Competency-based and then we did get the guilt thing. (FG/2+Anne24)

These statements seemed to resonate with al1 participants in the group.
Participants in the -2 group did not talk about feeling guilty that they were not able to
implement the training to its fùll extent. It is not clear if this was not part of their
experience or simply was not mentioned in the group. This group seemed that there was
more acceptance of the fact that transfer was limited-

Transfer Environment
1. There is a lack of fit betwcen the kind of work environment required to c a r y

out 'best practice' as taught in the Competency Based Inservice Training
curriculum and the work environment at Winnipeg Child and Family Setvices.
Participants often referred to this as the 'ideal world' vs. the 'real world'.

Competency Based Inservice Training

-

Training, Orientation and Optimal

Learning Manual (TOOL) states that "Best Practice refers to the highest standards of
chi Id wel fare pract ice, the ideal case planning and met hodologies that would optimally

serve families and children7'(Ohio Department o f Human Services & hstitute for Human
Services, TOOL Manual, no date provided, Glossary). 'Real World' as used by
participants was understood to mean the work environment at Winnipeg Child and
Family Services where participants are faced with excessive workload demands and
resource shortages. There was considerable intensity contained in the participants'
comments regarding this issue. One participant said, "Lots of info given based on %est
practice' and not in reality. In reality we would al1 like to do best practice-unfortunately
that doesn't exist!!" (HSTEP 129). Another emphatically stated, "Get serious. This is the
hardest part of this module is recognizing how far our lack of resources (staff) keep us
fiom best practice" (B4-12).

This theme emerged in the focus group i n t e ~ e w sas well. Participants spoke
about the ongoing tension between the concepts and practices taught at Competency

Based Inservice Training and the practice environment they would be retuming to after
training.
At the time 1 was a Family Service Worker. It was good that I was learning new
things and practicing them, but it was overwhelmingly hstrating as well because
1knew in the real world I wasn't going to be able to implement to the same, even
remotely in the same caliber as being taught. It was taught in an ideal best
practices fiamework- And we don't have an ideal best practices Agency. So it was
good it was just, it was tough for me. 1really appreciated the new skills and the
new ideas and 1 was beyond belief hstrated that I wasn't going to be able to
apply them most of the time- (FG/2+Gail13)
Comments about the gap between the ideal world of 'best practice' and the ' r d
world' at Winnipeg Child and Family Services were more prevalent in the 2+ group.
Participants in the -2 group commented that it was only once they had experience in the
field that they realized that the concerns expressed by more experienced workers who had

been in their training group, applied to their work situation as well. It appeared that when
the -2 group took the training they had not yet had the opportunity to be fùlly aware of
the challenges they would experience in implementing the training.

...And seeing the workers who had been around a really long time really
challenging the material. Like challenging the presenter 'how can we do this in
our day-to-day work and how does this really fit in?' that was very interesting.
Coming back now after having more experience, 1 a n see where those challenges
are very relevant. (FGf-2Brenda8)
There was some indication that the -2 group viewed the training as separate and
unrelated to the work environment. This group appeared to be more accepting ofthe fact
that it was impossible to irnplement the training to its fullest potential. That was just the

way it was. T o u had to cornplete the training, go through it and attend it and that was it"
(FGL2Brenda28).

2. Participants do not see the Directorate or Agency Management as providing
concrete assistance in implementing the training.

It was only when prompted to reflect on what staffat the Directorate or Agency
management had done to support the implementation of the training that the role of these
players was mentioned by focus group participantsParticipants in both groups were at a loss to suggest anything that Winnipeg Child
and Family Services management had done to support the implementation of
Competency Based Inservice Training. One participant said, "There's no global strategy
clearly in place that addresses the resources that would be needed to implement
Competency Based Inservice Training" (FG/2+Gai13 1).
Another described what happened when she retumed to work &er completing the
training.
For me, the material went into the filing cabinet and that was it. And there was no
follow-up whatsoever in terms of how to implernent certain assessrnent
techniques or case planning techniques. Nothing at ail. It was not discussed as a
unit or anything else like that. Nothing. It just wasn't.
You know 1worked in the core area at the time. It was like you were back into
your caseload, back into chaos and you just do what you had been doing - you
develop your own way of doing it. (FGA2Brenda27)
In addition to feeling that there were no concrete strategies in place whereby s t a
at the directorate or Agency management were supporting the implementation of
Competency Based Inservice Training, the focus group discussions indicated that
participants felt that stafFat the directorate and their Agency management were out of

touch with the issues they were facing in the field. "...I think they're quite removed from
you know what is happening for Family Service Workers, any of the front line worken.
And yes, certainly, they've al1 had child welfare experience but 1 think their experience

was many, many years ago for a number of thern ..." (FG/2+L3 5).
There's a huge credibility gap obviously, between the Directorate o r Agency on a
management level and certainly on worker level. And 1think no diEerent than our
management should be encouraged to be more part in terms of occasionally
talking o r attending stafT meetings or units, to pick up, son of a feel for what's
going on. It's just a bureaucracy for the moa part, 1 mean 1 think there's some
good people there but (it's) become very bureaucratie and political(FG/2+Tim3 6)
Even in situations where participants recognized Competency Based Inservice
Training had been integrated into documents, like the Case Management Standards being
developed by the Directorate, they felt that no attention was paid t o matching the policies
with the realities in the field1think in the same way that people look at CBT and say, yeah, this is a good idea,

yes, this is best practice, but not with these caseloads. The same thing happens
with the standards, we look at the standards they're certainly something to aspire
to, but not with the case loads that we're niming. So they've-, the Directorate has
put forward something that is good in itself, but they also have to follow it up
with more staff, more finances, more resources to be able to meet those standards,
to be able t o do those things. You can look at the old standards, we're not even
meeting those, so how can we possibly meet the new standards? (FG/2+Anne34)
There was a clear sense that participants did not feel that there was anyone in
positions of power who was advocating for change that would facilitate improving
services for clients. In the words of one participant, "We have nobody speaking for the
community of child and family services in terms of best practice" (FG/2+T41).

3. Participants are receiving a range of support/assistancc from their supervison in
applying Cornpetency Based Inservice Training.

One person talked about how her supervisor had created a wntext that encouraged
the use of the training,
1think it was the support from the supenisor who had also taken the training with
the unit. Who d s o happened to be the trainer for one of the other modules. So at
that time my supervisor was extremely committed and I'm sure still is. But was
very committed to the CBT and encouraged al1 o f us in the unit when we went
back to work, to use the knowledge and the language and so on that we had
learned- (FG/2+Leah22)

Another individual talked about their supeMsor being 'dnven' by best practice.
This individual shared the precise way in which the supervisor prompts him to use the
Competency Based Inservice Training case planning material. He added that he felt that
the support of the supervisor was absolute despite the fact that there was really no
reprieve from the continual reminders to consistently work in a best practices frnmework.
His comment suggests that his supervisor's persistence has inspired him t o be a better
worker.
Well, I'm very fortunate. 1 work at a unit where 1have a supervisor who is driven
(laughter from group) by best practice and he lives it; it is his entire life'
especially during the workday. So h e drives us al1 to strive for best practice.
Everyday. He wants goals set and he wants them checked and he wants them
double checked and he wants time fiames put around when you're going to check
who you're going to check with, why would you check. But that's where he lives
his life. And so in ternis o f supporting us7 that, that's absolute, it's within that but
it comes pretty hard at us al1 of the time. And for me, I didn't always believe in
best practice because 1 knew that the Agency itself was guaranteeing us mediocre
practice o r less at times because o f workloads and such-. But it's been quite nice
O ~
working in the unit 1 am currently with and having CBIT and a S U ~ ~ M Swho
lives that. So it's fit together real well. (FG/2+Don26)

One participant talked about the importance of the supervisor's role in assisting
with the application o f the training.

And 1 think a lot of Our ability to use this rests with our supervisors. To be
perfectly honest, ... 1 feel that 1 have leamed so much from her (supervisor). 1
learned a lot tiom my previous superviwr but it was a different form of
supervision, it was more fear-based (laughter) on my part (laughter). It was a lot
of anxiety. So if you have a supervisor that's supporting you and trying to do
these things and is not getting afier you because what youdirlt't do. That's going
to get us to do these things that we've learned and to be better workers- @G/2Liz45)
At the same time there was recognition that there are limits to the supervisor's
impact in a context where there are multiple factors that infiuence transfer. One
participant noted that even s u p e ~ s o r swould benefit 6om concrete support fiom
management for the implementation of the training- She suggested that a package of
material that could be used during a team day might be helpful.

4. Participants report that there is a broad range in the ertent their colleagues at

Winnipeg Child and Family Services are implementing Competency Based
Inservice Training.
A number of participants in the 2+ group spoke about experiences they had
discussing Competency Based Insemice Training in the context of case planning with
their service units. There were some individuals in this group who had not had this
experience, but the majority had the oppominity to discuss strategies for implementation
with their service unitsIt was acknowledged that the extent of implementation of the training was
influenced by the expectation of the other members o f the service unit. One person taiked
about moving fiom a service unit where al1 the workers were using Competency Based
Insenice Training (CBIT)in their file recording to another s e ~ c unit
e where they were
not. It was clear that the supervisor set the tone for the tearn and in the new context the
expectations were different. The combination of overtime required to maintain file

recording that reflected CBIT and the lack of supervisor or CO-worker expextation
resulted in this person decreasing her use of CBIT in file recording.
The -2 group did not talk about doing case consults with their service units- Thme
participants mentioned that when they took Competency Based Inservice Training

(CBIT)they were only one of two people in their unit who had attended CBIT so there
was really no one with whom to consult. The other two participants said that the training

was really not discussed in their service units once they retumed £tom training.

In both focus groups some participants had experiences of working in more than
one service unit or getting files transferred fiom other service units within Winnipeg

Child and Family Services. These individuals mentioned that these experiences led them
to conclude that not everyone was implementing Competency Based Inservice Training
and that standards regarding quality of file recording in particular, varied greatly

throughout the Agency,

S. Participants have a strong desire to be able to provide Competency

Based

Inservice Training 'best practice' service to their clients,

Post Training Evaluation and Human SeMces Training Effectiveness Postcard
responses indicated that for the most part participants felt that they would be able to
provide better service to their clients if they were able to deliver services following some
of the suggestions given at Competency Based Inservice Training. The following

statements reflect the struggle this presented for workers. One person said, "Sometimes
caseloads are high and you don't have as much time as you'd like to do the best possible
job (Cl-04)". Yet another added,

Case Ioad and complexity: While wanting to implement a number of
practicedtechniques, 1 am cot sure how to do so given the numbers of cases 1
have and the various stages I am at with each. In addition, it feels Iike while oome
of the techniques would be extremely useful the time required rnight prevent
using them al1 the time. (C2-07)
The following discussion at the 2+ focus group demonstrates participant's

struggies with changing the way they do their work in order to incorporate Competency

Based Inservice Training.
FG/Z+Anne24: In case confierencing, dunng a unit meeting we would say 'CBT suggests
that we try this' or that we go this route or that we try this piece or we put
this support in. And a lot of the comeback was 'well, that would be nice if,
we had the support to actually do that or had the time to actually do that or
if we had the resources to actually do thatFG/Z+Chris24: And t henFGIZtAnne25: And then we'd decide to make that other decision that's less than best
practice because of the restraints of tirne, personnel, resources, funding, so
onFG/2+Chris25: So in the end it was a process of going back t o what you would have done
in the first place.
FG/2+Anne25:Yeah, but feeling guilty about it- (laughter)
FG/Z+Chris25: Other people had experiences of talking about cases in their units, CBIT
coming up?
FG/2+Mary25 : Yes
FG/2+Chris25: Mary is saying yes, Gai1 is saying no. Esther is saying yes. Leah is saying
yes-

FG/Z+Tim25: 1 think actually constantly, especially in staff meetings, you know in
particular, in conversations, philosophical conversations constantly come
up. And I think over the same issues that we're talking about nght now, 1
think dealing with our continual fnistrations in t e m s of practice.
FG/2+Chris25: So it usually would come back to the hstrations of not k i n g able to
implement as much as you'd like?
FG/2+Tim25: Absolutely.

It was clear that participants had taken the initiative to implement the training
where they could. A number of participants had developed strategies or taken rneasures
to be able to use the training. One participant had put al1 o f the printed material tiom

training in a binder so that she could easily refer to it while writing assessments etc.
Several people talked about priorizing cases so that they could implement the training in
at least some situations.

6. Workload is the primazy factor participants cite as inhibiting implementation of

Competency Based Inservice Training.
The volume of work was the most fiequently mentioned barrier to %est practice'
stated on the Post Training Evaluation and the factor that hindered application to the job
stated on the Human SeMces Training Effectiveness Postcard.
Many people simply wrote "Caseload, "Caseloads t w high", "Caseload
demands!" Others provided some description of how the volume of work interfered with
carrying out 'best practice'. "Don't

always get to know child/family t o do a

comprehensive assessment. Not enough info., Not enough time to get info" (B3-08).
The image of workers being pulled in many directions cornes through in the
response of this participant, 'Multitudes of conflicting demands particularly with regard
to paperwork" (C2-02).
The focus group interviews provided additional information about the various
ways in which workload interfered with the application of training on the job. For those
participants who had two or more years experience in the field pnor to attending the
training, the workload realities of their day to day job interfered with their ability to

envision using Competency Based Inservice Training on the job even while they were at
the training event... A lot of people that were there for the training in the group I was in, were

saying, 'you know well that's al1 nice', it would be really good practice, and that
we would be able to make real headway with the clients, but when you have 4550 cases, there's no way that you're going to be able to apply some of those
things. And the presenter, unfortunately, down-played the case load versus being
able to do the proper work which just compounded the frustration.
(FG/2+Anne 14)

One participant talked about the long term impact of working in an environment
where the workload is excessive,
.-.Given what we are forced to deal with on a day-to-day honestly, 1 don't think
they (staff at the Directorate) have a g w d handle on what it's Iike to be driven as
hard, over time. 1 think we al1 have bursts of energy where we can put in
incredible hours and time for periods. Blocks of time. But, what I'm reading fiom
the Directorate in terms of the standards, impossible to achieve, and 1 don't think
that they have quite yet figured out, or are even, maybe they're not even prepared
to deal with the question-, But there is no way we can implement the standards
that are coming to us, it's impossible. (FG/2+Don33)
There was also an understanding that numbers do not reflect the amount of work
one has,
... Workload is everything and numbers DO NOT reflect it. Of course not. 1
mean my caseload sits at 33 which is, 1think, reasonable but I've got five families
that drive me absolutely nuts fiom Monday right through Friday. Phoning me 3

and 4 times a day, special request, placements breaking down, aunts and uncles
wanting information, wanting guardianship, al1 this kind of stuff playing in, trying
to get money, green sheets, whatever, (FG/-2Leah34)
There was definitely a sense that participants had tried various ways to implement
the training despite the problems with excessive workload. Several people talked about
adapting the training for use even in a context where time is limited,

... I remember we talked about the theory of attachent, like this is how you
place a child, these are things you should be doing- Now, within time Iimits, these
are things you c m be doing. And its iùnny the one thing that sticks out in my
mind is ..., you know what, yes, ideally you should be doing al1 these

preplacement, developing a relationship-. '1 know you have to drop a kid off and
leave, so what you do, go walk in the house, leave the house for five minutes, take
the kid for a slurpee, cùmeback, takes five minutes'. You know what? L do that al1
the time. In my mind, it's realistic so- (FG/-tPamela20)
Other participants related ways in which they prionzed which cases they would
apply the training to,
1 think what 1 ended up doing was varying on the cases that 1 thought, 'this is
someplace where if 1put in the time, we can really make a difference'. So 1would
pick and choose the cases where 1 thought, 'you know what, I'm going to put the
time in to do it this way, because this is g w d practice'. And the other ones, I'II
continue to do as 1 did so 1kind o f met that rniddle ground in terms of saying at
least, you know, '1 can't save al1 the starfish on the beach but maybe 1 can save
this one'. ... 1 might have taken three cases where 1 would apply what the skills

and refined skills that I've leamed through CBIT. (FG/2+Annel9)
7. Resource shortages were seen to inhibit transfer however this concern was not
explored enough to determine which resources a r e more critical than others.

Poa Training Evaluation and Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard

responses included quite a number of comments that resource shortages interfered with
implementing the training, however many o f the statements were general in nature and
did not specify what specific resources were lacking. This iack of speciticity was also
evident in the comments of focus group participants. However, there were some
suggestions that provided clues to what resources were mon lacking.
Frequently the comments about resources were included in statements about
participants struggling with the many demands on their time,
1
am
concemed
about
counseling,
family
counselingWe (Winnipeg Child and Family Services) haven't followed up with our contract
with Family Center, we have Interfaith-. There doesn't seem to be a lot of suppon
for a family reunification program or any expansion of that-. Social workers have
no time. At one point where 1first started five years ago and came to the Agency,
1 could do some work with the families, it's been impossible for the l a s severai
years. So we're at a loss in tenns of providing a case plan, in tenns of providing

ready access to the services that are requued. So 1 mean, this doesn't work
(FG/2+Tim3 1)
In other situations there were logistical issues that interfered with applying the
training.

And I think that was a fnistrating piece too, in ternis of coming out of CBT and
writing up case plans that had goals, objectives and activities and so on-. It was
really nice but 1 could remember writing down some of these things and thinking
'this is al1 really nice in print, but 1 know it's not going to happen because they
don? have the resources to do'. Like, you were talking before, to have a nsit with
an infant everyday, the transportation, --.we cover the rurai area and
unfcrtunately, Winnipeg Child and Farnily has 'perimeteritus' .So there's no way,
if you have a kid placed in Steinbach, or way out in Ste- Anne, that the infant is
going to corne in everyday for a visit. It would be nice to have best practice and to
put it into the case sumrnary, you know, in tenns of the case planning, but it
wasn't going to happen. So why write it d o m ? (FG/2+Anne29)
There was one reference to a situation where Competency Baseci Inservice
Training had in fact legitirnized the use of some resources when they wouldn't have been
before,
...g etting support for things Iike tiinding for a support worker so that infants can
come in for visits everyday, is something that 1 received after the training that I
don't know if I would have got before. But that base, 1 believe CBT had an
impact on that. On the ability to say this is a newbom baby, it's coming in
everyday for visits and getting the support to do that. (FG/2+Mary21)

One participant shared his perspective that workers' responses to clients due to
lack of resources were sometimes misinterpreted as disrespect or racism-

I think it's an effect because unfortunately, our Agency is viewed by certain
communities as not respecting -. And 1think it's an effect in tenns of not having
the resources and the workers not having the time to treat people sometimes with
the respect that t hey deserve or sensitivities sometimes. ,..Realistically, 1 have
clients who are culturally the same as me that would be having the same
cornplaints because 1do not have the time and wherewithal to provide them good
service-. So if they were a different color, race or religion than me they could be
saying 'I'm doing it for other reasons' and the reality is, it's time, and it's
resources and unfortunately, like those are the issues- (FG/2+Tim42)

8. Organizational changes that Winnipeg Child and Family Services engagcd in
from 1998 1999 were viewed as disniptive and not addressing the identifiai
needs of the participants.

-

Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard responses indicated that change
within the organization was having an impact on workers' abilities to implement training.
One participant commented, "Constant changes in Agency organkation has made it
difficult to learn on the job" (HSTEP 116).
Participants were concemed that rather than addressing the important issues, or
following through on implementing initiatives like Competency Based Inservice
Training, reorganization in the Agency was distracting the energies of the Agency's
management.
Well, especially with the reorganization in the middle of this. It seems to have
taken the attitude of well, 'let's just do this for now and we'll wony about that
other stuff later'- They don? have that view about, 'if you just do this for now,
this, this, this and this are going to go wrong, or this, this, this and this isn't going
to be met.' And the lack of leadership or the lack of direction that's spawned fiom
this reorganization it's just been complete chaos for workers - nobody seems to
know who to go to for anything because nobody seems to be niming the ship
anymore. (FG/2+Anne37)1 was just going to Say that prior to the reorganization the union and the Agency
were talking about worldoad measurement tool and they said 'well, we're going
to put that off, we're going to deal with that, but then we're going to reorganize
first'. We al1 said, 'you don? need to reorganize you need to get more workers'
and then, you know-. And now there's the kn (implementation of the Aboriginal
Justice Inquiry) so they're not dealing with that again-. So 1guess, the fnistrating
piece is that, it always feels like r h r is the Ieast of their concems when those of
us who are doing the work that is our biggest concem. And so when we're
always concerned about two very different things, 1don't know how they can help
us in implementing stuff. (FG/2+Mary41)

Even participants who had many years of experience in the child welfare system

found the reorganization disniptive,
And I think with the reorganization, certainly, that didn't help matters, you know
in 1999, and then the renovations and everything else. And 1guess 1 have k e n

through a few reorganizations in Winnipeg Child and Family Services, Children's
Aid of Winnipeg-, Um, 1 have to say that this last reorganization has been the
most difficult, the most stressfil and the most disorganized. I'm still really, rather
appalled that we haven't learned anything over 20 some odd years and add to that
higher expectations and management being like 'out there' kind of thing
(FG/2+Leah40),
Transfer Interventions Suaaested
1. Participants felt that larger system issues were impacting their ability to

implement Competency Based Inservice Training. They believtd that the
Directorate and/or Winnipeg Child and Family Services management should
take responsibility for addressing these concerns.
When it came time for suggestions for changes that would support the

implementation of Competency Based Inservice Training, workload was once again the
central concern.
1 think in my mind, workload is the biggest issue. So wherever it comes and

whether it cornes fiom higher even than the directorate, if that means govemment
in terms of dollars that are attached to have more people but to work with fewer
families where you would have the liberty and the luxury of time to implement
some of them (CBIT strategies)- (FG/-2Pamela32)
Participants felt that the stafTat the Directorate were out of touch with the nature

of the work in the field. They wanted to be wnsulted in the implementation of any new
standards or policies and felt that policies should be reflective of the realities of the field.
But when things like the standards are being written find out not just from
supervisors o r upper management, what is actually happening at our level and
build on that and make it realistic because 1 think with the standards now, d l it
does is make us feel more guilty, that we're not able to meet-, and those are
minimzim standards those aren' t even maximum standards-- (FG/2+Leah3 5)
There was some reference to the need for the directorate to be more visible and
make themselves available as a resource to line staff
1 mean, they need to corne out to units and tell us who they are and what they're

doing and how they can help us and-. You b o w ? I've had people fiom the
directorate be a part of a multidisciplinary team for case planning which has k e n
phenomenal. Because they can pull in the superintendent of the school division,

they can pull in this person and that person. They can get the money there, they
can advocate on the kids' behalf. And it's been reaily good planning and things
have happened. But it's j u s very rare and people just don't realize that they're
there and you can use them because they're not making themselves known. (FGL
2Brenda3 7)
Unfortunately, the view of the participants in the 2+ group was that Agency
management did not understand their circumaances. With the exception of the support of
their supervisorsy they appeared to feel isolated in their efEorts to manage the challenges
of their day to day work. One participant spoke about the benetits o f Agency
management and fiont line workers communicating with each other.
1reallyfeel if management were better connected to us. If management talked to

us and Iistened to us on a regular basis, then management could develop a better
global long-term vision and short-term vision and actually coordinate so that
we're not running around like chickens with our heads cut off. And 1don't accept
that they can't lobby, for more workers. 1do not accept that - 1 understand that
it's hard, it feels impossible, however, that's the reality. And if they had that
vision, I know they are as overworked as we are, I know that, but if they had that
vision and that communication with us, then they would be able to lobby more
effectively because they'd have Our information to back their lobbying efforts"
(FG/2+Gai139)Another participant spoke about the importance of having proactive leadership,
Senior management certainly needs to be spending more tirne in the future
thinking rather than putting out fires. And 1think that's what they do a lot of - is
they spend just about everyday of the work life putting out fires and dealing with
problems and the stuff thatys in your face. 1 don't think they have that future
vision of how we're going to get the best practice. (FG/2+Don37)

Al1 participants were aware that Agency management was limited in their power
to solve the workload problem by hiring new stm Some participants suggested steps that
could be taken to minimize duplication of work and make it more efficient1 think when we're talking about what management could do and you con tplk
about this side of the spectrum, ya, more workers so that the caseloads can be
decreased, more resources, and so on. 1 think I've gone fiom (that to), that's
never going t o happen so let's deal with some of the smaller things.' Like lets get

computer systems that work, let's get the forms that are inputted in the computer,

that are actually templates, ...-. ...Deal with little things that just end up
fnistrating you and taking more time that you don't already have to put into case
work You're mistrated because now you need to email and fax, and cal1 the
Family Support Services Unit to let them know that one, you're sending a faw,
two, you need to call them to tell them that the fax is there so they know that you
need the family support and also send them an email just in case that person
didn't get a phone call o r whatever. It's redundant and it's just inefficient,
ineffective of use of your time and your time is limited already to do your case
work, (FG/2+Anne3 8)
Another participant said,

..- whether it's the directorate asking for a report, exceptional circurnstance for
this, that and the other. 1 mean they ALL want the same information, the parent's
narne, the kids. 1 mean sometimes I'II write several pieces of written stuff in one
day and it's al1 information over again. And i f s like couldn't 1 just punch
something and you get birth dates and names and that would just free you up-(FG/-2Pamela3 5)
2. Participants suggested several things that the Directorate or Winnipeg Child
and Family Services management eould implement in order to directly influence
the implementation of Competency Based Inservice Training.

Some suggested the importance of incorporating the Competency Based Insemice
Training into the work that they already do,
1 mean, they could have some kind of standardized fonn or something, for case

assessments, case planning that they have to make sure we implement throughout
each unit in the Agency or that kind of a thing. @G/-2Brenda33)
Participants in the -2 group suggested that Agency management needed to
provide some leadership and structure that would facilitate reviewing Cornpetency B a d
Inservice Training materiaiEncouragement of refksher of days and times. Like if you've got an dl-afternoon
staff meeting 'here's an exercise to do with your staff, where you're revïewing
some of the CBT stuff- Quick retiesher course 1mean you leave it to individual
supervisors in units and you know what that's like. 'Ah, 1don't know let's bring
the snack, like 1 really don't care, 1 don't have the energy'. So for something
that's provided, gives you an opportunity to brainstonn- (FG/-2Pamela40)

-

Othen suggested the importance of having the supervisor use the Competency
Based Inservice Training material more directly in the context o f supervisionin supervision you take one case a week. Or you reaily work through one of those
modules and try and do the step-by-step planning and assessment and intervention
and al1 of that with a particular case- You know, once a month, which would be
another way as a refiesher or as a group, team building day. (FGL2Brenda40)

Still other participants talked about the need for more advanced training or
opportunities to step back and reflect on how one is conducting the work "And every
couple of years you should be subjected to reviewing what you're doing and reevaluating your own practice. ... This makes you reevaluate some of the things you do.
Because we do get caught up in what's easy for us" (FGL2Kate43).

P a r t i c i ~ a nFeedback
t
Ail but one o f the 12 focus group participants provided feedback regarding the
preliminary results. Of the 11 people who provided feedback, 7 had read both the short
and the long version of the results. Ail participants who provided feedback indicated that
the results reflected what they felt had been said in their focus group. Some people
provided some clarification, additional information or a further opinion. Many people
expressed their appreciation for being invited to participate in the focus group.

Chapter 5
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
This chapter will provide a forum for discussion of the themes and concepts that
have emerged during the course of this evaluation. It is hoped that this discussion will
contribute new conceptual thinking to the area o f competency based training, transfer and
the impact of the work environment. This chapter argues that while participants in this
evaluation saw the problem of excessive workload as the key factor that was inhibiting
their application of training to the job, the problem needs to be considered in context with
the other factors in the work environment at Winnipeg Child and Family Services
(WCFS). In addition the competency based approach to training in child welfare needs to

be placed in the context of the current social, political and economic context. Strategies
for addressing this problem and its impact on transfer are then suggested in light of the

literature on the work environment and transfer. Recommendations for improved work
environment support for training transfer at WCFS will be suggested. Finally I will
review my learning goals.
The 'real w ~ r l ~ d e world'
al
conflict experienced by participants' needs to be
seen in the context of the critiques of the competency approach found in the literature.
The overriding concem of participants in this evaluation is that there is a lack of fit

between the kind of work environment required to carry out 'best pradice' as taught in
the Competency Based Insenice Training cumculum and the work environment at
Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). Their concern was specific to WCFS,
however in light of the literature it is important to consider that the conflict may grow out

of a larger ideologicai con£iict that is created when competency training is appiied in
child welfare.
Social workers who participated in this evaluation are professionally educated.
Ninety percent have university level social work degrees. It can be suggested then that
they approach their work in child welfare with the social work values of empowerment
and seeing the client in the context of their environment- In addition, the Child and
Familv SeMces Act (1985) in Manitoba provides a fiamework for carrying out the
mandate that suggests that families should be seen within the context of the community
and intervention should involve providing resources to strengthen the family in that
context. This Act provides a fiamework for the mandate that includes the provision of
prevention and protection services.
Al1 of this must be placed in the context of what Dominelli (1996) refers to as the
"major societal shifts" (p- 153) including a more market driven approach to addressing
social problems- In addition, it is important to recognize that competency approaches to
child welfare have been imposed in situations where funding in the area of social services
in general has been decreased. Csiernik et al- (2000) suggest that this approach has been
adopted by child protection agencies in the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and
parts of the United States. "In each nation, the introduction of CBET in child protection
was the direct response to highly publicized deaths of children" (Csiemik et al., 2000,
p.56). Govemments have seemingly adopted this approach in order to demonstrate that
they have taken steps to ensure that child protection workers are equipped t o respond to
the individual problems of families. In doing so they have done littie to address the social
realities that are contributing to problems in the family situation. In the face of decreasing

community resources and increasing demand experienced by social service organkations
it is not surprising that management in these organizations adopted the competency based
approach,
The competency based approach may also have provided a solution to the
problem social service organizations have been voicing concerning their experience that
university faculties of social work were not 'producing' social workers who were ready
for practice in the field. Rather than university faculties of social work and child welfare
organizations joining forces in challenging the govemrnent's approach to social service
provision, the two appear to have remained isolated in their separate worlds and blamed
each other for the problem.
This experience appears to be evident in the Manitoba context as well. A
discussion paper dated May 25, 1995, regarding Agency's role with Social Work
Students who do their field placements at the Agency was found in the Winnipeg Child
and Family Services (WCFS) Competency Based InseMce Training files. The writer
identifies the tension in the relationship between WCFS and the Faculty of Social Work
at the University of Manitoba. The writer acknowledges the appropriateness of the
faculty providing a critique of the child welfare system, but argues that the critique has
become Agency specific rather than directed at the system- The paper fùrther suggests
that the cornplaint of the Agency is that the "university based curriculum does not

adequately prepare student[s] for the field" (p.2)
A division between fiont line social workers and managers in child welfare

agencies also appears to have allowed the reduction of finding for social services in
general to continue unchallenged. Participants in this evaluation expressed concem that

Agency management was not listening to their concerns for increased resources to meet
the needs of their clients, but had accepted the govemment's agenda that there were no
more resources available. This is not surprising given that fiont line social workers have
the advantage of seeing the social and economic situations of their client families on a
daily basis. Managers on the other hand, are working in a context removed fiom this
reality and are immersed in the reality of an environment that demands justification of
expenditures despite rising demand for s e ~ c eand increasing costs in providing those
services.
It is important to point out that wi-thin the Manitoba context funding to child
welfare agencies has increased. At the same time however, there were significant
reductions in fiinding to community based non-mandated agencies, social allowance
rates, employment insurance, education and health care- This in turn has heaped
increasing demand on child welfare agencies who given their mandate are legislated to
provide seMces where needed.
Increase in funding to Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) was the
result of over expenditures, mostly in the area of chiid maintenance not increase in staff.
One of the understandings going into the reorganization at WCFS in 1999 was that there
would be no increase or reduction in stafing levels. Surprisingly, many participants in
this evaluation appeared to have accepted their lot and are expecting themselves to
manage within existing resource levels. At the same time they appeared to be
demoralized by the situation and this seemed to be compounded by the fact that they felt

WCFS management was not Iistening to their concems-

This situation may be exacerbated by the tact that professionals expest to be
consulted on issues of practice and policy. The participants in this evaluation voiced theù
desire to, not only contnbute to the process of shaping the policies and practices of the
Agency, but also see their views reflected in the final product. The model used for the
1998/99 strategic planning and restmcturing process at Winnipeg Child and Family

Services (WCFS) included working groups comprised o f Agency staff from al1 levels of
the organization. These groups were to develop proposais for the restntcturing of each of
the program areas. This model had the potential to both use the expertise of professional
staff in planning for the organization and develop a management plan that would move
the organization toward its identified goals. The Chief Executive Otticer's Report
Management's suggests that the process was "open and transparent" (WCFS 1998/99
Annual Report, p. 5) and the result was a plan that reflected the ideas of the Agency's
staff, Board and members o f the community. 'Xeorganization plans will finally be
fulfilled - the same plans developed by the Agency's s t a g its Board members and
members of the community. The strength of this plan is that the plan was created by you

- al1 of you who took the tirne to provide input or ideas" (WCFS

1998/99 Annual Report,

P-6 ) .
Unfortunately, ftom the perspective of the participants in this evaluation, the
reorganization plan was not reflective of their vision for the delivery of child welfpre
seMces at Winnipeg Child and Family Services. This expenence appears to have fûrther
solidified the perception that Agency management is not sensitive to the realities in the
field,

Moving beyond these more ideological concerns to the fact that Winnipeg Child
and Family Services has been a partner in the Competency Based Inservice Training

(CBIT) program in Manitoba and has provided the training to its employees, it is
important to consider the evaluation's findings regarding implementation of the training.
Participants in the evaluation suggest that the training is applicable to their work and
contributes to their ability to provide good service to their clients. Participants have
accepted that CBIT should be implemented and see themselves as largely responsible for
that implementation,

In terms of the impact of the work environment on training at Winnipeg Child and
Family Services, two issues rise to the fore:
1) excessive workloads, resource shortages and dismption due to organizational

change and

2) the absence of plan for transfer of training and specific strategies for
supporting implementation throughout the Agency.

These two realities have worked together to create a situation where participants feel
ovenvhelmed with the responsibility to implement the training and hampered in do so by
factors completely beyond their control. In light of this several points deserve particular
mention.

Recommendations
1. The overlap between Competency Based Inservice Training curriculum and that
taught at the university level should be examined.

One finding in this evaluation that was particularly surprising was that
participants with less than two years experience in child welfare pnor to taking

Competency Based Inservice Training said that the training was a review of information
they had gained in university. Given the cost of sending employees to training, both in
terms o f salaries and service loss, this finding should be explored fiirther.

(It

wsts

approximately $160 in salary and benefits to send an entxy level social worker at
Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) to training for a day. This is calculateci
using Entry A of the Band 5 Social Work scale plus 14% for benefits. This calculates to
$2240 for the entire 14 days of training-) (Personal correspondence WCFS HR staff: June
19, 200 1.)

This could have the added benefit of providing an avenue for building bridges
between the Faculty of Social Work at the University o f Manitoba and Winnipeg Child
and Family Services (WCFS). It could serve as forum for discussion about the role of the

Faculty of Social Work and WCFS in preparing social worken for doing child welfare.
Faculty of social work students and faculty and Agency management and staff could
share experiences and information toward the development of methods of preparing
social workers for practice that are complementary to each other.

2. Adaptation of Competency Based Inservice Training could be considered once
areas of overlap between the Competency Based Inservice Training and
University curriculum have been identified.

Adaptation of Competency Based Inservice Training (CBIT)would likely requin
a collaborative effort on the part of the Child Protection and Support Services program
and child welfare agencies throughout the province. This is because CBIT as it is
delivered in Manitoba is managed by the Child Protection and Support S e ~ c e Program
s
of the Department of Family Services and delivered to child welfare workers employed

by various Agencies and govenunent departments throughout the province. Such a

collaborative effon could have the added beneft of building bridges between child
welfare agencies throughout the province. It should be noted that adaptation of CBIT
would be funher complicated by the fact that the CBIT material is copywritten. Any
significant adaptation of the cumculum would only be possible with the approval of the
Institute for Human Services.

3. Winnipeg Child and Family Services should draw on the expertise of staff within

the Agency and form a group to develop a management strategy for transfer of
Competency Based Inservice Training.
Examination of the Competency Based Inservice Training program files revealed
no concrete plan for management of transfer of (CBIT)at Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS). Despite this, documents in the CBIT program files indicate that there
is an awareness of the need for someone to provide leadership and management in the
area of professional development and training for staffat WCFS.

For example, in Febmary 1997 a "Proposal for a Training Coordinator Position"
(Competency Based Inservice Training files, Human Resources Winnipeg Child and
Family Services (WCFS)) was drafted. Attached to this proposal is an interna1 memo to
WCFS Executive Management from the Directors of Service of the then four areas of the
Agency. This memo suggests there is a need for "coordination of professional education

and training for Direct service staff' of WCFS. The memo dated May 8, 1996, tiirther
outlines the "need for an Agency-wide position focused on the ongoing development and
coordination of the following:

1. Our leadership and liaison role with the B S W program at

W. of M. and, in

particular, the Field Placement;
2. The Competency-Based Training Prograrn
3. Orientation and specialized staff training."

A discussion paper focuses on the Agency's role with Social Work Students who do their
field placements at the Agency dated May 1995 is attached to this memo. This discussion

paper promotes the implementation of a staE position dedicated to professional education
and Competency Based Inservice Training for other Agency staff.
In addit ion, the Human Resource Administrative Working Group, Report to
Agency Management, dated February 1999, which was developed during the Agency's
strategic planning and reorganization process in 1998/99, includes a proposal for a
position titled "Professional Development and Student Placement Coordinatof. Part of
the proposed rote of this person was to manage the Competency Based Inservice Training
for Caseworkers and Supervisors. The Agency's Program Management Reorganization
Plan (April 1999) outlines the "service configuration, staiZng allocation and housing" for

each of the programs (p.9). In it, stafTing allocations for the Human Resources Prograrn
are outlined and this position is absent in its entirety.

In light of the fact that resources have not been dedicated to this area in the past, it
seems futile to suggest the implementation a staf'f position to provide direction and
management for a transfer plan at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). This
evaluation revealed that integration of Cornpetency Based Inservice Training (CBIT) into
the clirnate of WCFS, through policies and practices, exists but is piecerneal. A few
documents like the performance evaluations used by the Senices to Childnn and

Families Program and the file recording protowl developed by the Intake Department in
May 2001 reflect portions of CBIT-There are some supervisors who are integrating

CBIT into their supervision and participants report that the 'language' of 'best practice' is
understood throughout the Agency. One resource that has gone virtually untapped is the
contribution that Agency employees who are CBIT trainers could make toward transfer
efforts within the Agency. These individuals are keenly aware of particular portions of
the CBIT curriculum and understand the importance of management support for transfer

of training. Efforts to develop a management strategy for transfer may be more successfut
if the Agency's already existing internat resources were tapped- The enthusiastic
participation of Agency social workers in this evaluation gives some indication that
Agency employees are interested in sharing their ideas and expertise. A management

strategy around transfer of CBIT could also serve as a vehicle for getting feedback and
generating solutions for problems experienced by workers in the field and could tease out
if the issue is workload, resources, communication, technology, policies or practices.

4. The supports for transfer that exist within the Competency Based Inservice
Training approach developed by the Institute for Human Services should be
irnplemented at Winnipeg Child and Family Services.

Irnplementation of these supports would include the Transfer Orientation and
Optimal Learning (TOOL) manual and training which has been provided to supervison at

Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS). While this evaluation did not examine the
extent of its use at

WCFS, it did not unwver evidence that use of it is prevalent- This

resource is available for use throughout the Agency and could serve as a resource to
supervisors who want to provide more direct support for the implementation of

Competency Based Inservice Training through the supervision of social workers on theü
service teams,

5. A comprehensive plan for evaluation of Competency Based Inservice Training
and transfer at Winnipeg Child and Family Services should be developed.

An evaluation plan should be developed as part of an overall management plan for

Competency Based Insewice Training (CBIT)and transfer at Winnipeg Child and Family
Services (WCFS). Without such a plan, evaluation would have linle impact on the
implementation of CBIT at WCFS and could lead to fùrther reinforcement of the message
that application of the training i s the sole responsibility of fiont line social workers and
t heir supervisors-

6.
-

Evaluation of impact of Competency Based Inservice Training on client
outcornes should be included in the evaluation plan.
Csiemik et al- (2000) suggest that, "while the premise is that CBET could

improve the overall quality and consistency of child protection service delivery and thus
prevent fùrther loss of life, there is a dearth of literature or evaluative studies to validate
CBET' (p.56). Participants in this evaluation indicated that they had observed client

progress as a result of their use of the training, however this issue was not explored at any
depth within this evaluation. Even informa1 forums for sharing success stones and
strategies for implementation could provide social workers with more ideas and
encouragement for implementation of the training.

0
As with much research, this evaluation provides insight into areas that require
fiirther explorationThe role of university level social work education and inservice training in
preparing child welfare workers for practice is one that merits further study. This should
go beyond examination of the curriculum issues and explore the concems related to
professional education and inservice training. This is a particularly timely issue given the
Aboriginal Justice Inquiry Child Wel fare Initiative in Manitoba and the chai lenges that a
shortage of university educated social workers of aboriginal decent presents to the task of

staffing aboriginal child welfare agencies.
With regard to the issue of workload, this evaluation is only a starting point in
understanding of this issue. Even within the context of Winnipeg Child and Family
Services, the problem of workload needs to be studied firrther in order t o understand what
factors contribute to social workers citing high workload as the primary problem in
implementing Competency Based InseMce Training. This research provided suggestions
for addressing the workload problem that should be explored. These include
ineffectivdinefficient use of technology, the impact system change, and the lack of
structured opportunities to use the training.

Examination o f Learnine Goals

1 would like to conclude by reviewing my learning goals and reflecting on how
the process of conducting this evaluation changed me as a person. As a student and

FSSW at Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS) 1 approached this practicum

viewhg it as an opportunity to integrate my formal education with my experience as a
social worker in the field of child welfare. As a researcher with particular interest in the
administration of social services, I chose to focus on the management of i n s e ~ c e
training program and the evaluation of transfer at WCFS in particular. During the course

of this evaluation 1was able to:
a) develop a deeper understanding of the place of i n s e ~ c etraining in the context of
human resource initiatives in an organization. I also gained a greater awareness of the
role of management in the development of a transfer plan for training within an
organization,
b) conduct a program evaluation within a large social service organization. I was

disappointed that both Agency circumstances and my timeline did not allow for a
more participatory approach to the research- 1was however, able to adapt my research
to fit with the circumstances of WCFS and the participants in my study. 1 learned a lot
about the importance of paying careful attention to ethical issues and the challenges
inherent in the politics of doing evaluation. For example, 1 found myself wanting to
steer clear of the 'workload' issue because it has been talked about a lot without
seemingly any progress being made. In the end the data demanded that the concern be
made explicit in the results.
c) design an evaluation that has the potential to be usefiil to

WCFS. This was

challenging given the organizational changes taking piace both within the Agency
and its environment. Given this 1 tumed my attention to developing an evaluation
design that addressed the needs o f the subjects. 1 was rewarded with enthusiastic
responses fiom research participants throughout this project. 1 am hopefbl that the

evaluation results and the conceptual thinking that emerged will contribute to the
development of Competency Based InseMce Training at WCFS.
d) develop my understanding of the contribution qualitative research can make in the
social sciences. 1was able to develop my skills as a focus group moderator and refine
my abilities to punue ideas and seek clarification from focus group participants. Time
did not allow fùrther data col~ectionthrough individual interviews; therefore that

learning experience was not realizede) immerse myself in the grounded theory and expenence the interactive nature of
grounded theory methodology, moving back and forth between data collection,
analysis, the literature and my own reflections on the data This was tmly an
experience of immersing myself in the data in order to understand it in-depth and
stepping back from it in order to develop concepts and themes. The method pushed
me to examine by own views and biases and be open to new ideas or explanations in
the data 1found the data analysis to be systematic and the same time creative.
f)

demonstrate the utility of using grounded theory in program evaluation. The time
consuming nature of the process of data collection and analysis when using grounded
theory may limit its application in a setting where resources for research are limited.

However the benefit of the depth of the description and conceptual thinking rnay
outweigh this [imitation.
g) accomplish the challenge of moving between my roles as a Family Service Social
Worker and Program Evaluator- These two roles were tnily a complement to each
other, with my immersion in the field keeping my research connected to the practical

work world of the participants and my research allowing for critical reflection when
faced with practicing social work in the field-

1 would like to conclude with some reflection on what the process of wnducting
this evaluation taught me about life in general and how it conaibuted to my ongoing
development as a person. The most important thing 1 learned was to trust my insight,
analysis and instincts about the research process. 1 realized that 1love to leam, analyse
things, listen to people's recounting oftheir experiences and opinions and rnake sense out
of it dl. 1 particularly enjoy the challenge of understanding how theory and practice
connect.

1 learned that flexibility is essential. At first 1tried to force the work to fit into my
predetennined timeline. Eventually it sunk in that 1 was, after dl, supposed to l e m
something in the process therefore knowing each step in advance was not only
unrealistic, but completely beside the point1 experienced the benefits of alternately being immersed in the research and

stepping back fiom it- Both 'states' were essential to the data collection and analysis, not
to mention my own sanity!
Anyone who knows someone who has completed a Masters degree knows that
some other pursuits or interests need to be set to the side. R took a long time bears!) until

I actually made my research the primary focus of my Iife. When 1did, 1found out that my
fnends understood, the laundry could wait and the rest of the world could get dong
without me. 1was able to let go of my own need to meet other people's needs (sound like
a social worker?) and learn that the world didn't fa11 apart. In the process, 1 found that 1

actually Iiked the solitary nature of the process, as it allowed for reflection that is
otherwise missed in the busyness of life-

1 learned again that 1 am a process person and am very thorough. Process and
outcome are closely linked in my mind. Process is much more important to me than
reaching the goal. 1 did leam too that sometimes you have to bring closure even though
you know there is much more to be known. My findings are offered to the reader with the
greatest humility about how much there is to know about training, transfer and the work
environment.

Summarv

In conclusion, in-service training programs for child weifare workers are one way
to equip them for the cornplex task of providing quality services to children and families.
Competency based approaches to training in child welfare have become increasingly
popular in the context of decreasing social spending by govemments. Regardless of the
political agendas in the implementation of training programs, transfer of training to the
work environment is critical if the training is to have its desired effect. Work
environment factors are increasingly recognized as impacting the transfer process. It is
hoped that this evaluation of transfer of Competency Based Inservice Training and the
impact factors in the work environment at Winnipeg Child and Family Services had on
this process provides a unique contribution to research in this field.
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APPENDIX D
Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard

HUMAN SERVICES TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS POSTCARD*

O ~ l e a s respond
e
to the statements below using the following scale:
SA=Strongly Agree, A=Agree, U=Undecided, D=Disagree, SD=Strongly Disagree

SA A

CBIT = Competency Based Inservice Training (dl 4 core modules)
1. Overall, 1 was very satisfied with CBIT core modules.
O 0000
2. During CBIT 1 learned a substantial amount of information.
O 0000
3. 1 have used the knowledge and skills 1 learned from CBIT on the job.
OO000
4. As a result of using the knowledge and skills from CBIT,1 have obsewed client progress. O 000n
5. As a result of CBIT, I am a more effective worker.
0 clIl0

Please list factors that helped or hindered your application of learning on the job.
Helped :

Hindered:

-

*The questions on lhis postcard wcre designed by Dale Cuny and can be round in:
Curry, Dalc (1997). Factors affectinathe prceived transfer of learninn of child ~rotcctionsocial workers, Unpublished doctorai
dissertation, Kent Siate U~versity,p, 138,
PLEASE COMPLETE DEMOGRAPMC WORMATION ON OTHER SDE

APPENDIX E

Letter of Permission from
Child Protection and Support Services

Manitoba
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APPENDIX F
Letter Assuring Trainers' Confidentiality

October 11,2000
Dear Trainer,
1 am a student of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and am conducting a practicum as part
of my Master of Social Work degree. My research is on transfer of learning fiom
inservice training to the workplace. I will be using Winnipeg Child and Family Services
(WCFS) as my research site and hope to gather information about the factors that
Competency-Based Inservice Training Program (CBIT)participants found to support or
inhibit their efforts to implement the training in their work environment-

Much research has emphasized the impact of the training design and the attributes of the
individual trainee on transfer of leaming. More recently, researchers and practitioners are
noting the importance of a supportive work environment in the transfer process. As you
are aware, several aspects of the CBIT curriculum refer to this factor as well. For
example, the acknowledgement of 'non-training barriers' in the Individual Training
Needs Assessrnent, the 'Parking Lot' issues noted at training, and the 'Training,
Orientation and Optimal Leaming' workshop provided for supervisors.
As part of my data collection 1am proposing to analyse one part of the training
evaluations collected afler each module of CBIT core curriculum, 1 am interested in
analysing the responses to the open ended question which asks participants, "Are there
any specific barriers that you may encounter which may interfere with implementing
'best practice' as taught in this module?" Analysis of this open-ended question will
provide some initial information about forces that participants thought would inhibit
t ransfer.
1know that the training evaluations contain sensitive information about each participant's
evaluation of you as the trainer. 1want to emphasize that 1 am not wnducting an

evaluation of the trainer, Should there be any reference to trainers and their influence on
the participant's overall evaluation of the training the foilowing steps will be taken to
protect the identity of the individual trainer. First, confidentiality will be maintained by
attaching a code to the trainer's name and reporting any findings using the generic term
'trainer'. Second, the identity of the trainer will not be revealed in the reporting of the
research findings.
1 hope this provides you with suscient information about the purpose ofmy research.
Please feel ti-ee to contact me at 944-4345 if you have any hrther questions or concems.

Sincerely,
Christine Lichti
M.S.W. Candidate

APPENDIX G
Human Services Training ElCectiveness Postcard Instructional Letter

Dear Participant,
I am a student of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and am conducting a practicum as part of my Uaster of
Social Work degree. 1 am conducting an evaluation of the Competenq-Based Inservice Training (CBIT)
Program at W i p e g Child and Family SeMces (WCFS).
This evaluation will gather uiformation from Family Service, Intake, Perinatal & Permanent Ward Social
Workers who have mmpleted the ûaïning It will examine the extent to which they have implemcnted the
informaiion and skills taught in CBrC in their day to &y woik wiüi client families- Most important& it will
identïfy and describe those forces within the work environment that supporteci o r inhibitai transfer of
baining
There are several parts to ihis research 1will be analyzing the Post Training Evaluations and the L i a of
"Parking Lot" Issues that were completed at the training in addition, 1 am asking you to amplete the
Human Services Training Evaluation Postcard (enclosed)- Finally, 1 d l be uivituig some workers to
participate in a focus group and/or an individual inteniew. You may receive a phone cal1 invitkg your
participation in a focus group or lndividuaI intehm sometime in the nest few months,
Your participation in h - s evaluation is completely voluntiuytiuY
Al1 information that you provide is completely confidential- You will notice ihat the enclosed Postcard has
been coded to ensure confidentialïty Staff with the Quality Assurance, F k a r c h and Planning Program of
WCFS has assistai by assigning a code to each participant's name. Names and matching codes will be
stored at the Quality Assurance, Research and Planning Program office and will not be accessible to me.
Al1 data gathered using this Postcard will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in m y home office. Following
the acceptance of this practicwn by the memben of my Practicum Cornmittee al1 identmng information
wviI1 be destroyed.
Your participation or non-participation will have no effect on your relationship with WCFS in any wayA high return rate is very important to this study. 1know that you are busy meeting the ciay to &y demands
of your work wvith children and families. This survey was designed to require as little of your time as
possible. Please respond to al1 five questions, I would also like to gain an understanding of what factors
helpcd or hindered your application of training on the job. Plcase iisr thein in the space provided. Finally
the opposite side of the card asks for some demographic uifonnation

Please take a few moments now to complete the Postcard- An addressed envelope is provïded- It can be
returned to me at the Pandora Unit through WCFS interdepartmental mail- niank you for taking the time to
participate in this research, ifyou have any questions please can contact me at 9414345Sincerely,
Cluistine Lichti

M S W candidate

APPENDIX H

Invitation Letter for Focus Groups

Dear Participant,

Febniary 28,2001

You are k i n g invited to parlicipate in a focus g w p tbat wiH bc conducted on Marcb 20,2001 from
- 1090 &m. This focus group is a part of the evaluation of the Competency-Based Inservice Training
(CBIT) Program at Winnipeg ChiId and Family Services (WCFS) that 1 am conducting for my MSW
practicum

9:00

Your
in this focus group is cornpletely voluntary, Your participaiion or non-participation will
have no &ect on your reiationslüp with WCFS in any way.
1 have taken several steps to ensute that your identity is protected. As such, Michelle Ashdowri, a support
staff with the Quality Assurance, Research and Planning Program (Q&R & P) at WCFS is assisting me in

the process of inviting your participation in Uiis focus group, 1have provideci staE at the Quality Assurance
Program with the code numbers of the people to be invïted to partiparticipate
in this focus gnwip- 1am only
alvare of the code numbers and do not h o w or have access to the conespondùig aames. The list of code
numbers and corrcspondingnames is only available to the staffat the Quality Assurance Program Michelle
is forwarding this letter to you and may be following up with a telephone d l . Tkre will be no way for me
to i d e n w which participants have declined involvement in the focus groups

Sliould you choose to paxticipate in uiis focus group you will be asked to sign a consent form indicating
that your participation is voluntary. You can choose to terminate your participation in the focus group at
any time.
T h e focus group will be conducted on Marcb 20,2001 from 9:00 to 1090 &m. in the boardmm at
t h e WCFS office at 720 Broadway Ave. Refreshments wiil be provided
should be a few perks @
!!) There will be 8-10 other social workers pariicipating in the gniup- 1 will facilitate the group and Kim
Thomas (Quality Assurance) will bc assisting by recording. It will be audio taped in order to assist in my
analysis of the results.

acre

As stated in my earlier correspondence, this evaluation wiU g a ~ e information
r
from WCFS Social Workers
about the extent to which they have implemented the information and skilis taught in Competency Based
Inservice Training in their day to day work with client familles. Most importantly it will ident* and
describe those forces wîtliin the work environment thar supported or uihi'bited transfer of training This
focus group is an important part of the evaluation process as it will provide more depth to the feedback ihat
1 have already received througli the Human S~M-cesTraining Evaluation Postcard (jellow card) sent in
Januaq 200 1,

1 recognize tlmt eacli of you have many demands on your t h e , Should you choose to participate in the
group 1 am committed to ensuring that it begins and ends on tirne- niank you for considering this
request. Please take a moment to respond to this invitation You can respond to Michelle Ashdown either

foçus

by email mashdo~vn~fs.aov,mb.caor telephone (1398). Your prompt response is greatly appreciated
Sincerely,
Cluistine Lichti
M.S.W. Candidate

APPENDIX 1

Informed Consent Cor Participation in Focus Group

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
For IndividuJs W h o Participate In Focus Groups
1 understand that, Christine Lichti, is conductïng an evaluation of the Competency-hed
InseMce Training (CBIT) Program at Wïnnîpeg Child and Family Services (WCFS).

This evaluation will gather information fiom Social Workers about the extent to which they have
implemented the idonnation and skilis taught in Competency Based Inservice Training in their
&y to day work wïth client h i l i e s - Most importantly, it will identie and describe those fiictors
within the work environment that helped or hindered application of training on the job.
1 understand that this focus group will be 1 !5 hours long. 1 understand that the focus grwp will
be recorded on paper and audio tape, 1 understand that I can ask questions throughout the focus
group. 1 understand that I can retirse to answer any question(s) or stop my participation in the
focus group at any time.

1 understand that my participation is voluntary and that L may withdraw my consent and
discontinue participation at any point- 1 understand that my participation or non-participation in
the focus group wvill not effect my relationship with WCFS in any way.
1 understand that as a participant, my right to privacy will be maintained through the use of a code
name for my actual name, in addition, my narne will be replaced with "Social Worker", "worker"

or "participant" in the final report. 1 understand that information provided will remain
confidential and will not be shared with my employer. The evaluation results will only be
presented in aggregate form.
1 understand that my real name and identifiable information will be kept in Ms. Lichti's locked
filing cabinet in her home office,

1 understand that al1 identifiable information will be destroyed after acceptance of Ms. Lichti's
practicum report by the Practicum Cornmittee.
1 understand that 1will be able to receive a sumrnary of the evaluation results if 1request.
1 understand 1 can contact Christine Lichti at 735-2726 if 1 have questions regarding the
evaluation.

Having read and understood the above conditions, this confirms that 1
@Iease pmt)
hereby consent to voluntarily participate in the evaluation study conducted by Christine Lichti, a
graduate student with the Faculty of Social Work, University of Manitoba,

DATE:

SIGNATURE:

PLEASE NOTE:

1 would be interested in receiving a sumrnary of the evaiuation results.

Please send this copy to the following address:

APPENDIX J

Letter Inviting Feedback
From Focus Group Participants

May 28,2001
Dear focus group participant,
1 have attached two documents for your review. The first is a point fonn listing of the

results of my practicum research (called 'results short version') and the second is an
expanded form of the fim document including descriptive detail about each point (called
'results long version'). Both of these documents are in draft fonn and will be revised
based on feedback fiom you and the other focus group participants.

Your participation in this final step of my research is completely voluntaay- 1 would
appreciate any feedback your are willing to contribute. In order to make this as easy as
possible 1 would suggest you begin by reading the 'results short version' and reflect on
the following two questions.
Do these results accurately reflect what you recail being the views o f the focus group
you participated in?
1s there anything you would like to add or expand on in terrns of your individual
perspective on the views that were shared?
The second document ('results long version') is quite lengthy so reading it in its entirety
is completely optional. 1 am providing it so you can scan it,
To ensure that my interpretation of your contribution to the focus group interview
reflects what you wanted to convey. Some people have been quoted directly. Please
pay specific attention to any quotes that are attributed to you.
To ensure that your anonymity maintained. Each participant has been given a
pseudonym and 1 have removed other identifying information like references to
specific work locations. If you are concerned that your anonymity is being
compromised by this report please let me know so 1 can make the necessary
changes.
Anyone who would like to read the long version and give feedback based on it is
welcome to do so. Please speci@ if you are giving feedback based on the short or long
version.
As with previous steps in this research measures have been taken to ensure your pnvacy
and confidentiality is maintained.

Your right to pnvacy will be maintained through the use of a code name for your actual
name, in addition, your name will be replaced with "Social Worker", "workef' or
"participant" in the final report. The information provided will remain confidential and
will not be shared with your employer. The evaluation results will only be presented in
aggregate form.

Your red name and any identifiable information will be kept in my locked filing cabinet
in my home office.
Al1 identifiable information will be destroyed afier acceptance of this practicum report by
the Practicum CornmitteeYou are welcome to respond to me either by e-mail or phone (9444345). Should you
choose to make comments directly on the documents, please remember that you have to
Save them on your 'V' drive, make the additions, Save them again and attach the "new"
document to an email and send it to me. Please make sure your comments are distinct
from the rest of the document either by using a different d o u r or putting them in itaIicsPlease provide your responses by Monday June 4. Ifyou have no feedback to give please
respond indicating the same.
Thank you for taking a few minutes to review the resdts. Your feedback will be
incorporated into the final report, which 1hope to have completed by mid June.

Thanks again for your contribution to this research.
Christine Lichti
M. S.W. Candidate

P.S. Your code name is

APPENDIX K
Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard Demographics

Code #
Demographic Information

1. 1 have x # years experience working as a social worker in a child welfare agency.
n ~ e s than
s 2 yrs 0 2 5 yrs 0 5 10 yrs 0 10 t yrs

-

-

2. In addition, 1 have x # years experience working as a social worker i n other social service agencies.
5 10 yrs 010 + yrs
0 2 5 yrs 0
ONIA O ~ e s than
s 2 yrs

-

-

3. 1 started Competency Based Inservice Training afler 1 had x # years of experience as a social worker in child welfare.
n ~ e s than
s 2 yrs 0 2 5 yrs 0 5 10 yrs
IO+ yrs

-

-

4. In terms of post secondary education, 1 have a (check all that apply):
Ohlaster o f Social Work
u ~ a c h e l oor f Social Work
O ~ a c h e l o r ' sDegree
D ~ a s t e r ' sDegree
(please specify)
(please specify)
mother
(please specify)
5. 1 am in a n ~ a m iService
l ~ O l n t a k e Operinatal a ~ e r m a n e nWard
t
position at Winnipeg Child and Family Services.

APPENDIX L
Human Services Training Effectiveness Postcard Reminder Letter

January 17,2001

Dear Study Participant,

You recently received a Human Services Training & Evaluation Postcard bellow card)
and letter which asked for your feedback regarding the application of Competency Based
Inservice Training on the job.

Many of you have already completed and retumed the postcard. Yow speedy response is
greatly appreciated! ! You can disregard this notice.

If you have not already done so, please complete the postcard and return it to me at the
Pandora Unit through interdepartmental mail, as soon as possible. I need your responses
by January 25,2001 in order to include your opinions in my research.
Thank you for your participation in this research.
Sincerely,

Christine Lichti
M-S.W, Candidate

APPENDIX M
Focus Group Interview Guide

FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW GUIDE
Starting with the training event itself. I want you to be able to go back there in your mind.
I've posted the 4 modules in order to jog your memory.
1. 1 would like hear your overall evaluation of the training event

That's a big question. When you respond to it, I'd like you to think about several aspects
of the training:

was the content relevant to your job

Did you learn new knowledge and skills
Was the training presented using techniques that prompted you to think about ways
you could use it with your client familiesWhat about the Agency's attendance policy and practices regarding timing of
attending training, freeing people up to attend.
Moving on, 1wonder how much you think you've used the training? Could tell me,
On scale of one to ten, to what extent do think you use the training in your day to

day job.

Can you give me some concrete examples. ...
so you've hardly used it dl...
what about your clients, have you seen client progress or change as a result of using
the training?
Now that we've talked about this for a while-are there are any people that would like to

change their rating.
We're going to move ont0 talk about the situation in the work environment, by that I
mean your entire work context, individual unit, program area, Agency as a whole and in
relation to govemment. Now, 1want you to focus on those factors in your work
environment (as opposed to at the training event) that helped you to use the training on
the job.

3. After you completed CBT and returned to your work, what helped you to use

the information in your day to day work?
1have six questions that direct you to areas I would like you to address, we'll move

through them fairly quickly. Ifyou want to go back at any point just say so:
What does your supervisor do to assist you with using the training?
What about your coworkers, how have they helped you to use the training?
What strategies have you used to improve your own use of CBIT?
What specific steps has WCFS management taken to assist you in implementing the
training in your day to day job?
How does the Directorate actively support the use of CBIT at WCFS?
Of al1 the things that have been done to support your use of the training what has been

the most important? Anything else you would like to add?
Part D - Suggestions for improvement o f the work environment so that application of the

training is more strongly supported
4. Finally, what would you like to see change?

Once again, 1will lead you through six questions. We can go back t o an earlier question
at any time. We'll g o top to bottom in the hierarchy this time.
What could the Directorate do to more actively support the use o f CBIT at WCFS?
What could WCFS management d o to fiirther support the use of CBIT within the
Agency?
How could your supervisor improve hidher support of your implementation of the
training?
What would you like your coworkers to do to help you with using the training?
Name one thing you could do to improve your use of CBIT.

If you could ask for just one change, what would it be?
Anything else you would like to add?
1s there any area that 1have not asked about that you really wanted to talk
about today? Anything you would like to add as a final word?

APPElYDIX N
Revised Research Questions

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. How do Social Workers at WCFS evaluate the CBIT training in terms of its

usefulness in theu job overall?

Do they believe that the training resulted in leaming or change in knowledge,
skills, attitudes
1s the training relevant to the work of social workers at WCFS?

How do the Agency's policies and practices around training event impact on
usefulness o f training. (Ie. Attendance, proximity to beginning of work in child
welfare)
2. To what extent do Social workers believe they transferred knowledge and skills

fiom CBIT to the workplace?
Examples of what was used
Still untapped potential with regards to use?
3. How do social workers describe the transfer environment at WCFS?

What factors in the post training organizational context do Social Workers
identi& as helping them transfer knowledge and skills from training to the
workplace? (Ie. System, workgroup, individual)
What factors in the post training organizational context do social workers identi@
as hindering their transfer knowledge and skills fiom training to the workplace?
(Ie. System, workgroup, individuai)

How do social workers weigh the impact of the various supportive and inhibiting
transfer forces? ( ie. You said that supportive supervisor, file recording policy and
own motivation helped you transfer, what would you say is the most important

single factor. Or you say that workload, foster care resource restrictions and
constant system change interfere with transfer, what would you say is the most
important single factor?)
4. What interventions do social workers suggest WCFS could implement in order to

decrease the impact of inhibiting factors and increase the impact of supporthg factors
for transfer of training?

APPENDIX O
Introduction to Focus Group

March 20, 2001
Introduction to Focus Croup
Welcome and thank you for taking the time to participate in this research project.
Please have a seat at the table. Help yourself to coEee, tea or juice and something to eat if
you like. This is going to be an intense hour and half so you'll need al1 the energy
boosters you can getOkay? Everyone seîtled and have something to eat? There is paper and a pen at your
place. The top page has some information for you to fil1 out. I'd Iike you to write down
your name, the unit you work in, your position in the unit, number of years child welfare
experience as a social worker and how many years of child welfare social work
experience you had when participated in CBZT.
While you are thinking about that I'll take some time to describe what we will be doing
together today and suggest ground rules that should make Our time here productive and
interesting for everyone.
First of ail, many of you have probably heard of focus groups, but some may not know
what they are really al1 about- There is no mystery here. A focus group is one method of
gathering information and opinions from people (others you may be more familiar with
are individual interviews and written surveys). It is sometimes called a 'focused group
interview' and it is used in social and market research.
Focus group interviews are usually recorded in order to ensure no opinion gets lost. This
group will be recorded both in writing and on audiotape. Kim Thomas will provide the
written record, the tape recorder you can see, but hopefilly will forget about as soon as
we get going.

Focus groups work best when participants feel free to share their opinions and there is
dynamic interaction between group members.

AI1 focus groups rnust be moderated- That's my job- It's the moderator's job to get a

much information as possible about the topic during the tirne that the group is together.
There are several things that 1will be doing to ensure that happens:
First, 1have a series of questions that 1will be going through with you. You will

notice that I will be reading each question verbatim from my interview guide. That way I
can ensure that 1 ask the same questions of your group as 1do the other.
Second, 1will be encouraging each of you to share your opinions and expcriences. 1
really need t o know what you think and how you feel about the things we're going to be
discussing, and I'd like you not to edit yourself It would be ideal, fiom my point of view,
if everything that comes into your mind comes out of your mouth. We don't get this

opportunity in Our work as social workers much so take advantage of it!
This is not a test. There is no nght or wrong. And please don? leave something unsaid
because you think it is 'unimportant'. Any reaction you have is right and important.
At the same time, it is crucial that I can hear each person speak both today and later when

I review the tapes. You may have had an experience of listening to tape recorded
conversation and discovering that when two people are speaking at once you can't figure
out what anyone is saying. 1can't afford to lose one word. So if someone is talking and

you have something you are dying to Say (incidentally, that's what we're hoping for
because that means you are here and involved), 1will ask you to hold it a minute. Please
don? forget what you were going to say, write it down if you like. 1won't forget that you
were going to Say something and 11
' 1 get back to you ....
Besides saying what comes to your mind I want you to feel fiee about responding to
whatever anyone else says. You don't have to agree. If somebody says something, and
you al1 sit there nodding and smiling, I'II assume that the person is speaking for the
group, and 1depend on you not to let me go away misinformed. So if somebody says

something and they're not speaking for you, say so.Even if you think it's a little niggle.
It may not be little for me. Ifa fistfight breaks out, L'Il intempt it, but anything short of
that is controversy and its fine.
Okay, lets see. 1 asked you not to edit, and to try not to talk al1 at once, and to disagree if
you disagree.. is there anything else.?. .. Oh, for the next hour and a half we're here and
the world ends at the door. We know it doesn't but 1 would like your undivided attention1s there anyone who is expecting to be intempted? Can we tum ce11 phones oft? The

washrooms are ...no need to ask for permission, Just hurry back.

-

What 1 mean when 1say the world ends here is 1am concemed about you- Your

expenences, thoughts and opinions. So if a question is asked don't say what your coworker thinks, or your supervisor. Just you.
Finally, each of you has signed a consent to participate in this focus group. In it 1assure

you that your identity will be protected and confidentiality maintained. 1would ask that
each of you respect the identity and confidentiality of the other participants in the group. 1
have asked you to be frank and direct in the sharing of your opinions. I am sure you

would agree that that is easier to do if you can trust that your confidentiality will be
protected.
How does that sound? Can we move on? Okay.. . Now lets find out who we al1 are.
Would you start here and Say what you wrote on the pad. And go around the table.
Just a quick piece about my research and then we'll get into the questions.

I am conducting this research in partial completion of a Masters Degree in Social Work.
It is an evaluation of the Competency-Based Inservice Training (CBIT)Program at
Winnipeg Child and Family Services (WCFS).

I am interested in the extent to which social workers believe they have implemented the
information and skills taught in Competency Based Inservice Training in theü day to day
work Most importantly, 1hope the research will identifL and describe those factors
within the work environment that helped or hindered the application of training on the
job.

I chose this topic partly because of my own experience. 1entered child welfare afier

working as a social worker in non-mandated services for about 7 years. When 1s t a ~ e dat
WCFS 1 was extremely gratefùl for the experience 1 had coming into the Agency. There

-

was lots to leam not the Ieast of which was working within a mandate, the written and
unwritten procedures of the Agency and coun work but at least I was aware of many
community resources, I'd worked with people in crisis, dealt with angry clients and
learned some healthy boundaries between work and the rest of Iife.

In the midst of this 1 starting asking myself how people without previous experience
managed in this complicated setting. At the time CBIT had been offered at the Agency
for a few years and 1was interested in what it might contribute to worker's ability to do
the work. 1 began by researching various approaches to child welfare training and then
moved on to ask, so do people actually use their training? If they do, then what helps
them with that? If they don? why not what is getting in the way.
This focus group is the second step in my data collection process. As you know, 1sent
out Human Service and Training Effectiveness Postcards and have also looked at the
Training Evaluations. The research and its results will be written as a final report. 1hope
to have an oppominity to share the results of the research with management at WCFS.
The director of training at the directorate has asked for a copy of the final report.
Ultimately, 1want to get my degree! !!

So, enough preamble:
There are four overall areas that my questions will guide you through:

1. the training event itself

2. your use of the training
3. ways in which your use of training was supported within the work environment, and

finally
4. Suggestions you have for improving support for use! of the training at WCFS

I want to spend the bulk of our time on the l a s two areas so lets begin

APPENDIX P
Point Form Results

TRANSFER OF INSERVICE TRAINLNG IN A CH?LDWELFARE AGENCY:
AN EVALUATION USING GROUNDED THEORY

By Christine Lichti
MSW Candidate
May 28,2001
Following are the descriptive rcsults fiom analysis of Post Training Evaluations, Human Service
Training Evaluation Postcards and Focus Group InterviewsTRAINING EVENT OVERALL
1. Content \vas relevant to the work these participants engage in on a daily basis2. The delivery and design of the training was seen as acceptable overall3. Al1 participants felt that the training mas a review of information and skills they had acquired
in their university educatioa or in their experience on the job. Participants' responses indicated support for WCFS' policies of mandatory attendance and
caseload coverage, but suggested changes for some practices surrounding the -ng
event5. There was general agreement that the training was valuable and sbould be continuedTRANSFER
1. CBIT is being used in the &y to day work of these participants, however no one is using ali
of the training or applying it to the fiil1 extent that it sas taught with al1 of their client
families.
TRANSFER ENVIRONMENT
There is a lack of fit between the kind of work environment required to cary out %est
practice' as taught in the CBIT cum-culum and the work environment at WCFS,Workers
ofien refer to this as ' r d world' vs. 'ideal world',
Participants do not see the Directoraie or Agency Management as providing concrete
assistance in implementing the trainingParticipants are receiving a range of support andlor assistance fiom their supervisors in
apptying CBIT,
Participants report that there is a broad range in the extent that their colleagues at WCFS are
implementing CBIT,
Participants have a strong desire to be able to provide CBIT 'best practice' service to theu
clients.
Workload is the pnmary factor participants cite as inhibiting implementation of CBiTResource shortages are also seen to inhibit transfer however this concem was not explored
enough to determine wvhich resources are more critical than othersOrganizational changes that WCFS engaged in in 1999 were viewed as disruptive and not
addressing the identified needs of the participants,

INTERVENTION
1. Participants felt that larger system issues were impacting their ability to implernent CBITThey felt the Directorate or WCFS management should ddress these concems
2. Participants suggested several things that the Directorate or WCFS management could
implement in order to directly encourage the implementation of CBK.

APPENDIX Q
Categories List

Categories Developed when AnaIysing Post Training Evaluation and HSTEP

1. Training Event

a) Content
b) Design & delivery
c) Perceived learning
d) Agency's training policies and pcactices
e) Other
2.

Perceived Transfer
a)

Used

b) Observed Client Progress
c) Am a better worker
d) Other
3.

Transfer Environment
a) TraininglOrganizationai Congruence
Extemal
Intemal
Other
b) Organizational Supports Barriers
Estemai
Directorate
Other
Intemal
Organization of Agency as a WhoIe
Top Management
Other Internai Programs
Supervisor
Co-workers
Individual
Other
c) Practice Issues
Opportunity to Use
Nature of the wotk
Type o f work
Volume of work
Cornplesity of work
Other
d) Resource Issues
Esternal
Programs
Other
Internai
PeopldStaff
Financial
Programs
Oiher
e) Oiher

5.

Satellites

APPENDIX R
Revised Categories List

Cate~oqrList for Focus G r o u ~ s
1. Training Event

a) Content
b) Design & delivery
c) Perceived learning
d) Agency's training policies and practices
e) Other
2. Perceived Transfer

a)
b)
c)
d)

Used
Observed Client Progress
Am a better worker
Other

3. Transfer Environment

a) Training/Organizational Conpence
External
Intemal
Other
b) Organizational Suppons mamers
External
Directorate
Other
Interna1
Organization of Agency as a Whole
Top Management
Other Intemal Programs
Supewisor
Co-workers
Individual
Other
c) Practice Issues
Opportunity to Use
Nature of the work
Type of work
Volume of work
Cornplexity of work
Other
d) Resource Issues
External
Prograrns
Other
Intemal
PeopldStaff
Financial

Programs
Other
e) Other
4. Transfer Interventions Suggested

a) Training/Organizational Congruence
Extemal
Intemal
Other
b) Organizational Supports Barriers
External
Directorate
Other
Internal
Organization of Agency as a Whole
Top Management
Other Internal Programs
Supervisor
Co-workers
Individual
Other
c) Practice Issues
Opportunity to Use
Nature of the work
Type of work
Volume of work
Complexity of work
Other
d) Resource Issues
External
Prograrns
Other
Internal
PeopldStaff
Financial
Programs
Other
e) Other
5. Satellites

6. Quotes

Descriptive Chart

Of Focus Group Findings

Description of Focus Group Findings

Descriptions that reflect both groups span the width of the page

2+ group
la. Training Event: Content

1

1 -2 group

i. Relevance
Participants felt that the training content was relevant to theu work

There were qualifiers but they were related
to much of the matenal being a review and
problems with barriers to implementation in
the work environment.

This group was also concemed that
barriers to implementation (in the work
environment) decreased the training"
relevance,

ii. Specific training content

/

Core 102, 103, 104 were highlighted as having the most usefil content and where
participants learned the most.
There wan general agreement that IO1 was too basic for everyone.

1 Participants seemed to find 104 the most enjoyable module.

I

lb. Training Event: Design and Delivery

L

i. Trainer
Overall participants gave a positive evaluation of the trainers.
These participants reported not being
There were mixed opinions as to whether
conscious of the work environment
the trainer" acknowledgement of work
environment bamers decreased the level of barrien to application while at the
training but in retrospect see them as
fmstration participants felt about this work
environment barriers while at the training
significant.
event.
ii. Training Techniques
Various training techniques including
the use of slides, music, colouring,
group work, handouts, checklists, case
_ discussion were mentioned.
There seemed to be mixed opinion about these training techniques, probably related to
individual preference and leaming style.
Group work/discussion was the most
fiequently mentioned training technique.

N/A

' This group seemed to tire of the group
work and presentations saying they'd
had their fil1 in university.

J

iii. OveraU Training Design

N/A

N/A

,
I

This group found the diversity of people
who attendeci training (including amount
of child welfue expenence, location of
their work: rural, urban, n o m job
description) contributed to their leamhg
experience and was very interesting.
It was suggested that it was helpfiil to
have the tr&ing delivered over an eight
month period.
In generaî, participants felt that the
training days were long and that after
three days of training their ability to leam
and retain information decreased.

le. Training Event: Perceived Learning
i. New Information/Review
Participants feltthat rnost of the training was a review.

Those participants with 15 years or more
experience used the training as a refiesher
and to refine skills they already had.
Most participants felt that it was good to get
this kind of a review, however one person
who had received similar training in other
provinces felt it was a waste of t h e .

1 These participants pointed out that the

I

material was a review of material they
had leamed in university, either in their
BSW or Arts education.
These participants felt that the training
was important despite the fact that it was
a review.

ii. Specific Modules

Participants pointed to modules 102, 103, & 104 as providing them with helpfuVusefûl
information.
N/A
This group was more specific about
certain content in 102 and 103 being a
[ repeat of university education.
104 appeared to have had the most significant impact on everyone in the group
101 was noted as the least useful and most repetitive of information already known.

1 iii. Kind of ~ e a r n i n ~
People in this group taîked about refining
their skills, learning some different
approaches to working with families and
gaining increased sensitivity to the impact
of separation, placement and reunification
of children,

i

This group seemed to find the a i n i n g to
be more knowledge development and
awareness raising than slcill building.
Given the f a a that their university
education was in the recent past they
appeared to be looking for ski11 building
rather than knowledge development,
which had been the focus of their
university education,

Id. Training Event: Agency's training policies and practices.

1

i. Timing of taking training relative to start date
Training should be offered within the first six months of starting with WCFS .
ii. Sending units to training together

I

Attending training two times in order to attend with your work team was not seen as
beneficial,
While the prernise o f sending units together was that of tearn building, the training event
was not designed in a way that facilitated this.

1 The benefit of tearns having shared language was not seen as so significant as to merit 1
sending teams together.
On1y situation where sending the unit
together seemed to be beneficial was where
it was foilowed up with a team day used to
deveIop an implementation plan.

NIA

1 iii. Mandatory Training
There was general acceptance that the training is mandatory.

1 iv. Coverage
These participants seemed to be glad for
Some participants in this group found it
permission to leave their casework and
difficult to leave their work to attend
training. Some of these individuals felt that it attend training.
was too long to leave their casework. ûthers
felt that the case coverage provided did not
have sufficient family specific background to
make good decisions or was emergent onIy
and that was insuff'icient.

l

NIA

While most participants were provideci
coverage while at training some had
been instnrcted by their supervisors to
check messages, retwn calls and attend
COUR,

1

Lack of communication fiom the
Agency's training coordinator to the
supervisor resulted in one person
missing the first module and needing to
take it at the end of her training.

2a. Perceived Transfer: Used the knowledge and skills
i. Examples of use
Various aspects of 102, 103 & 104 are being used on a regular basis.

1 ii. Range of use
Everyone was using the training to some extent.
No one was using al1 of the training or applying it to the full extent that it was taught
with al1 of his or her client families,
Use ranged fiom the way participants approached a case situation (thinking) to writing
an assessment or plan (concrete evidence).
I

2b. Observed Client Change

I
1

One participant in this group mentioned this
as the most important motivator for her
implernentation of the training. Others in
the group agreed.

1 N/A

2c. Perceived Learaing: Am a Better Worker
While not explicitly stated participants appeared to feel they were better workers as a
result of taking the training.

1 33. Transfer Environment: Training and Organizational Congruence
There is a sharp contrast between what is
taught as best practice and the possibilities
for implementation of that practice in the
work environment.

This group recognized that what was
taught as 'best practice' could not be
implemented to the &II extent in the
work environment.
This group reflected that given their
experience to date (since training) they
understood and agreed with the
experienced worker's challenges that
these 'best practice' ideals did not mesh
with the reality of the work environment.

1

L

Despite this assessrnent this group felt
considerable guilt about not providing 'best
practice' services to their client families-

This group did not express feeling guilty
that they were not able to provide 'best
practice' services to their clients,

These participants felt that a common
ideology and language about what was
meant by best practice was understood
throughout the Agency

This group seemed t o convey a much
more distinct separation between the
training event and the work environment.
@id that, now back to work)

3b. Transfer Environment: Organizatioaal Supports and Barriers
i. Directorate
This group believed there was a huge gap
between the expectations of the Directorate
(as reflected in standards) and the reality of
front line work

This group said that until recently the
roie of the Directorate was largely
unknown to them-

There was a growing awareness that
people at the Directorate have
There was a concern that staff at the
Directorate did not know the realities of fiont considerable power and influence when
line work They were unsure if staff at the
they do becorne involved in case
planning.
Directorate wanted to know the realities of
fiont Iine work
ii. Agency as a Whole
Agency as whole is allowing mediocre
practice to continue because they arenyt
addressing workload.
Agency is throwing new workers into
casework without proper preparation.
iii. WCFS Management

1 Understanding that CBIT endorseci by
Agency as a whole, but are unsure if
Agency is committed to implementing
it,
1 NIA

Participants are at a loss to suggest anything that WCFS management has done to
support the implementation of CBIT

1 NIA

The perception of the group was that
excessive workload was interfering with the
implementation of training and Agency
management was not addressing that issue,
nor did they have a plan to address it-

7
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There was a perception that the gap between
upper management and line workers was
widening -that management doesn't have
the same concerns~prioritiesas workers.
There was an understanding that the power
of Agency management is limited but aiso a
wish that they would provide a voice
lobbying the govemment and community for
the resources to provide best practice in child
wel fare.
iv. Interna1 and Ertemal Resources

This group felt that there was an
understanding o f what is meant by best
practice throughout the Agency.

N/A

NIA

This group felt that extemal resources
would benefit fiom CBIT training.

v. Supervisor

There was general agreement that supervisors are an important source of support for
i mplementing the training.
Participants felt their supervisors agreed
with the principles taught in CBIT.
1

There was a range in the extent to which
supervisors actively supported
implementation - some who very
specifically provided support and
supervision using CBIT matetials and
principles, others who were supportive
when CBIT concepts were brought to them
by workers.
Participants felt that supervisors
understood their real world dilemmas and
were communicating them to upper
management but any progress toward
change stopped there.

Participants felt their supervisors provided
excellent supervision but did not
necessuily see it as directly r e f l a i n g

CBïï.

1

vi. Co-workers
Most participants in this group had the
This group did not tallc about discussing
case examples with CO-workerswithin a
experience of discussing cases with COworkers and using CBIT to inform the
team meeting context.
development of potential case plans. These
discussions included an attempt to fit CBIT
suggestions with realities of workload and
Agency resources. When the discussion
moved to implementation most CBIT
suggestions had to be abandoned due to
work environment barriers.
It was acknowledged that there was a wide range of the extent that CBIT was
implemented by their colleagues throughout the Agency (as reflected in file recording
and experienced by those who had worked in several different units).
This group had experienced resistance
toward use of the training fiom the more
experienced workers.

-

-

vii. Individual

-

In general participants had attempted to implement the trainingWorkload inteflered with implementation but people dealt with that by choosing only a
few cases in which to use the training or chose certain parts of the training to
implement.
1 N/A
Use decreased for several reasons,
including was not expected by supervisor, 1
excessive use of overtime in order to
1
i mplement, CO-workersweren't
implementing, case plans could not be
1
carried out anyway (work environment
1
barriers).
-

1

3c. Transfer Environment: Practice issues
i. Type o f W o r k
Check transcript

1 Workers described a broad range of

1 activitics involved in their jobs: crisis
1 intervention, advocacy, refenals, relating
1 to intemal and external resources,
1 administrative work including report and
1 letter writing, disbursements, scheduling,
1 securing and monitoring appropriate
1 placements for children in care, assessing
1 risk and providing public education.

Check transcript

There was general agreement that k i n g a
Permanent Ward worker allowed for more
long tenn planning and wasn't as crisis
onented as Family Service Work-

ii. Volume
Workload was seen as the primary reason that the training was not implemented.

For some people in this group, workload
interfered with their ability to leave their
casework behind when they attended the
training.
iii. Complexity

1

This group appeared to have little
dificulty leaving their casework behind in
order to attend training. They wanted and
appreciated the eoverage they received.

1 There was an understanding that the
1 families these participants worked with
1 had complex problems. These participants
1 would welcome additional traimng that
1 would address the complex situations they
1 were facing

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

v. Work Processes

1

1

Participants talked about the lack o f effective technology, use of the technology
available, organization of work and clarity regarding authority causing inefficiencies in
their work ~rocess.
N/A
This group talked about the difficulty in
executing plans in a timely manner
unIess there was direct involvement by
1 staffat the directorate or Agency
management level.
iv. Opportunity to Use
-

Participants were implementing the training

1 Participants were implementing the

1 due to their own initiative or encouragement 1 training due to their own initiative. No
1 fiom supervisors.

1

1
1

1 one in the group talked about s u p e ~ s o r s1

1 requiring the use of CBIT.

No one talked about Agency sanctioned policies or practice s that required application
of CBIT by workers.
There was no shortage of situations where workers felt they could utilize the training,
but use was hindered by workload and resource shonages.

3d. Transfer Environment: Resource Issues
i. Internal-S taff
This group made several references to staff
shortages.
ii. Financial

Check transcript

1

1 Check transcript

1

I

1 iii. Progrnms
One person talked about a concern that they N/A
did not have time to family
work/counselling and also had dEculty
accessing these services both intemally and
externallyiv. Resources in General
Participants fiequently referred to a lack o f resources being a probtem in the work
environment.

/

3e. Transfer Environment= Other
Participants felt that the reorganization of 1999 and the anticipated changes due to
implementation of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry were disrupting any ability for the
Agency to make progress on other long term initiatives (ie. Work assessrnent tool,
visioning etc-),
Workers felt that the Directorate and Agency Management believed that reorganization
in itself would solve serious workload problems, Staff believe that workload problems
are due resource shortages, coordination and communication problems within the
Agency.
Workers felt that many ofthe changes over the past several years (either due to
reorganization or renovations) lacked logical sequencing and either did not invite o r
ignored worker input.

1 4b. Transfer Interventions: Orgaoizational Supports and Barriers
i. Directorate
There participants suggested that in order for
the directorate to work toward supporting the
implementation of CBIT they would need to
familiarite themselves with the realities in
the field @y talking directly to line workers)Staff, finances and additional resources
would be needed in order to attain 'best
practice' .

StaEat the directorate should be more
visible to fiont line workershnteract
with workers.

something will need to be done about
workload if increased implementation of
training is to occur. Ie. More money for
staff, reduce/narr~wthe mandate.
Could standardize forms based on
CBIT-result integrated into daily work
(but this hinged in time being available
to actually complete the forms

ii. Agency
Provide CBIT to new workers earlier in their
careers at WCFSProvide orientation to new workers.

Provide training to new workers and
fiee them up to attend training without
needing to tespond to case issues.

I

iii. Agency Management
Agency Management should ensure
Discussion retuned to the need to address
workers can attend training without
the workload issue as key to supporting
transfer.
obligation of case responsibilities.
Participants want Agency management to
show some leadership, communicate a vision
for WCFS and lobby govemment.
Communication with fiont line workers is
crucial for a strong voice to govemment and
the community.
iv. ~ u ~ e r v i s o r
This group thought supemsors could be
more deliberate about using CBIT
1 principles as a basis for case planning-in
supervision.
The supervisor should ensure workers
can attend training without obligation of
case responsibilities,
v. Coworker
N/A
N/A
--

1

1 vi. Individual

-

-

1 individuais need to be responsible with their time and implement best practice.
--

1 v i i External

1 Several people in this group felt

1 that extemal collaterals (schools,

1

/

Employment and Incorne
Assistance, Children' s Advocate)
would benefit fiom learning the
CBIT,Farnily-centred, strength
based approach to practice.

4c. Transfer Interventions: Practice Issues
- -

Decreasing workload was seen as the most important factor impacting practice.
Participants freely contributed ideas about other eficiencies that could be implemented
in order to address workload. These included improved information system,
computerized forms that are user fnendly, clari*fiedmodes of communication (is
everyone using email and checking it regularly), clarification regarding who has
authority to provide approval to disburse monies related to case planning, assistance
with some administrative tasks, reduce amount of paperwork required to access

,

There were suggestions that second
IeveVadvanced training would be
appreciated,

4d. Transfer Interventions: Resource issues
There were few specific suggestions with the exception of requests for more fûnding for
increased staffing levels or more resources in general.
- -

5. Satellites
There were frequent references to feeling guilty

NIA

for not providing client families with services that
reflect 'best practice'.
There was a concem that accounting is engaging
in case planning when they are able to ovemde
approval that has already been gained fiom the
supervisor and assistant program manager.
This group shared the belief that the provinces of
Ontario, Aiberta and British Columbia had much
more progressive child welfare programs and
provided training to their workers earlier in their
child weIfare careers,
Separate First Nations agencies are in conflict
with pnnciples taught in CBIT as well as
aboriginal thinking and beliefs. This move is the
result of poor treatment of people (regardless of
race) due to workload demands,

NIA

NIA

NIA

Some in this group thought that
caseloads had decreased, but
workload was still too excessive.

